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Executive Summary

The objective of this master’s thesis was to explain the impact of Enterprise Architecture (EA)
and meta-modelling on decision making, people, culture, and communication in government.
Governments, in their desire for closer and higher quality engagement with citizens, have adopted
modernisation programs based on information technology. This type of modernisation is also
known as e-government. EA has been adopted in e-government transformation as a tool for
planning and managing the process, in which meta-modelling has been applied to document,
model, and communicate the effort and progress.

The thesis identified a fundamental, theoretical problem with meta-modelling in EA pro-
grams. The EA discipline, including its tools and methodologies, relies on the metaphor of
engineering the enterprise and building stable, structured taxonomies of knowledge and process.
However, government agencies are unpredictable human structures and not abstract machines.
The reality that e-government programs are dealing with is both mechanical and human, hard
and soft, technical and social, but meta-modelling tends to operate within an engineering en-
vironment that assumes stability, predictability, and control. The theoretical research for this
thesis concluded that such a view is inadequate for explaining the impact of e-government on
people, culture, communication, management, and the relationship between government and
citizens.

Subsequently, empirical research was conducted in two Australia government agencies to ex-
amine the practical circumstances of these problems. The research was applied using qualitative
techniques in order to highlight the interpretations of the involved practitioners. Data were
collected using semi-structured interviews, transcribed, analysed, and interpreted to derive rich
descriptions of and generalisations on meta-modelling practice. The empirical research revealed
a similar discrepancy between methodology and reality: the assumptions of precision and control
through meta-models do align well with software and infrastructure—but fail to address appropri-
ately the inherent messiness and unpredictability of government reality. The interviewees needed
to develop their own workarounds, sensemaking, and adaptations in order for meta-modelling to
be useful and effective in practice.

Finally, the thesis identified a clear correspondence between the stated theoretical concerns
around EA and meta-modelling, and its application in practice. The thesis furthermore indi-
cated the probability of further concerns over the link between meta-modelling and the scientific
paradigm of government bureaucracy. This link may, if not acknowledged and comprehended,
cause an over-emphasis on bureaucratic efficiency at the expense of effectiveness, democracy,
participation, tradition, and history. By combining academic critique and EA practice, this the-
sis arrived at a set of principles, a conceptual model, and recommendations for improving the
application of EA and meta-modelling in e-government. EA and meta-modelling must establish
an interpretive, systemic view of government transformation based on learning, adaptation, and
self-design in the cultural, communicative relationship between people. Only then can EA build
a viable conception of its social, communicative, and managerial impact in practice.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

During the past two decades with the advent of the World Wide Web, governments have in-
creasingly adopted information technology (IT) for electronic delivery of government services
to citizens. Governments, in the main, were motivated by the assumption that such adoption
would deliver increased efficiency, quality of operations, and increased accessibility for citizens
to government services. This form of administrative reform catalysed by IT is also known as
e-government (Hjort-Madsen 2009). Some researchers go even further and label e-government as
a possible driver of participatory democracy and transparency in government decision making
(West 2004). Throughout the past decade, Enterprise Architecture (EA) has risen as a discipline
for managing and controlling these government transformation programs (Hjort-Madsen 2009,
p. 6). Originally a method for IT management and system architectures (Zachman 1987, Sowa
& Zachman 1992), EA is evolving into a general management discipline promoting a holistic
approach to planning, consolidating, and aligning strategic initiatives, management programs,
capital planning, business processes, and IT assets in both private and public sector. Practical
examples are countries such as Denmark, USA, the Netherlands, and Australia, where govern-
ments agencies have adopted EA as a method for initiating e-government transformation and
modernisation. These programs have also entailed related technical compliance reforms such
as interoperability, open standards, and service oriented architecture (SOA) across government
agencies. EA spans much more than technology management, as with the American Clinger-
Cohen Act of 1996, which mandates that US Federal agencies of a certain size comply with the
Federal Enterprise Architecture Framework (FEAF) for capital planning, reporting, and control.
The ambitions, influence, and extent of government EA are indisputably significant. In Australia,
The Australian Federal Government and the Government of New South Wales (NSW) have been
particularly at the forefront of adopting Enterprise Architecture for supporting e-government
with initiatives such as:

• The Australian Government Architecture (AGA) reference framework including the Cross-
Agency Service Architecture Principles developed by the Department of Finance and Dereg-
ulation1.

• The 2006 e-Government Strategy, Responsive Government plan2 for building a cross-
departmental e-government initiative focusing on four core areas: 1. citizen demand for
better service, 2. electronic service delivery, 3. value for money, and 4. enhancing capability
in the public sector.

1See http://www.finance.gov.au/e-government/strategy-and-governance/australian-government-architecture.
html.

2See http://www.finance.gov.au/e-government/strategy-and-governance/e-government-strategy.html.
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1.1. ENTERPRISE ONTOLOGY AND META-MODELLING

• Finally, on the state government level, there are two distinct initiatives:

– The Strategic Information Architecture Project (SIAP) and Strategic Information Ex-
change3 (SIX) initiatives of the Land and Property Management in NSW. Both ini-
tiatives used EA to transform several satellite state government agencies into a unified
enterprise4 based on automated e-service delivery in order to enhance citizen access
to geospatial and land title information.

– The adoption of EA in Ipswich City Council, Queensland, which led to the develop-
ment of The Queensland Government Enterprise Architecture Framework5 (QGEA).
Queensland Government agencies are required to follow and comply with the frame-
work as part of the state government’s Financial Management Standards.

The last two initiatives, Ipswich City Council and NSW Land and Property Management
Authority, are investigated in two empirical case studies in this thesis.

1.1 Enterprise Ontology and Meta-Modelling

A key concept within EA is the use of enterprise ontology and meta-models to build coherent,
comprehensive, consistent, and concise conceptual models of the enterprise—or, in less formal
terms, a standardised view of the enterprise in terms of purpose, function, relationships, opera-
tion, rules, and knowledge (Dietz 2006, p. 7-8). Meta-modelling is widely seen as both the active
practice and formal language of constructing an enterprise ontology in an abstract, explicit man-
ner. A enterprise meta-model is thus a formal, abstract description of the relationship between
and semantics of concepts and rules in an enterprise context (Söderström, Andersson, Johannes-
son, Perjons & Wangler 2001). With the advent of software engineering and Computer Aided
Software Engineering (CASE) tools in the 1980es, software vendors and academics have supplied
practitioners with tools for building and maintaining such models in a centralised, repository-
driven6 fashion including features for simulation and impact analysis. Such tools, which are
also known as EA or meta-modelling tools7, are widely used in both industry and public sec-
tor. Often, tool vendors supply their own methodologies for developing and implementing EA
and meta-modelling initiatives in combination with the tool and consulting services: IDS-Scheer
promote their own ARIS8 methodology for enterprise modelling, business process management
(BPM), and designing and planning Enterprise Resource Planning systems and implementation
(ERP).
According Dietz, a well-known IS researcher, meta-modelling has become such an important con-
cept due to the development of enterprise engineering (Dietz & Hoogervorst 2008, p. 573), which
is an attempt to build a unified discipline of organisation science and information systems engi-
neering. The “basic premise of enterprise engineering” is systems theory and the notion that an

3SIX is a an automated, online database of geospatial imaging and land title services for NSW. See http:

//http://www.six.nsw.gov.au/. For more information, see Appendix B.
4Henceforth, the term ’enterprise’ is used to describe any kind of social system or organisation with a common

purpose, e.g. a public organisation or private company. However, an enterprise may also span several organisation.
The thesis operates on S. Bernard definition of an enterprise: “An area of common activity and goals within an
organization or between several organizations, where information and other resources are exchanged.” (Bernard
2005, p. 340, my emphasis).

5See the Queensland Government Chief Information Office: http://www.qgcio.qld.gov.au/qgcio/

architectureandstandards/qgea2.0/Pages/index.aspx
6Meaning that the modelling applications access the same objects in a central database or repository.
7Examples of such commercial tools are ARIS from IDS-Scheer/Software AG, Rational System Architect from

IBM, and Troux Architect from Troux.
8Short for Architecture of Integrated Information Systems.
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1.2. THE PREMISES AND PROMISES OF ENTERPRISE ENGINEERING

enterprise functions as a system—that is, “a set of different elements so connected or related as to
perform a unique function not performable by the elements alone.” (Dietz & Hoogervorst 2008,
p. 573) Accordingly, the purpose of enterprise engineering is

1. to construct an abstract meta-model of the enterprise as a system describing its structure
and rules independent of its implementation.

2. manage the design and transformation of its implementation (the actual organisation in its
current state) in a systematic, structured fashion.

Dietz makes an important assumption in his application of systems thinking by speaking
of black-box (teleological) and white-box (ontological) systems thinking. The black-box notion
treats the organisation as a system, whose transfer function’ or internal mechanics can only
be understood by observing the system from the outside-in and from there building evidence
of how to use or control the system. The white-box notion, however, takes an engineering
and “inside-out”-oriented approach to not only operating but also constructing and changing
the organisation in concern. To Dietz this is carried out by building an enterprise ontology
and formal blueprints of the organisation’s transfer function(s), structure, and composition.
Organisations need to be white-boxed in order to systematically improve its transfer function.
Thus government improvement and transformation, according to Dietz, can be articulated mainly
as an incremental process of analysing, building and engineering models of the government agency
in question. Only then can the the enterprise system implementation, the actual organisation,
be redesigned and improved. Enterprise taxonomies and meta-models are here thought of as the
tools for constructing such a white box of the government enterprise.

1.2 The Premises and Promises of Enterprise Engineering

Obviously, enterprise engineering holds many promises in its approach to addressing government
complexity. However, the engineering aspects of these promises have been criticised by several
researchers with the claim that such approach is too focused on rational analysis and technical
efficiency whilst neglecting the human and social aspects of the context.
Firstly, Ciborra criticises the tendency to objectify the applicability of systems models and engi-
neering principles to organisations. To Ciborra, what produces the “breakdowns”, “deadlocks”,
and “impotence” (Ciborra 1997, p. 71) is not a lack of analysis, modelling, or measurement,
but the assumptions of predictability and managerial control these instruments bring into play.
Meta-modelling produces simplified, idealistic pictures of the real world, but these models discon-
nect managerial practice from the real word for means of control and abstraction. However, the
abstraction and elegant engineering of these models are not complex enough to comprehend the
“(tacit) knowledge of the messy world” (Ciborra 1997, p. 71) in which the organisation exists.
To Ciborra, it is exactly the process of translating the equivoque of reality and the people in it
into deworlded, quasi-scientific models, which causes the breakdowns and failures in unsuccessful
IT projects:

“However sophisticated, such models remain a deworlded image of the organization.
They are granted essence & existence in the world of abstraction. Outside that world
they are simply not ’indexed’ by the same degree of reality as the ’world-out-there.’
Thus, for example, we have to admit that we can understand the very notion of
alignment only thanks to our (tacit) knowledge of the messy world.” (Ciborra 1997,
p. 71)

4



1.2. THE PREMISES AND PROMISES OF ENTERPRISE ENGINEERING

In the above quote, ’alignment’ refers to the strategic alignment of IT systems and work pro-
cesses in the organisations with the goal of yielding higher efficiency. This conception, however,
stumbles on the premise that technology is univocally comprehended by the managers and users
inside these organisations. To Ciborra, this is a fallible explanation, as IS research has shown
that IT systems sometimes yield even greater complexity or unforeseen problems which require
social “work-arounds” (Cibora 2000, p. 30). Technology does not automatically deliver stability
and predictability, but also produces unexpected changes and flux as users sometimes have work
to their way around or silently accept the requirements of a new system. The classic academic
example of this is the realm of Enterprise Resource Planning implementations, where these often
monolithic software packages are often criticised for demanding the organisation to wrap itself
around the software package rather than giving the flexibility to fit the functionality to how
people actually work (Kallinikos 2004). These problems, in turn, link back to the dominant
assumptions of engineered systems design in meta-modelling, where

“systems are objects, infrastructure is a well delimited pyramid, knowledge is data,
work is business process, and people are emotion-less decision-makers who have
to align their preferences and adjust to the changes rationally planned for them.”
(Cibora 2000, p. 30)

This critique truly hits the heart of the meta-modelling discipline, as this also concerns
the effort to formally represent the infrastructure, systems, people, responsibility, and work
practices of the organisation. Enterprise engineering suggests that such effort will likely improve
understanding, control, and change management, whereas Ciborra manifests the exact opposite:
the attempt to abstract and formalise organisational messiness may produce comprehensible
models, but these models are too abstract and simplistic to truly predict or explain the problems
and concerns of the real world they attempt to represent. As a consequence, Ciborra writes, the
involved people are almost reduced to one-dimensional human cogs that only work to fulfil the
organisational strategy. Several empirical studies have confirmed some of Ciborra’s viewpoints by
examining the impact of e-government on social practice—for instance in Sweden (Grunden 2009)
where a government service delivery program yielded higher operational efficiency, but at the
cost of stressful employees attempting to cope with the ambiguity of new technology. Externally,
the same program caused an increase in the digital divide within the population, as elderly,
immigrants, and disabled people were stressed by a) the demands and complexity of technology
and b) the impersonal and formal behaviour of the new electronic services. From Ciborra’s view,
an abstract enterprise model would never have been able to predict such unforeseen side effects
of e-government, as the messiness and social divide of the Swedish society is very difficult, and
if not impossible, to formalise in a graphical model. A socio-technical9 focus. which does not
solely focus on efficiency, was suggested by the research to avoid such impacts of e-government
initiatives (Grunden 2009).

There is apparently a divide between two schools of information science and organisation
theory—one branch of science suggests the powerful analytics of enterprise modelling, whereas
the second branch accuses the first branch of being too simplistic in its conception of technology
and social impact. In my opinion this is not a solid foundation for building the government of
tomorrow. How can one justify administrative reform, as presented by Hjort-Madsen (2009),
without highlighting or accommodating for the possible impact on social practice? As govern-
ments set out to reform their service offerings and interface to its citizens, this is an inherently

9Socio-technical thinking is a theory focusing on the relation and importance of fit between social and technical
aspects in organisations (Mumford 2000). Mumford pioneered this view in IS research by pointing out the necessity
of “the rights and needs of the employee” (Mumford 2000, p. 127) in relation to hard systems and the importance
of employee participation in systems design processes.
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1.3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

important issue to raise and a question to answer.
This question, however, concerns a great amount of sociological, administrative, and technical

detail and is too comprehensive to answer within the limits of a single master’s thesis. Hence, I
have narrowed down the research scope to the practical application, assumptions, and impacts of
meta-modelling tools and methodologies within government. As Ciborra (1997, 2000) highlights,
the dimension relating to people and their conception of work and management is imperative
to—but all too often an underestimated factor in—the successful application of large-scale IT
programs.Therefore, my research interest specifically concerns the impact of meta-modelling on
culture, communication, human knowledge, and work practice in the organisations.

In summary, these considerations lead to the following problem statement:

1.3 Problem Statement

In this thesis I will identify, research, and uncover the following aspects of government adoption
of Enterprise Architecture and meta-modelling10 and specifically within the context of Australian
government agencies:

1. Key characteristics of government EA adoptions driving e-government transformation—
how the frameworks, methods, and tools are applied and impact on government managerial
practice, including:

2. Impact on government decision making and management.

3. The relation to work practice, culture, and communication within the agency.

4. The practical benefits and limitations of EA tools and meta-modelling methodologies.

I will furthermore present and discuss how meta-modelling theory and practice relate to and
influence on e-government and the implications thereof. Finally, I will synthesise these research
findings of impacts, characteristics, and concerns around EA, meta-modelling, and e-government
into a set of recommendations and improvements for future EA research and practice.

1.4 Thesis Structure

Fig. H.111 outlines the structure and flow of arguments in the thesis. Upon introducing the
problem statement (ch. 1), an appropriate theoretical framework and research methodology
(ch. 2 and 3) are developed on the basis of the research problem. The research methodology
furthermore presents and evaluates the data collection including reliability and quality. Next,
the two case studies, Ipswich City Council and Land and Property Management Authority (ch.
4 and 5) are presented. Each case study begins with a brief introduction to the organisation,
its history, and the interviewees before the observations, themes, and findings are introduced.
These two chapters are followed by a summary of the empirical research findings (ch. 6). Sub-
sequently, the empirical findings are linked back to the problem statement and discussed in the
context of modernity, systems thinking, and organisational self-design (ch. 7). This chapter fur-
thermore presents four principles for e-government and recommendations for systems thinking
in e-government transformation. Thereafter, all conclusions and research findings are brought

10Henceforth, meta-modelling implies both the actual social process of organisational modelling and the specific
outcomes and deliverables—e.g. architecture and process models.

11See appendix H p. 136.
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1.4. THESIS STRUCTURE

into play in the chapter on putting the pieces together (ch. 8). This chapter was written as a
fictitious scenario, which applies the findings and conclusions as practical examples in an Aus-
tralian government department. The following chapter (ch. 9) presents the final conclusions
and recommendations for future research and practice. Chapter 10 finally links the conclusions
and recommendations back to the Danish government context and their relation to the busi-
ness reference model (FORM) of the Danish Ministry of Finance. This results in four high-level
recommendations for future EA practice in the Danish public sector.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Framework

In the following, an appropriate theoretical framework is constructed. It follows from the problem
statement that the framework must successfully concern and explain both systems thinking,
decision making & management, organisational culture, communication, and work practices.

2.1 Enterprise Engineering and Systems Thinking

Systems theory is adopted as the overall theoretical, since:

1. Dietz (2006) describes systems theory as fundamental paradigm for building enterprise
ontologies. It considers how the separate parts of the enterprise relate to the greater
whole.

2. Bernard furthermore discusses the clear influence of systems theory on EA as a discipline
(Bernard 2005, Bernard 2001).

3. Systems theory is relevant to the general study of complex, social systems and the rela-
tionships between actors, actions, and communication (Fuglsang & Olsen 2004, p. 138).
Luhmann has furthermore developed systems theory into a generalised, communicative
model of society and its systems of politics, science, truth, and rationality (Luhmann 1995).
Systems theory is thus highly relevant for explaining the adoption and impact of EA as a
single discipline on the many elements of a government social system.

However, systems theory represents a very broad disciplinary spectrum from systems dynamics in
engineering to social systems in sociology—therefore, a more precise definition is needed. Check-
land (1985) focuses particularly on the use of systems thinking in the conjunction of technology,
organisations, and management1. Additionally, J. Seddon (2007) extends systems thinking into
public sector reform and the application of IT in government transformation. These perspectives
are selected as the main conception of systems theory, as they shape the broad disciplinary spec-
trum to its application in IS, organisation theory, management, and government reform. There is
an important extension to this2: Luhmann (1995) framed systems theory as a possible approach
to understanding reality, but the systems and their relationships should never be pre-conceived

1Checkland furthermore makes an important distinction between certain types of problems in these areas. This
is discussed in fig. 4.1.

2For an in-depth explanation to this, see appendix F.
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2.2. DECISION MAKING, WORK PRACTICE, CULTURE, AND
COMMUNICATION

as a basic ontological feature of the world3. Rather, it is a way of constructing and reflecting
upon the world in an integrative, holistic manner. The same stance is taken in this thesis in
order to avoid the methodologically reductionistic claim that all social relations basically are
systems (as opposed to stating that organisations often behave like systems), as doing so would
not take the thesis further away from the fundamental conceptions of EA practice described in
the introduction (meta-modelling as a scientific analysis approach).

2.2 Decision Making, Work Practice, Culture, and Com-
munication

In order to highlight the impact on decision making and management, two perspectives are
applied—the first being the importance of systemic thinking and action learning in government
management as argued by Seddon (2007). In order to escape the problematic, positivistic notion
of decision making as an exact science (see ch. 1.2), the second perspective is management as
enactment and sensemaking as formulated by Weick (2001). Organisational sensemaking frames
management as a social practice of interpretation, communication, and interaction between the
involved actors inside the organisation and rejects the scientific view of management as a pre-
scriptive exercise of deliberation and long-term planning. The foundations of sensemaking are
introduced in ch. 5.3.1.

Sensemaking and systems learning are also used for highlighting impact of meta-modelling
on work practice (that is, how people interact, collaborate, and solve problems in organisations),
as both theories concern the social practices, collective learning, and interactions of people in
organisations. Secondly, Schein’s approach to organisational culture is used for highlighting the
cultural impact of EA practice4. Schein’s theory was chosen since it seeks to identify contra-
dictions and subcultures in organisational cultures as opposed to viewing an agency as a single
cultural entity with a distinct corporate culture (Schein 2004)—this is necessary for uncovering
the social dynamics and conflicts of EA adoption. Schein provides a fundamental typology of
culture as consisting of three levels: 1) the shared artefacts5, 2) the shared cultural values val-
ues6, and 3) the tacit assumptions7. This perception of culture is adopted in the theoretical
framework.

Finally, EA’s impact on communication is analysed using Luhmann’s concept of socio–
communication, which is a central part of his general theory of social systems8 (Luhmann 1995,
Luhmann 2000). Luhmann sees communication as the basic element of social systems (Brier 2008,
p. 239), as they use communication to reduce the outside complexity of reality. Rather than
using reducing communication to a statistical model of transferring objective information as pro-
posed by Shannon (1948), Luhmann frames communication as an active, qualitative model of
interpretation and meaning involving at least two actors (Brier 2008, p. 241). This view that
aligns well with the focus on social enquiry and understanding in the problem statement—and
therefore Luhmann’s socio-communication is adopted here.

3This important notion is also adopted by Checkland, who asserts that systems thinking in the social dimension
is primarily about creating intellectual constructs of how reality is possibly constituted.

4The theoretical framework operates with the following definition of culture by Schein: “”A pattern of shared
basic assumptions that the group learned a it solved its problems of external adaptation and internal integration,
that has worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct
way you perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems.” (Schein 2004)

5E.g. physical objects, facilities, slogans, furnishing, slogans, etc.
6The cultural values, goals, and philosophies shared by organisational members.
7The unconscious or implicit cultural assumptions, thoughts, and beliefs influencing people’s behaviour and

perception of organisational reality.
8An in-depth explanation of Luhmann’s socio-communication is found in ch. 5.3.2 (p. 37).
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2.3. THE FINAL FRAMEWORK

Tab. 2.1: An overview of the research areas (culture, communication, etc.) and the corresponding
theory. Source: own creation.

Research Theme Theory Argument for Selection Lit. Reference

The government
agency as an or-
ganisation and
system

Systems the-
ory

It provides a comprehensive
framework for analysing the
relationship actors, actions,
and communication in social
systems. EA itself is a sys-
temic approach to organisa-
tions.

(Checkland 1985, Luhmann
1995, Luhmann 2000, Seddon
& Caulkin 2007, Seidl 2007)

Decision making
and work prac-
tice

Sensemaking,
systems
learning

Both theories concern the
social practices, collective
learning, and interactions of
people in organisation.

(Weick 2001, Seddon &
Caulkin 2007, Checkland
1985)

Culture Schein’s the-
ory of organ-
isational cul-
ture

Schein sees cultures as con-
sisting of several subcultures.
Culture is an emergent phe-
nomenon of values and be-
liefs as opposed to a manage-
able parameter in organisa-
tional design.

(Schein 2004)

Communication Social sys-
tems theory
and socio-
communication

Luhmann frames communi-
cation as a complex, co-
evolutionary act of interpre-
tation and action as op-
posed to statistical informa-
tion transfer of objective in-
formation Communication is
furthermore seen as a basic
premise of social systems.

(Luhmann 1995, Luhmann
2000, Seidl 2007, Brier 2008)

2.3 The Final Framework

Tab. 2.1 summarises theoretical components of the thesis and their relation to the research
theme of the problem statement. The table furthermore summarises the arguments for selecting
a certain theory and identifies its key references.
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Chapter 3

Research Methodology

In this chapter the research methodology and design are presented. First, the philosophical
paradigm underpinning the research is defined, followed by a presentation of the research method.
Finally, the empirical data gathering is presented.

3.1 Philosophical Paradigm

Following the theoretical framework, the research methodology is underpinned by two philo-
sophical traditions: complex idealism and systems theory. Complex idealisms cover the inter-
pretivist1 and constructivist/post-structuralist traditions2 (Fuglsang & Olsen 2004, p. 37-41)
Systems theory. spans a vast amount of disciplines with the commonality of research through
systems thinking. The flavour of systems theory applied is closely related to complex idealisms,
as both Luhmann and Checkland argue their research perspectives on the basis of enquiry and
interpretation. Luhmann has furthermore labelled his approach to systems theory as opera-
tional constructivism (Luhmann 2000, p. 6) and emphasised its influence from phenomenology
and interpretivism3. With the inclusion of sensemaking (Weick 2001), which also stems from
a constructivist tradition, the methodology is thus mainly driven by an interpretive, descrip-
tive research approach towards understanding the social and technical systems, interactions,
work practices, communication, interpretation, and meaning taking place inside the government
agencies—and from there build “rich”4, qualitative descriptions of how EA and meta-modelling
impact on the organisations in concern. These particular observations are finally generalised to
a set of recommendations for future research and practice, which implies an inductive research
approach. Following Orlikowski & Baroudi (1991) (in (Hjort-Madsen 2009, p. 36)) it is crucial
to explicate the philosophical beliefs5 of any (IS) research undertaking since they “frame the
goal, the approach, and the assessment of the research” (Hjort-Madsen 2009, p. 36). Thus, the
research beliefs of this thesis are summarised in tab. 3.1.

1Phenomenology and hermeneutics.
2E.g. social constructivism, discourse analysis, actor network theory.
3Luhmann explains this by outlining his conception of reality:“What is meant by ’reality’ can therefore only

be an internal correlate of the system’s operations [...] Reality is produced within the system by means of sense-
making. It arises whenever inconsistencies which might emerge from the part played by memory in the system’s
operations are resolved.” (Luhmann 2000, p. 6)

4The concept of rich descriptions in IS research is adapted from (Hjort-Madsen 2009, p. 36).
5To Orlikowski & Baroudi (1991) The philosophical beliefs of IS research span ontology (world view and

social reality), epistemology (knowledge), and the correspondance between theory and practice (Orlikowski &
Baroudi 1991).
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3.1. PHILOSOPHICAL PARADIGM

Tab. 3.1: Three beliefs of IS research as applied in this thesis. Source: own creation. The beliefs
are adapted from (Orlikowski & Baroudi 1991, Hjort-Madsen 2009).

Philosophical Assump-
tion

Application in Research

Ontology The research problem aims to explain the social impacts of EA
practice. Therefore, EA must be understood as a social, discur-
sive, and communicative phenomenon in the broader context of
institutional and government systems. This calls for a conception
of the government social reality as intersubjectively constructed
through language, practice, and interaction. Ontological enquiry
thus aims to capture in-depth, rich descriptions of social, sub-
jective phenomena as opposed to inferring universal laws around
EA.

Methodology Following the research problem, the methodology is generally in-
ductive (Fuglsang & Olsen 2004, p. 573) as it aims to build gen-
eralisations from qualitative observations. However, with the ap-
plication of general systems theory, the reflection on systems and
their relations in the social context holds methodological value in
itself (Fuglsang & Olsen 2004, p. 44), as it provides a rich analyt-
ical frame for explaining empirical observations. The purpose and
outcome of this systemic and inductive research is mainly to pro-
vide thick, rich descriptions of EA and meta-modelling in practice
incorporating both social and technical empirical observations.

Relationship between
theory and practice

The descriptive approach taken in the thesis should be regarded a
weak constructivist view6, which aims to “understand the existing
meaning systems shared by their actors” and puts the acts and
experiences into “progressively larger contexts of purpose and in-
telligibility” (Orlikowski & Baroudi 1991, p. 15). Such enquiry
reveals “what the agents are doing by seeing what they are up
to and how and why they would be up to that” ((Orlikowski &
Baroudi 1991, p. 15) citing (Fay 1987))—which is exactly what
the research problem seeks to articulate around EA practice. How-
ever, the reflective practice of systems thinking, combined with
this interpretive view, argues a cyclical groundlessness between
theory and practice (Checkland 1985, p. 758), as theory leads to
intervention in social practice, which in turn generates new in-
put to theory formation (see fig. G.1). To Checkland, this fact
is inherent to all management science. This thesis accepts and
operates on the basis of this fact and the notion that there will
never be definite research answers to social questions, as these will
always be contextual and approximate.
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3.2. RESEARCH METHOD

3.2 Research Method

Given the research purpose of 1. outlining and explaining the impact of EA practice on gov-
ernment social structures and 2. answering the why and how these impacts emerge, qualitative
research is adopted as the main methodological frame. Qualitative research is highly relevant,
as the research goal is to build rich, in-depth descriptions of EA in the government context (see
above)—as opposed to inferring universal laws around EA: it enables the researcher to do fo-
cused, detailed investigations of social contexts and the production of subjective meaning with
the people involved (Fossey, Harvey, McDermott & Davidson 2002). Finally, qualitative research
allows for a flexible, emergent approach to enquiry, as the path of research can be altered during
data collection (Fossey et al. 2002), which conversely is useful for mapping out the dynamic
context of communication and work practices evolving around EA.

3.2.1 Data Collection

Two government agencies in Australia were selected for the data collection: Ipswich City Coun-
cil (ICC) in Queensland and Land and Property Management Authority (LPMA) in NSW.
Both organisations had recently embarked upon an an agency-wide EA transformation and were
therefore excellent candidates for the problem statement. A second reason was that I actually
had personal contact with one or more people, who worked or had previously worked with the
organisations, which enabled a qualitative approach. A third reason was the scarce access to
government data.

Both data collections were designed as semi-structured interviews (using open-ended ques-
tions) with an initial manuscript serving as a guideline for the interview sessions. A semi-
structured approach was chosen since it gives the researcher the freedom of drilling in to specific
topics of interest as the interview progresses, whilst providing a structure for direction and themes
(Ayres 2008). Tab. 3.2 summarises the details of the interview sessions performed.

The initial draft of the manuscript was tested on two persons7 with no prior knowledge of EA
in order to test the manuscript for possible ambiguities and flaws. This led to manuscript no.
18. After the first interview, the manuscript and questions were improved before conducting the
last two interviews in LPMA9. All data were record on a laptop in mp3 format and transcribed
immediately after the interview sessions10.

3.2.2 Reliability and Validity

Tab. 3.3 evaluates the reliability and validity of the interviews in terms of three parameters for
qualitative research: trustworthiness, rigor, and quality (Golafshani 2003)11 On the basis of this
table, the collected data are said to be trustworthy, rigorous, and of good quality.

3.2.3 Evaluation of Research Data

Judging on the reliability, depth, quality of the data, the research was both successful and
plausible—particularly the case study of LPMA, which included and compared two different

7Two persons with no detailed prior knowledge of EA or meta-modelling.
8See appendix C.
9See manuscript no. 2 in appendix D.

10The transcriptions are provided in appendix A and B.
11To Golafshani it is problematic to speak of reliability and validity in a qualitative context, as these concepts

stem from quantitative research. He suggests trustworthiness, rigor, and quality as possible alternatives for
evaluating qualitative data.
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3.2. RESEARCH METHOD

Tab. 3.2: Overview of interviews conducted. Source: own creation.

Session Date, Time, Loca-
tion

Interviewees and their Profes-
sion

Interview Schema

1. ICC June 16 2010 at the
Harbourview Ho-
tel, North Sydney,
NSW

Patrick Turner, worked as an
external consultant for ICC
over a period of two years

Manuscript 1 (see
appendix C)

2. LPMA June 29 2010
from 3-4.30 pm at
LPMA’s offices in
Sydney, NSW

Dr. Pedro Harris (CIO)
and Jean-Marc Barthe (En-
terprise Architect)

Manuscript 2 (See
appendix D)

3. LPMA June 30 2010
from 3-4.30 pm at
LPMA’s offices in
Sydney, NSW

Shem Semple (Senior Project
Manager) and Ian Palmer
(Senior Project Manager)

Manuscript 2 (see
appendix D)

qualitative sources. The study of ICC did bring quality information, but the reliability could have
be improved by including a current employee of ICC—particularly one or two senior managers
as with LPMA).
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3.2. RESEARCH METHOD

Tab. 3.3: Evaluation of trustworthiness, rigour, and quality of the qualitative data collection.
Source: own creation. Criteria adapted from (Golafshani 2003).

Criterion ICC LPMA

Trustworthiness Patrick Turner is regarded as a
trustworthy source, as he worked
as an external consultant for ICC
for almost two years. How-
ever, the trustworthiness could
have been improved by includ-
ing a secondary, internal inter-
viewee to confirm Turner’s state-
ments. However, this was not
possible within the time frame of
the project.

This data collection included two
independent interviews with two
key stakeholder groups. There
was an overall correspondence
between the statements and
claims of the two interviewee
groups.

Rigour The semi-structured interview
followed a rigid structure of re-
search themes (cf. the prob-
lem statement). All required re-
search themes were firmly dis-
cussed. Upon collection, data
were immediately transcribed,
which added further rigour to
the subsequent analysis and in-
terpretation using coding tech-
niques for categorising com-
mon empirical findings (Seale &
Silverman 1997).

Same as for ICC.

Quality The interview data were of good
quality, as Turner gave pre-
cise and elaborate answers. He
understood the research prob-
lem and contributed significantly
with facts from his practical ex-
perience.

The LPMA data were of good
quality: all interviewees under-
stood the questions and gave
high quality, detailed answers.
The quality was furthermore im-
proved by consciously challeng-
ing the responses of the second
group with the responses of the
first group.
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Chapter 4

Case Study I: Ipswich City
Council

The following analysis builds on the interview with Patrick Turner (PT) on his EA engagement
with Ipswich City Council1. A citation appearing with no explicit reference or footnote means
that the citation stems from the interview. Each citation is supplied with the source interviewee,
so that the structure and conversation of the interview is reflected in the analysis.

4.1 The Organisation

Ipswich City Council (henceforth ICC) is the “seventh largest local government agency in Aus-
tralia” with a population of 650,000 customers. It is a fast growing region with a “population
growth of about 7 % p.a”, and the council itself is transforming from a “regional economy ser-
vicing retired people and farmers to a fast growing metropolis or metropolitan council that is
servicing young families, urban professionals, and outsources government services.” As part of
the growth, the CIO of ICC saw a need to modernise and extend the council’s IT infrastructure,
but first they needed a method for documenting and controlling their IT spend. Patrick Turner’s
consulting firm, ASPL2, was invited by the council’s CEO to provide the CIO with 1) a proposal
for a new IT strategy and 2) a tool for controlling the council’s increasing IT spend. In the
beginning, EA was not a part of the contract, even though PT suggested it as a relevant tool for
building an integrated business and IT strategy: “The CEO had no understanding of what that
[EA] meant and in fact he became impatient and said: that’s fine, I don’t care how you do it—I
just want you to give me tools to control my budget.” (PT)
The initial assignment was set for six months and was later extended into a two year project.
The first part focused on building an “ICT baseline” (PT), an architecture of ICC’s systems,
applications, and services and how they relate using the modelling tool ARIS. After building the
technical and infrastructure layers, the business processes and finally the business strategy layers
were modelled, thus reflecting a complete EA spanning from strategy over business operations
to technology (Bernard 2005). ICC’s executives were surprised by the powerful overview and
analytical detail the consultants were able to deliver with the meta-modelling tools:

“PT: we blew them [ICC] away [...] They had never seen their summative view of
their ICT layers linked to their business strategy and process layers. [...] we had

1See appendix A.
2Short for Architecture Services Proprietary Ltd—see http://www.aspl.net.au.
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4.2. IMPLICATIONS

sign-off within two days.”

Obviously, EA was seen as a powerful, helpful tool for the executives, and its relevance covered
much more than IT and applications. EA was, through its link to budget controls and strategy,
relevant to prioritisation, decision making, and redesigning business processes, and the meta-
models allegedly provided a single source of truth for accessing and evaluating this information.

4.2 Implications

To ICC, EA was not just another tool for the CIO’s tool box. It had a distinct impact on the
following two levels:

4.2.1 Decision Making and Strategy

The EA was used for assigning formal responsibility and accountability across the enterprise.
Role descriptions were modelled and communicated through the meta-models. These models
were used in budgetting, financial planning, and asset management, as the architecture blueprint
was linked to financial figures. Impact assessments of change programs and investment plans were
done on the basis of the current architecture state. All technology-related investments were now
made on the basis of business cases that mapped back into the EA framework. EA was now
truly a valuable management tool for the organisation3 with inherent strategic relevance:

“PT: And we have now modelled out their end state and future state, their program
of work from a strategy, business strategy, and ICT strategy are now all in the tool,
and we are now able to demonstrate that any business case, any project or program
of work has an ICT component linked to a strategy component, and that they are
now doing their reporting and benefits mapping and realisation using their EA tool.”

After two years of consulting engagement, the architecture as of June 2010 counts more than
1500 process maps and 700 documented IT artefacts. The process maps coupled with business
cases are of significant importance, since “no business case or business improvement opportunity
can go very far unless it is on the operational plan for the year, unless it has a set of process
maps modelled for the current state and future state” (PT). The process meta-modelling has
essentially formalised and standardised the change management of ICC, and the meta-model
repository is embedded at the core of this process since people are required to comply with the
framework before taking certain actions.

4.2.2 Organisational Culture

The EA not only impacted on the formal management practice of ICC, but also influenced the
organisational culture in two ways4:

• The senior managers started hanging their blueprints on their doors: “And if you go back
now and look across the offices of all the senior managers, the seven senior managers
now have that ICT baseline on all their doors. [...] And they use it day in and day out

3Supported by PT’s statement: “So as a management tool do to basic impact assessment against the current
state, very powerful. Indeed. I didn’t even understand how powerful it would be, coming from a low level of
maturity.”

4Cultural artefacts, as suggested below, are tangible or intangible symbols or attributes that shape and con-
strain the inter-subjective world views and decision making of the organisational members (Schein 2004).
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4.3. PRACTICAL LIMITATIONS OF EA METHODS AND TOOLS

[...]” These meta-model blueprints could be seen as a cultural artefact that the senior
managers shared in common—not only on the formal level as a technical diagram—but
also as a strong cultural artefact that shapes the interpretations and behaviour of the
organisational members (Schein 2004). Important managerial decisions had to comply
with the logic of the diagrams and artefacts hanging from the doors and walls inside ICC,
and the senior managers shared the diagram as their common baseline for taking decisions
and communicating.

• In ICC there was “a very very hostile reception to IT.” Senior managers saw IT as a
“blocker of change, [...] as someone who would impose rules and conventions [....] on what
should be a relatively simple process” (PT). ICC managers seemed not to understand the
complexity of IT, whilst the IT people failed to “communicate in a meaningful way to the
business managers.” This could be seen as a cultural gap between the two sub-groupings
in the organisation. PT saw EA as a potential help for altering this gap and “build those
bridges between strategists, operational business people and IT professionals” (PT).

In conclusion, EA and the meta-modelling practice thus had a significant impact on the
expanding city council. EA was a powerful analysis tool, but it also came at the cost of certain
limitations, which I will discuss in the following.

4.3 Practical Limitations of EA Methods and Tools

To ICC, EA also demonstrated certain limitations within 1) methodological prescription and
knowledge management and 2. modelling the organisational environment. These limitations are
addressed in the following.

4.3.1 Limitation 1: Methodological Prescription and Knowledge Man-
agement

To ASPL, rigour is a major benefit from using a reference architecture for meta-modelling—its
prescriptive nature yields traceability: it enables the consultants to give “defensible answers”
with reference to the prescribed method when a client asks how a piece of work has been carried
out. The reference methodology thus creates a sense of trust or confidence for the consultants:

“And if a client asks the question: ’well, how did you do your ERM modelling?’—and
they have a defensible answer, then I trust them.”

To PT what is most important is the rigour and consistency of the overall methodology rather
than particular technical details. It is the framework’s overall traceability that creates value to
the clients in the modelling process. However, despite these benefits, the use of certain EA tools5

and methods in ICC also revealed certain limitations in terms of the knowledge the consultants
were able to capture:

“In terms of tacit or cultural knowledge, ARIS is not a very good toolset to be
capturing tacit competencies and coherencies in organisations.”

However, in PT’s experience, these limitations are not only specific to ARIS, but the broader
selection of EA modelling tools in general. He expressed this with a simple car analogy:

5ICC worked with the ARIS modelling suite by IDS-Scheer/Software AG (http://www.ids-scheer.com/).
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“PT: I believe EA tools are like our model T4 in the 1910’s compared to a Lam-
borghini. It is like a 2GL language versus a 5GL language. In terms of what we need
to do here, in terms of semantic modelling, forecasting, scenario development, really
understanding what other knowledges and information points that a manager needs
to make a true decision.”

The ARIS tool is limited to defining quantitative Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) and
metrics for modelling an organisation. Support for modelling tacit knowledge, “competencies,
and coherencies” (PT) in the organisation is very limited. Whilst the tool provided excellent sup-
port for consistent and detailed modelling, it proved difficult to capture and model the following
knowledge aspects:

• Adoption rates, tacit/personal knowledge or understanding.

• Developing a holistic EA maturity assessment, which spans more than pre-defined KPI’s.

• Describing the cultural impact of EA in the organisation.

The best possible solution for the consultants was building a simple model for “assigning
ownership and accountability and some basic metrics in terms of cultural awareness and devel-
opment” (PT). Nevertheless, it was not sufficient for capturing the different knowledge sets held
by a senior manager in a complex decision process, as this spans more than formal knowledge.
Currently, “it doesn’t make any sense” (PT) to attempt capturing these dimensions of knowledge
in any EA tool—actually, “it is so far away from helping us with that!” (PT) There is still a long
way to go, before the tools can support “semantic modelling, forecasting, scenario development”
and “really understanding what other knowledge and information points that a manager needs
to make a true decision” (PT).
To PT, there is a historical explanation to this: the IT legacy of EA frameworks and tools. Many
of these tools were originally invented in order to solve technical problems, and the method-
ological defensibility as discussed above was clearly an advantage for that purpose. Later, the
modelling tool vendors shifted their focus to business modelling, but still with the same emphasis
on technical detail:

“PT: They were being defensible, they had to prove they had an efficacy in solving
detailed technical problems.”

However, PT emphasised, the knowledge and organisational aspects that technical and busi-
ness modelling attempt to capture are not the same: where technical modelling typically con-
cerns capturing the predictable behaviour of a computer system or machine automated processes,
business modelling spans a wider field including social interaction, multiple organisations, tacit
knowledge, and people’s behaviour. Where the former is predictable and can be translated into a
formal model using functional decomposition of systems and processes, the latter is ambiguous,
complex, and may not necessarily be formalised successfully—with all important details—in a
diagram (Ciborra 1997, Cibora 2000). Furthermore, the heavyweight technical detail is the most
critical issue when modelling business problems:

“PT: I don’t necessarily need such heavyweight methods to solve business problems.
And I certainly am not trying to demonstrate the core fundamental value of EA in
terms of technical modelling. I believe that has already been done.”
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Rather, what is necessary for meta-modelling is the ability to express fuzzy, ambiguous busi-
ness problems and build more sophisticated decision making tools that take into account the
increase in complexity when moving from the technical to the social and business levels of the
organisation:

“What I would have love to have done was to actually say: hey guys, you can now
use this to do scenario modelling and forecasting. You can now use this to model any
type of decision vector or vector growth path analysis [...] [and] model fuzzy logic,
you can do what-if analysis, factor z, factor x random allocation theory, [and] you
can do decision optimisation theory.”

In summary, despite the powerful capabilities and technical details of EA tools and methods,
there is still a long way to go before the tools can capture and accommodate the complexity
of today’s business processes and managerial decision making. The tools excel at modelling
systems, applications, process automation, and other technical aspects of the organisation, but
PT discovered the limitations of these tools when trying to truly capture the complexity of
human decision making and knowledge. This conflict of capturing and understanding complex
knowledge has been described by P. Checkland: he makes a distinction between “hard” and
“soft” systems problems, where the former focuses on validation, logic, and formal composition
and the latter on learning, issues, accommodation, and enquiry. An explanation of this difference
is found in tab. 4.1.

From Checkland’s perspective, meta-modelling tools focus were created with hard systems in
mind: the meta-models are exactly assumed to be models or ontologies of the world as seen in
table 4.1, and the analysis of and engineering directed by these models suggest logical solutions
to architectural problems. An advantage of using these EA tools was its powerful analysis
techniques, but again the business modelling was strictly limited to describing the logic of certain
processes. What PT is most likely suggesting is tools and methodologies that take into account
the soft aspects of business problems—meaning that:

• Building an EA also means expressing and exploring organisational problems using systems
models, but also accepting that not all system problems can be formally ’engineered’.

• Not all business issues are problems that can be logically analysed and solved in an archi-
tectural model. Sometimes, the only possible options is reasonable architectural accommo-
dations of issues rather than explicit solutions.

• The scope of EA is not necessarily targeted towards a pre-determined goal. Rather, new
issues and possibilities may arise throughout the process. Thus, it is also about continu-
ously learning and exploring new accommodations and improvements (cf. LPMA’s critical
exploration of SOA in the next case study).

• Not all EA models can yield a final answer, nor is it possible to extract a formal logic from
every problem situation. Inquiry into soft systems might at some point result in sound,
reasonable solutions, but a hard, unquestionable optimal solution is hardly achievable due
to the complexity of the subject matter.

As such, one has to accept that EA concerns both hard and soft problems in the organisa-
tion in order to compensate for the limitations of EA tools that PT described. Hard problems
such as systems and technology are best solved for using the hard systems approach, whereas
people, business, management related issues require a soft approach based on inquiry and ac-
commodation. Here it is worthwhile noticing the fundamental switch in what a meta-model of
the enterprise represents:
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Tab. 4.1: Checkland’s distinction between hard and soft systems thinking and problems. Source:
(Checkland 1985).

Hard Systems Thinking Soft Systems Thinking

Oriented to goal seeking. Oriented to learning.
Assumes the world contains sys-
tems which can be ’engineered’.

Assumes that the world is prob-
lematical, but can be explored by
using system models.

Assumes systems model to be
models of the world (ontologies).

Assumes system models to be
intellectual constructs (episte-
mologies).

Talks the language of ’problems’
and ’solutions’.

Talks the language of ’issues’ and
accommodation’.

Advantages Advantages

Allows the use of powerful tech-
niques.

Is available to both problem own-
ers and professional practition-
ers; keeps in touch with the hu-
man content of problem situa-
tions.

Disadvantages Disadvantages

May need professional practi-
tioners. May lose touch with
aspects beyond the logic of the
problem situation.

Does not produce final answers.
Accepts that inquiry is never-
ending.
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1. Hard systems thinking regards meta-models as complete representation of the world. The
model responds ontologically to the world.

2. Soft systems thinking regards meta-models as intellectual constructs or epistemological
approximations of reality. No model can possibly accommodate the many possible facets
of the world, and choosing one perspective means leaving out other aspects.

Just as PT noted the possible historical reasons to the emphasis on hard problems in EA
tools, Checkland (Checkland 1985) has discussed a similar historical development. The “hard
systems sciences” emerged as a major discipline in the years after World War II, where “lessons
from military operations were applied to companies and government agencies” primarily focusing
on uncovering the “underlying logic of the control of systems of any kind.” (Checkland 1985,
p. 759). However, as the size and complexity of bureaucratic organisations increased through
the next fifty years, Checkland noted, seeing organisations as open, goal-oriented systems with
a clear, embedded logic is simply too simplistic and unrealistic. This led to the development of
soft systems thinking, which accepts the ambiguity and fuzzy’ aspect of organisational affairs.
Soft system is thus more about building plausible models relevant to enquiring and “arguing
about the world” (Checkland 1985, p. 765) and uncovering reasonable explanations rather than
assembling strictly logical, but partial models of reality. This also implies that the effort of
enterprise architecture in the soft domain is not only about optimisation of hard facts, but also
about stimulating learning processes around organisational soft facts through meta-models.

Fig. 4.1 illustrates how hard (blue) and soft (red) systems problems fit into EA as a discipline
using Bernard’s EA3 framework, following PT’s comments on the boundaries of EA tools and
methods. Hard systems thinking and the EA tools described in this case study depart from the
technology layer with a focus on building formal models. Conversely, the soft systems thinkings
of EA departs from the strategy and business and layer where problems tend to be ambiguous6 In
terms of Arendt, these layers incorporate the frailty and irreversibility of human affairs (Arendt
1998), which specifically calls for a soft systems approach to meta-modelling. However, it is
important to see these two aspects of meta-modelling as complementary, rather than an either-
or representation of EA, in order to avoid reductionist thinking7. The conclusion of this analysis
component is that

• EA as a joint discipline between strategy, business and IT comprises both hard and soft
systems problems.

• Some organisational problems relate to the hard domain and are thus best solved by hard
systems thinking and engineering.

• Other problems relate to the soft domain and are better framed and accommodated for
through interpretation, enquiry, and organisational learning.

• Both aspects must complement each other in an integrated, holistic fashion, as this what
differentiates EA from more IT-related disciplines. Following the comments from PT, it
is crucial to cover both aspects in the meta-modelling tools and practice as well to fully
support EA as a management discipline.

The second limitation, the perspective of the organisational environment, is discussed in the
next chapter.

6However, it is important to note the diagonal transition between red and blue, which indicates that there
are both hard and soft problems in all three layers—the difference is the emphasis (e.g. problems in relating to
business strategy tend to be more ambiguous, whereas infrastructural problems tend to hard.

7That is, reducing all social facts to a single viewpoint—e.g. all problems are social or all problems are
technical.
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Domain of Soft Systems Thinking:
Learning, Enquiry, Models = Intellectual Constructs

Domain of Hard Systems Thinking:
Goal seeking, Engineering, Logic, Models = Engineering Fact

Organisation as a Social System

Fig. 4.1: EA as a discipline spanning both the hard and soft aspects of the organisation. The red
and blue colours denote the soft and hard systems domains respectively. The diagonal gradient
between hard and soft is important, as it illustrates that there are hard and soft systems problems
in all three layers. The difference lies in the emphasis and frequency of the problem types. The
business and strategy related layers of Bernard’s EA3 cube are mainly related to soft problems,
where as the technology layer is often related to hard problems dominated by systems control
and logic. Source: own creation. Adapted from: (Bernard 2005, Checkland 1985).
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4.3.2 Limitation 2: The Organisational Environment

Departing from EA’s internal perspective of the organisation, PT highlighted the limitations of
its (external) perspective of the environment. This critique is based on a parallel case study
uncovered by PT during the interview—a study of the Dutch-Australian mining corporation
BHP Billiton8:

“[...] that was a very very illuminating exercise, where that set of managers realise
again, starting with their very operational tasks to model out their coal and iron ore
processing facility, and realise that there were in fact many many exogenous factors
that impacted upon their success.”

Prior to this consulting engagement, BHPB’s staff had modelled all internal factors that the
modelling tool was capable of expressing, whilst ignoring the environmental factors and forces:

“So if I am a manager... if I am a line manager of a mining company, and I model
out all the constraints and attributes that are a part of my inventory management
system or my mine processing system or my rail management system, I then now
believe that I have all the factors that impacted on my success under control. The
reality unfortunately is far from it [...]”

Here, the meta-modelling tool created a partial systems model, since the modelling exercise
failed to illuminate or even consider the external, less tangible forces that could possibly impact
on BHPB: “So what happens is that you get a partial analysis model [...] the managers believe
they are modelling all the factors that impact on the success criteria.” In terms of systems
thinking, the BHPB staff failed to recognise that the mining facility was actually a co-dependent
part of a greater system: a) the entire BHPB conglomerate and b) the broader industry and
societal economy, each of which allegedly impact on the mining facility. A trans-national mining
corporation is an incredibly complex system, and attempts optimising specific parts of the system
(a certain mining facility) without watching and managing the system as a whole are thus likely
to generate feedback loops with “unexpected or often perverse consequences in a different part
of the system” (Seddon & Caulkin 2007, p. 10). Partial meta-models, with no reference to
the greater context, with the purpose of solving a local systems issue may thus have unwanted
consequences. Without incorporating these factors into EA, meta-models still cannot provide a
sophisticated explanative model of the enterprise and its business operations:

“The explanative powers of those models are very very low, and I will challenge any
deep technical architect who believes EA models and frameworks are currently perfect
to show me how their models have a full explanative and predictive ability beyond
the simple IT contracts they have created. And truly explain all of the factors that
impact upon an organisation.”

In order to truly become a valuable decision support tool relevant to executives—and not only
IT architects and systems engineers—PT suggests integrating economic analysis models into the
systems view of EA:

“[In order to do] Industry analysis, sectoral analysis, full equilibrium model analysis,
EA are tools are very very poor and have a lot to learn from economics, econometrics,
business strategy, and business management.”

8Henceforth named BHPB.
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Which, conversely, leads back to the soft and hard problem domains of EA in Fig. 4.1,
where most modelling tools are said to focus on hard, technical problems. Strategic and business
problems also concern soft problems, which in turn requires a conception of the broader industry
and institutional forces that drive competition (in the private sphere) or government policies (in
the public sector). However, the need for an external view of the organisation has existed for
years in the business management disciplines:

“PT: So even your most generalised management model has a concept of industry,
has a concept of broader economy, has a concept of global economy, whereas the
most detailed prescriptive EA framework to date has no awareness or understanding
of this, it has no explanative power in terms of understanding of how a broader
economy might dominate an organisation.”

What EA and meta-modelling need in order to better support decision makers in government
is not improved technical clarity and detail, but rather strategic and governance layers added on
“top of what most EA frameworks excel” (PT). Such construction would provide:

• An analytical framework for identifying and understanding both internal and external
constraints and forces guided by the conception that the organisation as a social system
both shapes and is shaped by its environment.

• A more nuanced approach to enterprise modelling, which accepts that organisational life is a
hybrid of both hard and soft business problems (cf. fig. 4.1), demanding a varied, systemic
meta-modelling approach to coherently modelling and understanding a government agency
based on both learning, enquiry, engineering, and logic.

In total, the case study of Ipswich City Council and ASPL as a consulting firm practicing
enterprise meta-modelling firstly reported on the implications and benefits from EA adoption
in the council. EA provided an efficient tool for defining and analysing ICT assets and spend,
responsibility, and accountability. The adoption also improved the change management and
investment process on the basis of mandatory business cases linked to the ICT budget.

Secondly, the adoption had a significant impact on the organisation culture. The models
and blueprints constituted a cultural symbol, which in turn constrained the interpretations of
the senior managers: all major decisions had to comply with the boundaries of the framework.
The cultural mechanism also built a bridge of mutual understanding and collaboration between
executives, senior managers, and IT people in ICC. Here, EA served as a platform for facilitating
enquiry and accommodation as highlighted by Checkland (1985).

Thirdly, the case study also revealed certain limiations with meta-modelling tools and method-
ologies limitations of meta-modelling tools and methods. The first limitation concerned the pre-
scriptive nature of these tools and their perception of organisational knowledge as unambiguous
and explicit. The tools and methods applied in ICC focused primarily on improvement through
measurement and KPI’s, which in turn made it hard to capture personal, tacit, and cultural
knowledge. In terms of Ciborra (1997) this is a clear example of how the abstract models could
possibly disconnect the human understanding from the organisational reality—by concentrating
on measurement and quantitative process improvement, the models gradually become deworlded
as they drift away from equally important, softer knowledge aspects. This practical problem
thus links directly back to the initial problems of methodology and management as discussed
through Ciborra in section 1.2.

The second practical limitation was the limited perception of the organisational environment
and how the environment shapes and is shaped by the government agency. A major pitfall is
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the possibility of partial modelling that concerns only the internal, quantitative aspects of the
organisation, whilst leaving out the external forces and constraints. These partial models may
as well cause deworlded models and strategic drift9

Fourthly, these practical limitations point to requirement for meta-modelling to address both
the hard and soft systems problems. An extensive facility for modelling and communicating the
practical soft systems problems based on human inquiry, with the inclusion of the two practical
limitations stated, would presumably 1. limit the drift towards deworlded managerial belief and
2. improve the explanatory capability of modelling practice significantly.

9Strategic/managerial Is this context understood as the gradual or imperceptible even where “the strategy
of the organization will become less and less in line with the environment in which the organization operates.”
(Johnson 1992, p. 33) Such phenomena typically arises from the comfort of blind trust in a certain management
model or concept, which no longer corresponds to the organisation’s environment or external reality.
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Chapter 5

Case Study II: NSW Land and
Property Management
Authority

The following analysis builds on the data gathered in appendix B. The case study consists of
two separate interview with two persons in each. A citation appearing with no explicit reference
or footnote means that the citation stems from the interview. Each citation is supplied with
the source interviewee, so that the structure and conversation of the interview is reflected in the
analysis.

5.1 The Organisation

Land and Property Management Authority (LPMA) is a relatively new government agency un-
der the New South Wales Government in Sydney, Australia1. The organisation was established
in 2009 as part of a major state government restructuring, which resulted in the merger of 17
land and property related agencies into a single authority2. LPMA spans across three business
areas: Land and Property Information, Land and Property Management and Conservation, and
Land and Property Development. The merger began already in 2003 when the Department of
Lands merged with NSW Land Titles Office. Later, more land related “satellite organisations”
were added to LPMA, including Surveying, Land Valuation, Crown Land, State Property Au-
thority, and a range of other authorities. One of the main purposes of LPMA is to supply the
government, public, and private organisations with imagery and land title information. LPMA
hosts a large GIS (Geographical Information System) database providing satellite imagery and
geospatial data of NSW. Several mission critical services, including ambulances and the police
force, depend on the precision and instant availability of these data. As part of the restructure,
LPMA’s CIO, Dr. Pedro Harris (PH), worked to transform LPMA into an electronic service
provider of geospatial information. This resulted in a major e-commerce undertaking, the Spa-
tial Information Exchange3 (SIX) portal, which was launched in order to provide instant online
access to the geospatial database. SIX was the result of a major EA program in LPMA starting

1See: http://www.lpma.nsw.gov.au/about_us/about_us.
2See the LPMA Fast Facts brochure: http://www.lpma.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/130247/

LPMA_Fact_Facts_Brochure_2010.pdf.
3See: https://six.lands.nsw.gov.au/.
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in 2004, Strategic Information Architecture Project (SIAP), which established a common infor-
mation model and taxonomy of LPMA in order to subsequently build and provide unified online
access to all LPMA data. Historically, every satellite agency had developed its own IT systems
for local operations, which for LPMA as a post-merger meant a phletora of disparate legacy
systems. In order integrate these systems it was necessary to establish an EA, which allowed the
CIO to identify duplicate or redundant information sources, retire old systems, and consolidate
systems where necessary. After starting SIAP in 2004 and proving its business case through an
intensive meta-modelling effort involving eight people for eight months, Dr. Harris established
a five-year strategic plan called BITES4, which received a funding totalling 25 mn AUD for a
period of five years. BITES involved for a complete systems modernisation program and several
strategic projects to transform LPMA into an online service provider. This included a Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) program, which established an open, interoperable IT architecture
and runtime platform around the legacy systems. Dr. Harris decided to put an Enterprise Service
Bus (ESB) platform in place (based on modern XML and web service technologies) to build an
application integration layer. The ESB technology was the new core in the IT operations, and
all new applications and portals—including SIX—would run on top of the service bus. The bus
was installed in two redundant data centers in NSW—one in the LPMA headquarters in Queens’
Square, Sydney and another datacenter in Bathurst—in order to minimise risk and guarantee
system uptime. From BITES, several new IT projects emerged. Ian Palmer (IP) was elected
senior project manager for a major e-commerce project named IFES5 with the purpose of link-
ing LPMA’s financial systems to the SOA platform and enabling online payment transactions.
Another significant project, ePlan6, led by Shem Semple (SS), senior project manager, focused
on transforming LPMA’s aerial “paper plan images [...] into the international standard, Plan
XML.” SS noted that “SOA was an ideal platform for this” with its ability to integrate disparate
systems by exposing each system with an open interface to a message-based integration layer.
Here, XML provided a common language for interchanging and processing plan information
across the ESB and allowing different applications and mash-ups to consume and transform the
core data.

The first interview conducted involved Dr. Pedro Harris (PH) and Jean-March Barthe (JB),
an external contractor and enterprise architect working for LPMA for more than five years.
Barthe has a strong experience in the technical aspects of EA and ERP using SAP. Dr. Harris
holds a PhD in EA and SOA and has previously managed two government EA programs.Harris
was employed by LPMA as a CIO on the basis of these efforts. The second interview concerned
Ian Palmer (IP) and Shem Semple (SS) as business managers and clients of SIAP. Both SS and
IP were responsible for portals and applications based on the architecture effort and thus obvious
sources for examining the practical application of meta-modelling in a government post-merger.

5.2 Meta-Modelling Tools and Methods in Practice

During the first six months of SIAP, LPMA used simple commercial tools, e.g. Microsoft Word
and Visio, to build models. First after this period, PH decided to invest in IBM System Archi-
tect7, and the EA team transitioned all models into the new repository. PH deliberately made
this decision due to his experience with advanced modelling tools in previous EA projects, where
he found that they “got too focused on the tools. [...] And that was what I found in the previous

4Business and Information Technology Electronic Services.
5Integrated Finance and E-Commerce Systems.
6See http://www.lands.nsw.gov.au/land_titles/eplan.
7IBM Rational System Architect is IBM’s major modelling tool and meta-model repository—see: http://

www-01.ibm.com/software/awdtools/systemarchitect/.
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project at Work Cover, at lot of the times we were picking up a process and picking up a tool, you
almost got process and tool focused and forgot about what you are doing.”8 After SIAP ended
and the five year BITES plan was established, the EA models in System Architect remained a
base line architecture, which was retained for reference. PH team chose not to update the initial
EA models as the SOA initiative was commenced:

“PH: Once we started to implement SOA, we almost dropped our initial models in
a way. I have seen very few agencies maintain the EA model through the lifecycle
of transformation. Especially if you have got multiple businesses, and you have got
multiple systems and multiple processes, it is quite difficult to try and keep them
updated.”

This was partially due to the costly process of continuously updating every change, but also
because it would add too much overhead to the actual transformation effort: the EA team would
rather focus on incrementally building business improvements rather than spending time on
documenting what had already happened and would possibly change again later in the process.
The SOA development demanded an agile, flexible approach, a “slack” as JB labelled it, and
meta-modelling was seen as a bureaucratic barrier to rapidly implementing the change. After
the first major SOA implementations was put in place, PH demanded a new technical reference
architecture be built, but this was limited to an IT architecture only.
SIAP and BITES had a technical focus, and a major effort was put into transforming legacy
systems and applications into the unified SOA platform. Once the first services were built, JB’s
team adopted “process choreography” using BPEL9 substituting LPMA’s manual work processes
with automated processes running in an application server. According to SS and JB, the BPEL
diagrams were shared between and understood by both business and IT. Both architects and
business people believed that BPEL was expressive and flexible enough for capturing large parts
of the knowledge and work practices in the existing manual processes. The main reason for
adopting BPEL and automating work processes was—apart from technical efficiency—the fact
that a large part of LPMA’s workforce will start retiring from 2013. In LPMA, many senior people
carry important practical knowledge about the land and legislations. BPEL was introduced as a
method for capturing the “knowledge before it left the organisation and adding and formalising
them into business rules and into the workflow so other people can take on that role.” (SS) For
the business managers, this turned out to be a major knowledge capture exercise, which revealed
a significant problem when transferring the knowledge into a formalised rule scheme:

“That is actually a problem... the architecture will show you some of the outcome.
But the tacit knowledge held by some of our people is what we are trying to capture.
And it is one of the hardest problems. And it is crucial to our organisation. But it
is about saying 99 % we might be able to capture, but the last 1 % might be so hard
to capture [...]” (SS)

Not all business rules can be formalised due to the tacit and personal knowledge held by the
persons in the organisation (the last 1 % mentioned by SS). Enacting the business rules not only
requires a rule scheme, but also human judgement and an understanding of the particular (as

8Work Cover is a NSW government agency, which promotes and administers work place occupational health
and safety. Dr. Harris previously worked for Work Cover as an enterprise architect. For more information see:
http://www.workcover.nsw.gov.au/.

9BPEL, Business Process Execution Language, is an XML based language for implementing process automa-
tion of web services. BPEL is supported by several software vendors and is developed and maintained by the
Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards, OASIS (see: http://www.oasis-open.

org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=wsbpel).
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opposed to universal laws)—or in Aristotelian terms, uncovering the phronetic dimension of hu-
man knowledge 10, which is human judgement in a particular context with the purpose of serving
“a good and valuable life”(Gustavsson 2001, p. 179). Phronetic knowledge is from Gadamer’s
perspective (Gustavsson 2001, p. 192, p. 200) related to and shaped by the hermeneutic horizon,
the interpretative convergence of history, culture, and human practice. This explains why the
human practice of land title administration could not be captured and formalised complete: in
this conversion, the capacity of human practice and phronetic wisdom required for just 1 % of the
business rules was lost. In terms of Checkland and the distinction between hard and soft systems
practice, 99 % of the business rules could be satisfied through logical models. The remaining 1
% demanded human enquiry of particular issues in order to build a successful, effective system.
Just as the ICC case study demonstrated how hard systems thinking is insufficient for modelling
complex business problems, this case demonstrated how hard models of a system (capturing the
logic of the rules flow and business decisions) “may lose touch with aspects beyond the logic of
the problem situation” (Checkland 1985, p. 765).

5.3 Architecture as Sensemaking and Socio-Communication

I will in this section explain the social and communication dimensions of the case study. In the
post-merger it was necessary for PH to build a new power base around the CIO position to steer
the organisation in the right direction—and this was both a technical and political project:

“PH: Once we modelled the organisation it was clear that there were real problems
in the business. So I was the leader.”

Driving forward EA was a difficult task, especially due to a skepticism within the ICT depart-
ment since it opened up for “a lot of spaghetti, a lot of noise, a lot of mess” (PH) in the existing
systems—and the ICT people did not want to be exposed as incompetent to their managers.
This skepticism was especially apparent during the rollout of the ESB, which restructured nearly
all IT operations:

“PH: And the skepticism was, well, jeez, let’s see what they can do to fix this up,
you know, they are so smart.”

JB described this as an exercise for power: “It is a sudden exercise of power, also. Knowledge
is power. If you change the way you do things and ask for new knowledge, you lose power.”
ICT staff supposedly felt threatened by the EA program, which demanded them to hand over
their technical knowledge and systems to the business for public examination, ultimately creating
skepticism and insecurity. However, after a period of adjustment and the CIO has proved the
business case of EA to the executives, both the business and ICT people discovered the benefits
of the EA. JB described this using the analogy of two people sharing the same bathroom:

“It wasn’t a pleasant thing, but it happened. [...] And yes, they have to share the
bathroom, but it is a much better bathroom and it is bigger.”

10Phronesis can be translated into practical wisdom: “The man of practical wisdom deliberates with a view
not merely to particular goals but to the good life in general.”(Sorabji 1989, p. 205) Oxford extends this defi-
nition: “Phronesis: Practical wisdom . In ancient Greek the term (frequently interchangeable with sophia) has
connotations of intelligence and soundness of judgement, especially in practical contexts” Source: Prof. C. C.
W. Taylor ”phronesis” The Oxford Companion to Philosophy. Oxford University Press 2005. Oxford Reference
Online. Oxford University Press. CBS Library. 12 July 2010 <http://www.oxfordreference.com/views/ENTRY.

html?subview=Main&entry=t116.e1945
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On the business side, IP confirmed the political character of the program, “because he [Dr.
Harris] needs an architecture. We has disparate, single point core systems.” It was a key priority
for the CIO to solve this issue, and it required much more than intensive modelling, namely
building confidence and trust in the people involved, which I will demonstrate in the following.
Resulting from the ESB deployment, all information had to be shared across the ESB, and
systems had to conform to a certain messaging standard. Not only did this require an effort to
develop integration services in the technical layer—it also shifted the balance of power from:

• semi-autonomous departments with their own specialised knowledge and IT systems

• into a strong power base around the CIO office demanding transparency and compliance.

Following the ESB deployment, the CIO had access to and control of the global information
flow. But the ESB also meant a different information and process structure of the organisation,
which JB and PH described as moving from a vertical, stovepiped design to a horisontal, integrated
business that “had to share its environment as an enterprise.” Subsequently, they noted that the
ESB in the beginning was pushed forward under a different agenda to win trust and confidence
from their executives:

“JB: So first step was to find a good excuse to deploy an ESB. I wouldn’t say that
we have done it under the radar, but we found a good excuse, which was to secure to
and [...] all the financial interfaces reliable with guaranteed message delivery.”

The immediate benefits of the ESB yielded some quick wins for the CIO, which helped demon-
strate the business case of BITES. This, combined with meta-models presenting the organisation
in its current and future state, constituted a powerful argument for the business to provide
funding for BITES. PH described the power of meta-models as a tool for producing clarity and
confidence: “Modelling gives a natural language so that businesses can see their processes [...]
The business got confident, we understood their pain points.” Meta-models served as a founda-
tion for common understanding, but it also served indirectly as a tool for persuasion and building
trust in the CIO’s team and plan. That the agenda of SIA was not only limited to the analytical
abilities of the framework became clear when JB and PH explained how they argued their case
in the process of persuasion: they chose not to exploit the advanced analytical functionality
provided in the modelling tool—instead, they used a very high-level picture and simple graphics
in PowerPoint presentations11:

“JB: And that’s a picture [JB shows a graphic on a piece of paper] which helped us
to explain what this was about. We have been using this over and over and over
again. It was the key to bridging the gap between our views and explaining it to the
business.”

This could be an indication of the crucial point in the executive decision to go forward with
BITES since:

• As the interview revealed, the decision to fund BITES happened primarily due to the bond
of trust and confidence built between the executives and JB/PH after showing the diagram
“over and over.” They also gained this trust by demonstrating some highly valuable “quick
wins” through the ESB technology introduced as part of the program.

11PH further supported this finding by stating: “If you have a look at my PC, my laptop, you will find that
the biggest directory I have got is PowerPoint. It is full and full and full and full of models and architects and
pictures and diagrams and graphics. And it [using high-level models in PowerPoint slides] was a great idea, so
most of it was PowerPoint to the business.”
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• The analytical expressiveness of the EA modelling tools were less important in this process,
as JB and PH seldom used the tool when talking to managers. It was primarily used for
technical and analytical purposes, but not by the managers to take informed decisions.

• IP later described the process of the EA program as a “leap of faith” rather than a pre-
dictable, managed process. The CIO office had the confidence and belief that the program
was moving in the right direction, but there was still a sphere of uncertainty around the
decision made, demanding flexibility and exploration.

Clearly, there were more aspects to the EA program than hard systems problems of logic
and engineering: the road towards financing BITES was apparently also paved with persuasion,
social relations, and trust, which by far relates to Checkland’s domain of soft systems. In the
following, I will discuss these aspects in the light of two theoretical stances: Weick’s theory of
sensemaking and Luhmann’s socio-communication. Both perspectives focus on the importance
of interpretation and communication in managerial practice and can thus constructively add to
the soft systems aspects of EA in terms of understanding by enquiry. Both Weick and Luhmann
question the role of pure rationality in the decision making process of the LPMA executives by
articulating the role of enquiry and interpretation in the process—for instance, Weick claims that
data are never “raw” but actually generated by the preceding actions of discovering the data in
question! Arguing on the basis of such a claim can be fruitful—but it very also lead to ontological
constructionism, in which reality, even the objective reality claimed by science, is seen as nothing
but a construction of the human mind. However, it is not my agenda to extrapolate the case of
LPMA into a fundamental discussion of Continental philosophy and human cognition. Rather,
the purpose of drawing in Weick and Luhmann is to assemble a disciplinary “counterpoint” to
the claim of rationality and objectivity in meta-modelling—and from here build an integrative
perspective, which pragmatically regards both stances as two sides of the same coin. This
perspective extends the picture EA as comprising hard and soft systems thinking in fig. 4.1.

Ultimately, this perspective frames EA as consisting of and concerning both hard and soft
systems thinking, as stated in Fig. 4.1.

5.3.1 Meta-Modelling as Confidence and Sensemaking

Watson states that “managers do not simply react to their environment, but act in the light of
their perception to it [...] they enact the environment: act within it and towards it in the light of
the particular sense they are able to make of it” (Watson 2001, p. 88). Rather they “create order
and make retrospective sense of the situations in which they find themselves.” (Weick 2001, p.
11). People and organisations make sense of ambiguities in their surroundings through interaction
and rationalise their behaviour in hindsight. These rationalisations are stored as “images” or
“maps” that “provide temporary guide for action.” (Weick 2001, p. 11) Similarly, enactment,
a key part of sensemaking, is the contention that people in social systems participate actively
in defining and constructing the reality in and constraints under which they operate (Weick
2001, p. 197). LPMA’s managers did not stand out of the organisation when making decisions
or introducing an ESB—they were active, interpreting actors within the system, continuously
shaping and influencing its structure and processes. Here, Weick proposes that meta-modelling
is never practiced on the basis of entirely objective data. Instead, enactment processes construct
the raw data that are collected and processed in meta-models: “actions generate the raw data
that eventually may be parsed into sensible experiences.” (Weick 2001, p. 193) Thus, major
managerial decisions are never entirely ’informed’ or ’objective’, as they cannot be separated
from the reality in which the decisions were suggested or invented. The actions, selections, and
choices preceding the meta-model shape and constrain the subsequent assumptions of control
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and predictability that these meta-models produce. A meta-model can never offer a complete,
static, and’ “verifiable” picture of a “raw”, unenacted, and unambiguous reality, since reality
has already been constructed and ordered by its actors in the first place. This idea extends
the use of Checkland’s systems thinking in the previous chapter, where soft systems problems
are said to be particularly relevant to the strategy and business layers of EA. Soft systems
problems are centered around human enquiry, and Weick’s theory departs from the fact that
enquiry and interpretation are inherent to decision structures . Sensemaking adds the following
interpretations to the LPMA case study:

1. The executive decision to fund BITES was not only made on a clear analytical basis from
top management. As PH and JB explained, the decisions were made also because they
were able to “connect to” and build mutual confidence and trust with the right decision
makers. The pictures, meta-models, and PowerPoint slides enacted the busy reality of
top managers and formed a certain representation of reality, which demonstrated control
and objectivity. The enactment of the organisation through meta-models yielded a set of
symbols or images that were comprehensible for and appealed to both IT and executives12.

2. For JB and PH, the process of building the EA and SOA platform was an exercise of
sensemaking in itself. The initial EA provided a boundary for the future efforts, but
they had no detailed prescriptive plan on how to build services around the ESB. But as
the architects went along, they gained more experience: “JB: You get more and more
efficient as you go and define your services. You know what the reuse will be. [...] having
this free or agile way of describing our initial SOA framework was something really good
because you go into a bit of en exploration. [...] The SOA is a journey [...] It is a
discovery phase.” The exploration of SOA was necessary to build maps of rationality in
hindsight and reuse these where appropriate. The maps yielded confidence and experience,
which as a consequence accelerated the development process. In terms of systems thinking
(Checkland 1985), the process of discovering and designing the new organisation through
SOA and meta-modelling generated feedback learning, which served as input to subsequent
process cycles. Disciplined learning and confidence generated positive self-correction and -
regulation, which enabled LPMA to adapt to its new role as a “horisontal”, service-oriented
enterprise.

3. Both JB and SS mentioned (in their own words and in separate interviews) that the EA pro-
gram was a “leap of faith”13 As Weick points out14, pure deliberation and rational analysis
do not automatically entail business success. Instead, the architects enacted their real-
ity and created a temporary order through their confidence and belief in meta-modelling,
which in turn created a foundation for action. Their confidence in EA sparked a light of
energy, passion, and courage to challenge the ICT staff and build a new architecture and
power structure around the CIO. And it was presumably the same type of confidence that
persuaded the executives to provide five-year funding for the BITES program15.

12This was supported by JB’s statement on the influence of EA pictures and diagrams on senior management:
“We had a picture to show their future. To show how by bringing in an EA program using this kind of technology
and service oriented technology, we were able to address their concerns.”

13SS noted: “It was a leap of faith for the organisation to go down the path that we did. And there was a
significant investment. But I think we are really realising... we are getting return of investment for sure.” JB said
in a separate interview: “That is a bit of leap of faith somehow, there has been a leap of faith for a year where
we didn’t fail, we didn’t success, we know where we are going, the path is not there yet. I hope that I am clear.”

14In his in-depth studies on business strategies, see (Weick 2001, ch. 15): “Substitutes for Strategy.”
15Especially in the light of the fact that the in-depth technical, detailedmeta-models were never involved in the

executive decision making process around allocating the significant budget for BITES.
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4. Only after a period of exploration of building services and using the new SOA technology
platform, was it possible for the team to once again apply rigorous methodology and start
automating their processes. From a sensemaking perspective, this was not just unplanned,
unstructured “play”—it was a necessity for the architects to enact their reality and add
a degree of order and meaning to the environment. As they went along with building
services and exploring technology, they retrospectively formed bundles or mental maps
of rationality. Interpretation shaped the organisational reality into a stable, but socially
contrived (rather than naturally or scientifically given) structure (Katz & Kahn 1962) to
which the architects could now add process automation and BPEL. Processes of sensemak-
ing and enactment preceded and enabled the use and benefits from rigorous analysis and
technology.

It is insufficient to explain BITES only as process of analysing and solving hard systems
problems. Rather, an appropriate metaphor for the architecture program would be organisational
soliloquy: “an organization can never know what it thinks or wants until it sees what it does.”16

(Weick 2001, p. 189) It is basically the idea that organisations talk to themselves17as they
go along and make sense of reality An enacted, meaningful reality (LPMA’s reality of services,
meta-models, and BPEL specifications) is thus the outcome of LPMA soliloquising about how the
electronic service delivery can be modelled and fulfilled. The interaction of speaking, modelling,
and enquiring generated meaningful meta-models. Transposed to Weick’s metaphor, we can thus
explain LPMA’s endeavour into SOA and meta-modelling as three steps (Weick 2001, p. 190):

1. Enactment The saying, the soliloquy, the enactment, is the explorative process of building
models and services (as outlined by JB above). As LPMA went this pathway of “leap of
faith”, drawing on the CIO’s and managerial confidence in EA, this formed an organisa-
tional monologue about its own state articulated through the meta-models.

2. Selection Subsequently, what has been said is transformed into information on the basis of
selection18. This creates a temporarily stable meaningful reality to the actors 19. From the
meta-models and service repository emerged an ordered representation of how LPMA could
deliver electronic services and a pathway for this transformation. But this representation
and pathway was only temporary, contingent, and subject to the ongoing interpretation of
the actors involved (and thus new interpretations would enact new possible solutions or
barriers to the process).

3. Retention These resulting cognitive maps of a stable reality are stored by the people involved
for reuse in future enactment processes. The experience of saying (or acting) and in retro-
spect inferring a contextual rationality is what Weick labels “past wisdom” (Weick 2001,

16Which is Weick’s organisational equivalent of the more personal: “how can I know what I think until I see
what I say?” (Weick 2001, p. 189)

17A soliloquy is “an act of speaking one’s thoughts aloud when by oneself or regardless of any hearers, esp.
by a character in a play.” ”soliloquy noun” The Oxford Dictionary of English (revised edition). Ed. Cather-
ine Soanes and Angus Stevenson. Oxford University Press, 2005. Oxford Reference Online. Oxford Univer-
sity Press. CBS Library. 26 August 2010 ¡http://www.oxfordreference.com/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main\
&entry=t140.e73487¿

18Selection has a special meaning in Weickian terms; it is about “generating answer to the ever-present question,
’what’s the story here?”’ Following a saying or enactment, the selection “occurs when an enacted environment
of plausible stories from the past sorts among variations in current accounts of enactment and retains those that
best fit with prior understandings of plausibility.” (Weick 2001, p. 237) This also involves examining the personal
maps of rationality (built in hindsight from previous sensemaking) and use these for ’connecting the dots’ around
and making sense of the present.

19Weick describes this temporary image as “something that the organization’s members momentarily know and
feel they understand.” (Weick 2001, p. 190)
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p. 190). The architects reused their past wisdom for building new models and services,
which was reflected in the speed of progress—as the team gradually built larger chunks of
past wisdom, the SOA project delivered better results20.

The above model explains certain factors that are not accounted for in hard systems thinking.
It enables one to replace the very static assumption of completeness and validity with a more
dynamic conception of meta-models built on soft systems thinking, meaning and action. However,
this also comes at the cost of new, just as important assumptions that Weick points out (Weick
2001, p. 190):

1. Enactment not only operates but generates raw data and as such question the assumption
of social objectivity. However, it is not the intention of this thesis to portray EA within
LPMA as a social construct with no raison d’être. Enactment and sensemaking is used in
a pragmatic way as a theoretic reflection on how human conflicts, confidence, trust, and
exploration fit into a rigid analytical framework of diagrams and boxes.

2. An enacted, ordered reality is now the output of —rather than the input to—a meta-
modelling effort. Whereas EA traditionally portrays the environment as one true objective
collection of data “out there”, this “out there” is actually the outcome of organisational
soliloquy. Reality demands a construction of order, and this is where meta-modelling is
really useful. In the case of LPMA, this explains why the meta-models were abandoned
in the later part of the SOA process: SIAP enacted and yielded an ordered perception of
reality, which was suitable for building services. From this it follows that meta-modelling
is effective21 when understood as a delivering a meaningful reality rather than a discipline
that pre-conceives and operates on a given, predictable environment per se.

3. The key action in sensemaking is the step of selection, which translates parts of the enacted,
raw data into information. This equates to interpreting and improving the LPMA meta-
models. However, to Weick, selections are context-dependent and operates within the limits
of bounded rationality22 since the meta-models can never take into account all the different
aspects and perceptions of an enacted organisational reality.

4. In terms of Checkland (Checkland 1985), this means that the case of discovering, enquir-
ing, and accommodating for soft systems issues precedes the application of hard systems
thinking. Soft systems enquiry (exploring SOA and future state EA models) generated a
stable, enacted reality, onto which hard systems thinking (engineering and logical process
flows) was successfully and efficiently applied.

Fig. 5.1 provides a sensemaking view of the meta-modelling processes in LPMA. Rather than
only regarding architecture as a sequence of deliberation followed by acting and implementing,
sensemaking sees architecture as: act! figure out! act! figure out! Following Weick, sensemaking
is an inseparable aspect of organisational life and social. Following this Weick, sensemaking is an
inseparable aspect of organisational life and human processes—and thus the soft systems aspects
of EA as such.

20Which is a sign of action learning as systems feedback—past experience caused the LPMA system to self-
correct and generate better attempts in the next SOA cycle.

21This word was deliberately chosen, as it implies the need for gettings the right things done as opposed to
hard systems efficiency (doing things right) (Drucker 2007).

22Bounded rationality is a concept invented by H. A. Simon used to describe the practical limits of human
knowledge and rationality in decision making: “The term ’bounded rationality’ is used to designate rational
choice that takes into account the cognitive limiations of the decision maker—limitations of both knowledge and
computational capacity” (Simon 1997, p. 292).
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1. ENACTMENT
- Build/improve models/services

- "Saying and soliloquising" LPMA's 
reality in terms of models/services

2. SELECTION
- Meta-models generate information
- SOA perspective of LPMA builds a  
stable, enacted, ordered image of 

reality

3. RETENTION
- Useful/valuable mental models of 
applying meta-models (images) are 

stored for reuse (past, practical 
wisdom)

- Rational explanations of SOA and 
meta-modelling efficiency emerge

Systems feedback of 
mental models and 

confidence
(guides and reinforces 

next enactment/learning 
cycle)

Enacted, ordered 
environment

Application of systems 
engineering/SOA on 

ordered LPMA 
environment

Fig. 5.1: SOA and meta-modelling in LPMA as a process of organisational sense-making (source:
own creation).
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5.3.2 Meta-Modelling in a Systemic-Discursive Perspective

Finally, I will explain the LPMA case study within Luhmann’s theory of socio-communication in
order to highlight the communicative processes between executives, practitioners, and models.
This is particularly relevant to understanding the negative reception of BITES in the ICT de-
partment. Before the findings are presented, it is relevant with a short introduction to the theory.
Following Luhmann, social systems consist of communication. A social system uses communi-
cation to reproduce itself through its own logic and discourse. Communication processes only
happen according to the logic of the system from which they emerge. Luhmann’s base contention
is that communicative events can only be conceptualised as the unity of utterance, information,
and understanding (Seidl 2007, Luhmann 1995). This unity cannot be produced by a single per-
son; a single individual might produce an utterance with a piece of information, but it requires a
recipient system to create understanding23. Communication is thus not transmitted from sender
to recipient, but it is rather an “emergent phenomenon arising from the interaction of individ-
uals.” (Seidl 2007, p. 201) The meaning of a distinct communication can only be understood
retrospectively and in relation to the communications it entailed. The meaning of a commu-
nication is the distinction (cf. Luhmann’s analogy of organisations as distinction processing
systems (David & Becker 2006)) it yields within the ensuing communications. The actual mean-
ing emerging from the communication is thus the product of its co-dependent communications,
and not the intention of the initial sender of the communication. As a consequence, this leads
the controversial fact of to Luhmann’s famous statement: only communication communicates!
(Luhmann 1995, p. 201) People and social systems themselves do not communicate—they inter-
act with the communication as a separate entity—and from this interaction may understanding,
misunderstanding, meaning, and transfer of knowledge emerge (but there is no given guarantee,
as it is a contingent itself).

Another central contention is that communication cannot be transmitted from one system
(social or psychic) to another, as it remains within the autologic of the system from which it
emerged. Social systems observe the environment (e.g. when LPMA observes new government
initiatives to cost reduction by consolidation), but observation and interpretation only happens
with reference to its own reproduction (thus: self-referential systems) and communication. A
system depends entirely on its own process of communication, it is a basic premise for sur-
vival. Now, if all systems are closed, how can one then speak of communication at all? Luhmann
operates with the concept of “parallel communication systems” (Luhmann 1995, p. 201)—a com-
munication in one system might cause resonance of a similar communication in another system.
All systems are operatively closed 24, but interactionally open25, which implies that communica-
tion is never imported unconditionally from the environment. Rather, the communication may
eventually perturbate26, trigger or, stimulate a system to reproduce a similar communication
but only by self-reference: “A communication in one system might trigger a communication in

23Fig. F.2 (p. 133 illustrates Luhmann’s conception of communication between social systems. Both sender
and recipient have to make choices in all three circles to produce a communication (a message).

24Meaning that no operations, e.g. communicative events, enter the system directly (Seidl & Becker 2005, p.
22). Communicative events can only irritate a system and possibly entail an internal shift in its interpretation
processes.

25Meaning that the system, despite its operative closure, still interacts with its environment, similar to living
cells in biology. However, this interaction is conditioned by the systems own reproduction and survival (that is,
its operations) (Seidl & Becker 2005, p. 22).

26Perturbation is a key concept in Luhmann’s systems theory. It is an irritation, caused by an outside influence,
which yields an internal deviation to a new state (King & Schütz 1994). Luhmann describes social systems and
society “as being in a constant state of adjustment, with irritations or perturbations in the environment of one
system setting off changes in that system, which could have a ripple effect throughout all segments of the social
system.” Luhmann’s work emphasises the social systems’ “fragility and improbability, and the need to increase,
where possible, the conditions for stability.” (King & Schütz 1994, p. 279).
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another system, but the two communications in the two different systems have different mean-
ings and as such they are different communications.” (Luhmann 1995, p. 201) Seidl suggests
that discourses and language games behave in the same way, since they essentially are events of
communication. Therefore, discourses cannot be transferred from one system to another. They
are incommensurable or untranslatable (Seidl 2007, p. 200), says Seidl quoting Lyotard. Lyotard
illustrated this fragmented view of language with an analogy of sports:

“A move in bridge cannot be ’translated’ into a move made in tennis. The same
goes for phrases, which are moves in language games; one does not ’translate’ a
mathematical proof into a narration. Translation is itself a language game.” (Lyotard
1993, p. 21) in (Seidl 2007, p. 200)

Accordingly, a generic EA framework can never be translated directly to the system of LPMA.
This translation is a contingent process, and both systems are operatively closed. What one can
hope for is an interaction between these two different communications, which may eventually
result in parallel communications of the same utterance and intention27 This was clearly ap-
parent in LPMA case where the CIO, instead of adopting a single EA framework, tailored and
fitted different EA frameworks to their needs. EA as a discourse caused perturbations or dis-
sonance within LPMA, which ultimately caused the organisation’s communication to replicate
the discourse of EA—but within its own self-referential logic and terms: “Every individual or-
ganization develops its own history, on the basis of which its communications are (re)produced,
and the individual communications in particular are meaningful.” (Seidl 2007, p. 205) This also
explains why some EA initiatives fail when transferring a successful EA implementation to a
different organisation, which comprises a separate system of communication and self-referential
logic. An EA body of knowledge in itself, with its practitioners and institutions (e.g. the Open
Group), constitutes a social system built around a certain discourse, and its communication
and logic cannot be transferred to the adopting organisations directly. Thus, a criteria for suc-
cessful government EA adoption is not enforcing the social system to structure itself around
the conventions of the framework, but rather ensuring that the communications around the EA
program cause enough dissonance for the organisation to replicate these communications with
reference to itself. The specialised EA communication must become an integrated part of the
system’s autopoietic processes (for instance, LPMA’s journey towards adapting to new govern-
ment requirements of consolidation)—otherwise it cannot be successful. This was particularly
the case in LPMA where PH and JB shaped the meta-models and frameworks for PowerPoint
presentations that were easy to “sell” and communicate: in terms of Luhmann, they ensured
that the discourse of meta-modelling was more likely to cause dissonance in the social subsystem
of LPMA’s management and thus influence their internal communication and logic.
Seidl has described how and why adoptions of management and strategy concepts and prac-
tices (e.g. Total Quality Management) can yield completely different outcomes (Seidl 2007, p.
207). These differences are caused by the difference in communication inside each social system,
as the organisation “tries to make sense of the new labels on the basis of its existing discur-
sive structures” (Seidl 2007, p. 207), through which new sense—understanding and practice—is
created. Organisations construct different translations of what EA really is, and successful adop-
tion is particularly associated “with the collective construction of new social realities within the
organization.”(Seidl 2007, p. 207). The adoption of EA in LPMA can thus be explained by how
well it constructed a meaningful social reality—in terms of work comfort, confidence, effective-
ness, empowerment, self-esteem, etc.—for the people involved. EA was translated into a specific
discourse of cost reduction and consolidation by JB and PH, which contributed to a meaningful

27E.g. the utterance of EA stating that a certain framework or meta-modelling technique leads to efficiency.
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interpretation of LPMA’s post-merger reality. There was a discursive match, the communica-
tions of the system of EA practice resonated in a meaningful way with the communications of
LPMA, from which a meaningful communication emerged. However, it is crucial to emphasise
that a social system can never receive any input of meaning from another system—instead, it
“reconstructs elements of another discourse according to its own logic.” (Seidl 2007, p. 207) An
interdiscursive translation—or in Lyotard’s terms: from tennis to bridge— is never impossible.
On the other hand, the continuation and recreation of meaning and communication are necessary
for organisations to adapt and survive. This constitutes a paradox: organisations have to carry
and retain meaning, but they cannot directly communicate! Nor do the social systems of EA or
meta-modelling communicate! Because only the communication itself communicates!
Following Teubner (Teubner 2000), the only way out of this paradox is productive misunder-
standing. LPMA did not adopt EA directly, as if its discourses and concepts were injected into
the core of a sphere. Instead, LPMA had to misunderstand EA—just as very complex models
and frameworks were reduced to simple high-level drawings during executive presentations—in
order to reconstruct its own reality around it. The adoption was productive since it fostered
a long-term EA program with its own discourse (e.g. in terms of both meta-models and new
acronyms “BITES”, “SIAP”, “service delivery”) established around it. This reconstruction of
meaning did not happen at once, but had to permeate the many subsystems inside LPMA, due to
the skepticism of IT staff towards directed towards the CIO’s plans. The communication of EA
was incompatible and thus unproductive (Teubner 2000) with the discourse of ICT staff, but after
a longer period of discursive reshaping (e.g. by demonstrating the value of an integrated ESB
and hereby increasing the chance of a meaningful communication with ICT staff), the communi-
cations of EA produced a productive misunderstanding—this misunderstanding framed the EA
as an agile way to “churn out an application in a reasonable period of time, like three months”
(SS). However, this communication was different and much more technically focused than the
executive’s communication of EA, which concerned consolidation and cost reduction. EA as a
productive misunderstanding is a fruitful framing of LPMA, since it integrates the importance
of interpretation, language, and action. On the other hand it also downplays the capabilities
of external consultants in the adoption process. Consultants will always belong to a different
social system with a separate communication. Therefore, with no inside confidence and support
for translating and reshaping concepts from the outside and apply local meaning to it, the EA
program would not have been a successful in LPMA. In Luhmann’s lens, the use of external
consultants would never compensate for this fact28. Meaningful and productive misunderstand-
ing and reshaping of new concepts—sponsored and carried out by the CIO—appears to be a an
important factor for successful EA adoption.
A systemic-discursive perspective might also explain why PH was able to convince the execu-
tives to adopt EA without the analytical and technical detail of the modelling tool, but rather
through high-level models and PowerPoint presentations: the communication of manageability,
control, and coherency within EA resonated with their own autologic. This calls for an under-
standing of managerial decisions as informed by reasonableness rather than precision. As Weick
emphasises,“reasonableness supersedes accuracy” (Weick 2001, p. 194), as there is no universal
scale against which social structures are measured29. Sensemaking involves active invention of
reality rather than passive discovery, and this invention is highly dynamic and contingent. A less

28This concern was initially raised by PH on the lack of understanding between LPMA staff and external
consultants, and why the CIO’s role as a spearhead for EA was crucial: “they [the business managers and users]
would say the same things to consultants over and over and over, and these things [business requirements] never
got down. So we [the CIO team] captured what they were saying, and we showed them in a sense that we were
going to do something about it right.”

29Weick explains this statement by saying:“One cannot say that a superimposed order is right or wrong. Such
a judgment would presume an underlying order that is waiting to be discovered.” (Weick 2001, p. 194)
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assumptive concept is reasonableness—managing LPMA’s service delivery through EA made a
reasonable strategy for the executives, since it provided a reasonable plan for consolidating the
post-merger. Quoting Weick, the LPMA adoption of meta-models and EA was about “plausible
explanations rather than proofs” and “the pragmatically sensible rather than the strictly logical”
(Weick 2001, p. 194), which in this case study characterises the executive decisions very well.
There was no superstructure of rationality in place when the executives reviewed the models
“over and over” with the CIO and made their decision to fund BITES—rather, they had to
continuously make sense and build reasonable explanations around the post-merger. And the
meta-models assisted this process in a sound, coherent way.
The lack of rigour and precision in LPMA’s important decision making processes would in tra-
ditional command and control management models (Seddon & Caulkin 2007) be considered a
business risk. Conversely, in Seidl’s terms, the lack of rigour was actually a necessity for LPMA,
for “only by being ambiguous and vague” (Seidl 2007, p. 207) is a concept able to fit a particular
organisational context. Reasonableness rather than accuracy and ambiguity rather than rigour
yield methodological flexibility, which adds “new meanings in the context of a different language
game.” (Astley & Zammuto 1992, p. 453). In practice, this meant that the EA framework, de-
spite its claim of rigour and technical depth, could be successfully fitted to several social realities
within LPMA—to the executives, EA meant manageability and cost control, to the developers
the EA implied agility and productivity.

In relation to the problem statement, the case study of LPMA firstly demonstrated that an
explorative approach to architecture adoption was necessary for the organisation in its post-
merger role. Following a prescriptive modelling approach and continuously keeping the meta-
models up to date represented an overhead to the architects. Transferred to the context of
Weick, the exploration was imperative to making sense of unknown organisational terrain and
retrospectively build mental maps around their experience with SOA. Following Checkland, this
flexible approach was also necessary to enquire and understand the possible social, political, and
technical issues of building a horisontal enterprise with a common information model. One could
see this project as a collective sensemaking effort to make sense of both the hard and soft systems
problems of LPMA’s consolidation efforts.

Secondly, the case study emphasises the boundaries of formal modelling and its ability to
articulate the various types of knowledge in a public organisation. Some business operations
require human judgement of the particular context in which the operation or rule is required,
and these rules were difficult for LPMA for formalise in an abstract rules scheme. Here, the CIO
crossed the boundaries of what is possible to articulate in an abstract meta-model: the particular
knowledge was not possible to transfer to a general ontology independent of its implementation
(the actual judgement of isolated particularities).

Thirdly, sensemaking has been recognised as an important part of meta-modelling practice.
Meta-models are not only generalised representations of the organisation. Rather, the practice
is a form of organisational soliloquy, which enacts and orders the environment in a model-
oriented way as the architects develop more models. The active practice of discovering, analysing,
and building artefacts and meta-models thus recalls a stable, but temporary image of how the
organisation operates. These stable images are 1. used for carried out the proposed steps in the
business transformation and 2. fed into the next step of the architecture cycle as practical, past
wisdom.

Fourthly, the LPMA case study demonstrated the role of discourse and communication in
the adoption process of EA. These two aspects are best accounted for in terms of a second order
systems model (Luhmann 1995), which sees communication as an emergent, co-evolutionary
concept involving the self-referential behaviour of organisations as social and humans as psychic
systems respectively. The following key findings were reported:
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1. Communication never happens as a direct transfer of meaning from one system to another.
Rather, the meaning has to be reconstructed and fitted to the context of the recipient
system. The success of a communication, e.g. seeing EA as a management tool, depends
on how well the communication contributes to the social realities within the recipient
system.

2. Modelling and managing soft systems problems is about creating reasonable, plausible,
and pragmatically sensible intellectual models of reality, that allows for systematically
comprehending, understanding, and accommodating for these issues. These models have
to fit with the subsystem in which they are communicated.

3. Misunderstanding of and skepticism towards an EA program are not necessarily unproduc-
tive or a sign of failure. In LPMA, the ICT staff initially had to productively misunderstand
the purpose of the EA program and fit it to their own reality before they discovered the
value of the new horisontal enterprise. Communicating and getting organisational support
for EA concepts, methods, and models were in this case study complex, socially contingent
acts demanding enquiry, empathy, and persuasion.

4. The executive adoption and use of meta-modelling was primarily fuelled by how well the
meta-models connected and contributed towards the executive level social reality and the
political demand for profitability and consolidation. In this process, the meta-models pri-
marily focused on providing reasonable, pragmatically sensible answers to the executives—
rather than bringing technical precision and detail.

These findings are finally synthesised with the ICC case study in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Empirical Research Findings

This chapter presents and synthesises the research findings from the two case studies and links
these back to the problem statement. The presentation is grouped by the thematic structure of
the problem statement.

6.1 Overall Characteristics of Meta-Modelling in Practice

Firstly, meta-modelling demonstrated its value for driving the technological and infrastructural
changes in both agencies. Investment, assets management, and systems ownership were modelled
and understood in a coherent fashion, which enabled executive management and the CIO’s to get
a highly demanded overview of their systems, applications, information flows, and dependencies.
This, in turn, improved the overall management of IT assets as the systems and services were
linked to IT spend.

Meta-modelling practice further established a shared communication platform between ICT
staff and senior managers in both organisations. Both case studies reported a distinct cultural
difference between these two subgroups: the IT people were generally skeptical towards initia-
tives and requirements set out by management, whereas the managers regarded IT a distraction
and limiting factor in their transformation efforts. EA minimised these misunderstandings by
providing and enforcing a single, shared language for building requirements.

Finally, meta-modelling enabled the level of analysis required to agree on and implement
a common information model to unify message exchange between disparate, semi-autonomous
departments (in LPMA). However, this was only possible after the benefits and purpose of the
EA program had been successfully communicated to the managers and system owners, which in
turn demanded the CIO’s social skills and political influence. One can thus say that the meta-
modelling effort enabled the later implementation of a SOA platform, which in turn delivered
several technical and business related benefits.

6.2 Impact on Government Decision Making and Manage-
ment

The research revealed an internal technical overview and depth, which was excellent for systems
modernisation and consolidation. However, the models also served to build managerial confi-
dence and trust in a major undertaking (LPMA’s journey into SOA), which retrospectively was
characterised as “a leap of faith” by the managers involved. This trust was built through the
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several meetings the CIO arranged with the LPMA executives and the continued use of the same
high-level enterprise meta-model. This diagram has a very powerful visual impact on building
common understanding around the forthcoming transformation efforts.

However, the technical-analytical detail of the meta-models was not the primary argument
for funding the EA and SOA programs in LPMA. These decisions are primarily explained by
technical quick wins in the beginning of the project in order to build executive confidence and
support, which was actively sustained by the CIO. This called for a great deal of persuasion,
accommodation, and use of personal social skills around specific intellectual constructs (the high
level diagrams of LPMA).

As such, this use of meta-models in the executive decision making questions Dietz’ explanation
of how enterprise engineering relates to management decisions (Dietz 2006). Dietz argues the
need for a comprehensive, abstract enterprise model spelling out the whole-of-system structure,
composition, rules, concepts, and relationships of the whole enterprise—such great amount of
detail was by no means present in the high-level figure presented in the LPMA board room when
the executives decided to fund the five-year agency transformation program. On the other hand,
the technical rigour of the meta-models was highly valuable for managing and guiding the ICT
developers and business people towards a common architecture. This view, in contrast, aligns
very well with Dietz’ ontology concept. Thus, when applying ontology theory, it is necessary
to distinguish between a) ambiguous issues in government decision making and b) technical and
automation related modelling projects.

Finally, the SOA development process mandated two important decisions in relation to EA:
firstly, LPMA’s CIO decided to freeze the repository development whilst the opportunities of
SOA were explored and a safe path through unknown terrain was identified. This decision was
made to minimise the cost of documentation and to allow the SOA program to organically grow
rather than following a strict methodology. Secondly, the development process was characterised
as a learning process requiring exploration of different options until a reasonable implementation
strategy was discovered. This was necessary for the developers to get comfortable with and
successfully adapt to the SOA paradigm. In total, these findings suggest the following application
of relevant theory:

Firstly, EA adoption and meta-modelling should not only be considered an informed, rational
process, as there are often too many ambiguities and uncertainties for a prescriptive approach
to be to be be truly predictable. Thus, it is also a process of sensemaking (Weick 2001) where
the involved actors enact and retrospectively make sense of their shared perception of reality.
A sensemaking approach provides plausible explanations of the dynamics of exploring unknown
terrain (SOA) and building sensible, rational images from experience, as reported above.

Secondly, the decision making (in LPMA) is explained well in terms of soft systems think-
ing and systems learning (Checkland 1985, Seddon & Caulkin 2007) as the processes of meta-
modelling and SOA development were both journeys of learning from, enquiring, and understand-
ing the various subsystems (departments, systems, interdependencies, etc.) inside the agency. As
the architects gradually improved their understanding of the system, the speed of development
also increased. This is particularly explained by Seddon’s view on systems thinking in service
organisations, where discovery, enquiry, and action gradually lead to improved results as the
organisation learns from and adapts to the generated learning.

Thirdly, meta-modelling represents a possible blind spot of the organisation. As Weick notes,
enacting and ordering the environment (in terms of abstract models) shapes the subsequent
perception of it. As the ICC case study revealed, choosing a prescriptive or technical framework
for exploring leaps of faith may not yield acceptable performance. It is therefore crucial to
consciously observe and understand the implications and constraints that a certain methodology
or framework may possibly entail. This is especially important to prevent the possible managerial
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drift of business modelling and strategic alignment as put forward by Ciborra: the naiveté of
assuming that reality corresponds fully to its simplified geometrical representation in a meta-
model repository can have unexpected consequences. It may create a false sense of managerial
security, as the meta-models are too simple to fully explain the messiness and dynamics of
government reality. EA methodologies must actively recognise and prevent this tendency from
manageability by modelling to managerial drift through modelling.

Fourthly, given the soft systems characteristics of the decision making, it is important to
remember that the produced models are not unconditionally universal. As Weick notes, the sta-
ble interpretations and representations reality arising from enacting reality are not necessarily
univocally valid, but bound to the context from which they emerged. To Checkland, systems
enquiry and learning generate useful—but intellectually constructed—models of how the organi-
sational reality is possibly constituted. This fact is important for the CIO to keep in mind before
and during a transformation program in order to avoid the managerial drift as suggested above
(Ciborra 1997).

6.3 Relation to Work Practice, Culture, and Communica-
tion

In both case studies, EA and meta-modelling had a significant impact on social practice and
the organisation culture. Senior managers and IT staff adopted the architecture model as an
integrated part of their work practice and communication. In LPMA, meta-modelling became
the primary tool for requirements specification for building new applications, and the result
was—according to the business managers—much more efficient than previous practice, where
lengthy, written documents were written prior to application development.

The research also reported the case of meta-models and blueprints as shared cultural artefacts
within ICC. The blueprints were hanging on the walls and doors inside the council, and the
models became an inherent reference point for the managers when discussing infrastructure or
investment issues.

Finally, the meta-models indirectly functioned as a bridge between two organisational subcul-
tures in both LPMA and ICC. This was especially apparent in ICC where the research reported
a presumably hostile or conflicting mutual perception between managers and developers. Upon
establishing the EA, the share modelling practice enabled a better and more efficient commu-
nication between the two groupings. However, it is important not to automatically view these
subcultures as distinctly separate entities responding positively to management deliberately try-
ing to alter the organisation’s culture—the cultural change might as well have happened by
accident. The source of this change was unfortunately never reported in the research. Several
business managers in LPMA had previously worked in the IT department, which confirms that
the alleged subcultures were by no means isolated.

Communication and discourse both shape and are shaped by meta-modelling practice. The
most obvious finding is how the communication patterns within both organisations changed, as
people started discussing and managing on the basis of the meta-models. However, the discourse
and communications of EA were not unconditionally injected from one system to another, as the
process of communication between social and human (in Luhmann’s terms: psychic) systems is
socially contingent.

The first finding relates to the internal skepticism towards EA in LPMA’s IT department.
Nevertheless, the misunderstandings and skepticism (i.e. the developers saw the intervention as
means of exposing the mess and noise of their application code) were not unproductive or simply
signs of failure. The ICT staff initially had to productively misunderstand the purpose and inten-
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tion of the EA program and subsequently fit it to their own reality and sensemaking processes,
before they discovered the value of the new horisontal enterprise design—especially in terms of
application development and requirements specification. This representation, however, was very
different from the communication of LPMA’s executives, which focused on cost consolidation,
leadership, and governance.

This leads to the second research finding on communication, which suggests the importance
of shaping and targeting the EA discourse to the right audience. This was understood and
practiced by LPMA’s CIO and architects: they were patient and understood how to sell the
concepts, build confidence, and win managerial trust and support. The process was a matter of
delivering the most relevant aspects of EA to the right people and ensure that their problems
were heard and accounted for. In order to build confidence across the organisation, the EA
had to be communicated in a way that made sense to the local, social realities of the various
subsystems in LPMA. The communication patterns between LPMA’s executives and the CIO
also suggest influence from sensemaking: the executives did not make their decisions to fund the
EA program on the basis of deep technical detail provided by the EA repository. Rather, they
had confidence in the high-level pictures and models put forward by the CIO. This suggests that
their strategic planning was mainly a matter of finding pragmatically plausible and reasonable
plan development plan, rather than analytical accuracy and precision, as there were still too
many managerial uncertainties surrounding the post-merger. This, in turn, demanded further
sensemaking to build a reasonably ordered picture of reality.

6.4 Practical Benefits and Limitations

Both case studies reported similar characteristics of benefits and limitations within the meta-
modelling tools and methods applied in both EA programs. Firstly, the tools established a
common, centralised repository acting as a single source of truth for all IT related activities. All
staff worked on the same models with the same tool, which improved the overall quality of and
access to enterprise models. The tools and frameworks provided a common, shared language
for both IT and business people, resulting in better and less ambiguous technical requirements
specification. Particularly in LPMA the modelling approach improved the quality of their internal
software engineering activities.

Secondly, the coherent approach of meta-modelling ensured that many relevant (must mostly
technical) aspects were considered and modelled. This enabled the large-scale portfolio manage-
ment of systems, services, and capabilities linked to budget controls, which in turn realised a
transparent prioritisation of assets management and investment efforts.

Thirdly, the frameworks and methods provided guidance and direction, especially upon ini-
tiating an EA program. The reference frameworks were flexible enough to allow tailoring and
combination with other frameworks, so that the final “hybrid” approach1 was appropriate for a
government agency.

Fourthly, a major benefit from modelling and standardising business processes and services
is the possibility of process automation. The business people were able to model processes
and workflows using graphical modelling language (e.g. BPEL) and subsequently execute these
processes on top of an enterprise service bus with unified access to all corporate data2. These
benefits also come at the cost of two significant limitations: 1) the boundaries of methodological
prescription and 2) a simplistic concept of the organisational environment. These are discussed

1Quoting one of the architects in the LPMA case study.
2Efficient process automation, however, can also be a challenging endeavour, which is not the goal of this thesis

to discuss.
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in the following:

6.4.1 Methodological Prescription and Knowledge Capture

ARIS and related modelling tools mainly focus on improving organisations through KPI’s and
quantitative measures, whilst the tools lack a proper conception of tacit, cultural, or personal
knowledge. This is problematic when attempting to articulate wicked problems (Rittel & Webber
1973) or soft systems models, despite the previously stated research finding that an Enterprise
Architecture comprises both hard and soft systems thinking (Checkland 1985).

This limitation points to the next practical problem with formalising business rules in LPMA.
As this case study revealed, certain government decision processes presuppose human judgement
of a particular problem or context. This is what Aristotle denotes phronetic knowledge (human
practical wisdom), which concerns the particular, moral, and practical rather than the strictly
logical and universal. As LPMA attempted to model and execute their business rules in a cen-
tral repository, they discovered the limitations of formalising these particular phronetic aspects.
Phronesis depends on human empathy and enquiry, and this is (yet) impossible to simulate in a
computer. This limitation of formal logic was a recurring theme across the cases of soft systems
issues in both case studies.

The research based on Checkland suggests that these limitations supposedly stem from the
historical influence of systems engineering and hard systems thinking on certain areas of man-
agement science (Checkland 1985). The tools and prescriptive methods were initially created for
managing technology and solving technical problems. However, as the tools are used to under-
stand business issues, other types of knowledge and processes—or wicked problems—come into
play. These problems are not limited to hard systems problems, but are also characterised by
personal, practical, and cultural knowledge that cannot be entirely transferred to a formalised
model without loss of certain qualitative aspects.

6.4.2 The Organisational Environment

The second major limitation is the missing notion and fruitful framing of an external environ-
ment. This limitation may result in partial meta-models, ultimately failing to address possible
exogenous factors that may influence the organisation. This constitutes an important paradox:
while EA claims to be a holistic discipline for the whole enterprise, the tools still do not provide
a realistic, comprehensive view of the organisational environment. Failing to adopt a systems-of-
systems approach in meta-modelling practice—which means viewing the organisation as a social
system in a systemic context of other social systems that interact, shape, and influence each
other—will build a partial model of organisational reality, which could result in strategic drift.

6.5 Wicked Problems and Abductive Reasoning in Meta-
Modelling Practice

Upon juxtaposing the research findings and reflections on meta-modelling theory and practice, a
set of similar, recurring theoretical themes appear. The first theme is the notion of organisational
wicked problems (Rittel & Webber 1973), which the meta-modelling tools and analysis methods
were unable to explain to complete extent in a logical model3. Wicked problems are characterised

3Examples of these themes were 1) the lack of ability to determine the impact of LPMA’ SOA implementation
(which literally was described as a “leap of faith”), 2) the missing explanatory models of the organisational
environment, and 3) the exclusion of tacit, personal, and cultural awareness in EA frameworks and tools.These
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by the following:

• Wicked problems have no definitive formulation. One can infer that the problem exists,
but will never be able to articulate the problem to its complete extent.

• The solution to a wicked problem is “good-or-bad” not “true-or-false” (Rittel & Webber
1973, p. 162).

• Every possible solution is a “one-shot operation”—every attempted solution will leave a
trace, which cannot be undone. Infinite trial and error towards measuring the impact of a
SOA program in LPMA would leave traces in terms of project cost—so every attempt at
solving a problem counts.

• Each wicked problem is unique and may eventually be the symptom of another, underlying
wicked problem. This, in turn, questions the ability to derive abstract or reusable solutions
to a modelling problem. Every wicked problem will require some sort of adaption of the
applied methodology.

It is Rittel & Webber’s contention that wicked problems are inherent to public policies,
since the problems of government socio-political planning are inherently ill-defined. They rely
primarily upon “elusive political judgement for resolution” (Rittel & Webber 1973, p. 160), which
links back to my discussion of phronetic knowledge in LPMA’s land title policy making. To the
authors, all government problems (and thereby the non-technical concerns of policies and long-
term planning in EA) should be characterised as wicked problems, and there will never be any
generalised, objective solution to solve those. Given such a statement, how was meta-modelling
then still able to solve certain problems in a structured, coherent fashion in LPMA?

A plausible explanation is to see meta-modelling as an act of sensemaking4 and action learning
(Seddon & Caulkin 2007), as both perspectives accept the fact that social systems enquiry will
never generate definite answers. However, it is also relevant to consider the characteristics of the
produced knowledge involved and produced. The knowledge of meta-modelling practice in ICC
and LPMA was never entirely objective or scientific, as it depended on enquiry into particular
contexts. But neither was the generated knowledge entirely subjective or socially constructed,
as the technology, tools, and best practice methods actually yielded measurable improvements!
How can one characterise knowledge that is both subjective and objective at the same time?

This is where C. S. Peirce’s concept of abductive reasoning becomes relevant. As opposed to
inductive and deductive inference, abduction is characterised as “the logic of discovery” (Shank
2008) and the process of reasoning to the best explanation. The following excerpt demonstrates
this (Fann 1970, p. 8):

“The surprising fact C is observed,
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course,
Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true.”

Abduction is inferentially weaker than induction and deduction. On the other hand, it departs
from the human ability to guess and infer plausible hypotheses and meaning from an imperfect
or incomplete picture of reality. Abduction is thus the “process of forming an explanatory
hypothesis. It is the only logical operation which introduces any new ideas; for induction does
nothing but determine a value, and deduction merely involves the necessary consequence of
a pure hypothesis.” (Fann 1970, p. 10) Several researchers ((Shank 2008) & (Brier 2008, p.

themes had wicked dimensions since they were too complex to fully comprehend and formalise.
4See the discussion of meta-modelling as organisational soliloquy on p. 40.
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436)) thus see abduction as the primary cognitive function in both everyday life and scientific
method before inductive or deductive inference are applied5, thereby suggesting the conjunction
of cognition, reasoning, and human creativity. In the light of wicked problems and abduction, I
propose the following conceptions of meta-modelling as an abductive action:

Firstly, the architects in LPMA built their models through abductive enquiry with the purpose
of building plausible but not universally applicable meta-models of the enterprise. The CIO was
never fully informed about the impact of EA and SOA. Rather, he was reasoning on the basis
of fragmented knowledge, which required guessing and constructing meaningful explanations.
This act is, by definition, abductive. Secondly, meta-modelling in itself can be seen as an act
of abduction. Each model constitutes a reasonable picture of a specific organisational aspect,
and as the architects acquire more experience with the wicked problems of e.g. government
policy, the models are gradually refined. The wicked nature of these problems tells us that a
complete, deductive architecture model of an enterprise is hardly possible. Thirdly, abduction
provides a pluralist perspective of how knowledge is captured and stored in human practice.
When a researcher builds a hypothesis in social research or science, this is often based on certain
qualified or probable assumptions (justified belief), though with no chance of complete validation
of these assumptions. As more plausible research results are generated, the hypothesis is steadily
improved until a satisfying correspondance between theory and results is found6. This process
demands both enquiry and creativity (adjusting the hypothesis by human justification) and
rational thinking (validation and correspondence). This analogy of research practice applies
to meta-modelling as well. Finally, an abductive conception of meta-modelling confirms the
importance of tacit knowledge, particularly in the creation of new organisational knowledge,
which may involve tacit or creative knowledge aspects (Nonaka 1994, p. 25). In this process,
Nonaka argues, abduction is our primary mechanism for inferring plausible metaphors around
tacit knowledge concepts. Framing modelling as an abductive act would enable the discipline
to conceptually support and integrate the tacit dimensions of organisational knowledge (which
previously was labelled as a significant deficiency in EA tools) and thereby provide a theoretical
frame for comprehending such knowledge in a non-reductionistic fashion.

The research findings are discussed further in the next chapter, which integrates these into
Arendt’s perspective of modernism.

5C. S. Peirce deployed abductive reasoning as the basic mode of inference preceding other inferential systems
(Brier 2008, Fann 1970). This is the same stance argued here in relation to soft systems and wicked problems.

6Cf. appendix G.
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Chapter 7

Meta-Modelling Theory and
Practice in E-Government

This chapter transfers the research findings back into the realm of e-government. The first section
argues why meta-modelling practice is influenced by the historical development of modernity and
positivistic thinking in government as analysed by Arendt. This analysis proposes for principles
for e-government in practice. As a majority of this thesis evolves around systems thinking, the
second part of the chapter proposes how is to be carried out in practice.

7.1 Meta-Modelling in a Historical Perspective

Arendt used the term modernity for describing the modern, industrialised society and its fo-
cus on scientific progress, economic growth, and bureaucracy (d’Entreves 2006, Arendt 1998).
Modernity sees history and society as a “natural” scientific process rather than as the result of
work, fabrication, and political actions. Through its reliance on science and technology, moder-
nity has relativised and questioned tradition, religion, and authority and thereby removed the
traditional society’s previously stable answers to questions of moral and identity. Consequently,
modern society, despite its wealth and efficiency, is a place of isolation and alienation due to the
loss of traditional values and non-scientific belief systems that previously addressed existential
questions in a stable manner. Arendt’s critique is to be understood in the light of the rise and
fall of totalitarian regimes in the 20th century, e.g. Nazism and Stalinism: due to the terrible
outcomes of these ideologies (e.g. KZ camps, Sovjet deportation of political opponents, Gulag),
it is no longer possible to redeem the traditions and values prior to these events, as tradition
is lost in the societal search for efficiency and technology (d’Entreves 2006). As a counteract
to this development, Arendt reconceptualises the values of citizenship and participatory democ-
racy in the Greek polis. The details of this counterpoint are introduced later in this section.
To Arendt, action is the key component to understanding human history. All major historical
events happened as the result of human actions, where Arendt used the American, French, and
Sovjet revolutions as examples. These events did not happen due to a pre-given scientific process
in society. Instead they emerged from unpredictable human interactions that ultimately caused
an overthrow or revolution. Humanity, with its ability to act and speak, stands at the center
of these events, meaning that “the unexpected can be expected from him [mankind], that he
is able to perform what is infinitely improbable. And this again is possible only because each
man is unique [...]” (Arendt 1998, p. 178). However, modernity disturbs this notion by claiming
the existence of an “invisible” God-given hand (Arendt 1998, p. 180) that rationally guided hu-
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man actions in their pursuit for societal progress through industrialisation. This invisible hand,
Arendt writes, is the hand which Adam Smith first assumed in this writing on market economy
and liberalism. Thereby, objectivism and instrumentality rather than fabrication and human
action became the key variables for explaining human history. In modernity, scientific instru-
mentality is a substitute for action in order to reduce uncertainty (Klaus 2004, p. 100), and the
focus of action has shifted from the interrelationship of men through government in society to a
purely scientific approach. Secondly, human actions are no longer evaluated by their ability to
politicise or revolutionise (that is, all that relates to the social sphere), but are rather redirected
to our ability to control and find truth in nature through scientific method. However, in Arendt’s
lens, modernity’s endeavour for objectivity in society poses a considerable philosophical conflict:

• Modernity attempts to explain history and nature as an objective “system of processes”
(Klaus 2004, p. 101). However, it was human political actions (in terms of revolutions,
conflicts, and liberation) that enabled such thinking in the first place. Mankind had to
reorganise society in a certain way before modern science was a political possibility (e.g.
through the rise of Enlightenment and later the increase in universities and general educa-
tion), and therefore it is problematic to speak of any epistemic sociologic theory preceding
and conditioning human action.

• Thus, no scientific theory is able to rule out the unpredictability of social affairs and hu-
man action, since these concepts were brought into the world by humans through social
practice. The discovery of the Universe did not happen out of pure reason, but rather
out of the actions required for Galilei to assemble a telescope. There is a human compo-
nent conditioning every event in history, but modernity—in search for predictability and
control—seeks to remove this component due to its unpredictable nature1.

Furthermore, modernity has blurred or even removed the previously well-established bound-
aries between nature, culture, and history (Klaus 2004, p. 103) through the search for universal
laws. Man looks into nature and out into space through man-made instruments to identify and
predict the universal and projects these scientific observations back into society in search for gen-
eral laws about society and social processes2. Paradoxically enough, this scientific effort increases
unpredictability due to the aforementioned human condition of technology and instrumentality3.
In its effort to eliminate uncertainty, the historical conjunction of technology and society actually
makes reality even more unpredictable.

7.1.1 Modernity and Meta-Modelling

Upon introducing Arendt, it is relevant to explain the proposed link between modernity and
meta-modelling, for how is political philosophy relevant to a theory of formal notation and
modelling tools? The arguments are as follows:

1Arendt explains this very well in her comment on Galilei’s telescope: “It was not reason but a man-made
instrument, the telescope, which actually, changed the physical world view; it was not contemplation, observation,
and speculation wich led to to the new knowledge, but the active stepping in of homo faber, of making and
fabricating” (Arendt 1998, p. 274).

2An example of this is how certain schools of sociology attempts to generalise and explain human and cultural
behaviour through quantitative research and statistics (Klaus 2004).

3Since technology is the result of humans creating and fabricating things. Klaus further extends this notion
into government and management science by stating that unpredictability is inherent to all social practice: “Un-
predictability is not lack of foresight, and no engineering management of human affairs will never be able to
eliminate it” (Klaus 2004, p. 101).
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• The case studies revealed several incidents of objectivistic assumptions in the EA tools and
methodologies. The lens for meta-modelling and improvement is driven by quantitative
thinking.

• The meta-modelling practice primarily relied on the explicit aspects of knowledge, that can
be formalised and transferred to logical flows and abstract models.

• The socio-political impact and communicative frailty of meta-modelling are not truly high-
lighted or accommodated for in the methods or tools. This suggests an assumption of
methodological neutrality in the sense that the claim of improvement and efficiency is
given by the prescriptive, formal approach embedded in the method itself.

These problematic assumptions are very similar to the above scientific claim of neutrality and
progress in modernity. On the other hand, there is also a historical reason for this legacy:

Firstly, Pat Turner in the case study of ICC suggested the heritage of IT and engineering
within EA tools and frameworks as an explanation to the prescriptive nature of meta-modelling.
Many of these tools and methods were originally created to solve hard systems problems, for
which which technical solutions are likely to be found4.

Secondly, Checkland has emphasised the historical influence from military science from World
War II into industry and government: “Ideas about system control were generalized across
disciplines in cybernetics, the study of the underlying logic of the control of systems of any kind”
(Checkland 1985, p. 759)—and thereby social systems. The initial developments of systems
theory were mainly driven by ideas of systems control and logic as developed in defence research.
As systems theory established as a transdisciplinary research interest, this idea of systems control
and logic dispersed into the social dimension of systems theory, which caused the framing of
organisations as fundamentally goal-seeking open systems, for which clear values and objectives
could be defined. Checkland expressed this paradigm for understanding social systems as follows:

“define the system of concern;
define the system’s objectives;
engineer the system to meet those objectives.”(Checkland 1985, p. 759)

Interestingly, this conception is 1) exactly what defines hard systems thinking and 2) very
similar to the limitations of methodologies and tools identified in the research findings.

Finally, Rittel & Webber link the paradigm of systems thinking to the advent of industriali-
sation and modernity: “During the industrial age, the idea of planning [..] was dominated by the
pervasive idea of efficiency. Drawn from 18th century physics, classical economics, and the prin-
ciple of last-means, efficiency was seen as a condition in which a specified task could be performed
with low inputs of resources” (Rittel & Webber 1973, p. 159). To the authors, this concept has
dominated both engineering, scientific management, and today “it still pervades modern govern-
ment and industry” (Rittel & Webber 1973, p. 159). Notwithstanding, the authors acknowledge
that in recent years research has taught the industry to consider social constituencies as dynamic
networks of social processes. This assertion aligns well with the arguments of sensemaking and
soft systems thinking in this thesis. A simple, but important observation is here the balancing
act between efficiency and effectiveness: hard systems thinking is primarily concerned with the
system’s efficiency (doing things right), whereas soft systems thinking also concerns its effec-
tiveness (doing the right things (Drucker 2007)). In modernity, the former seems to have higher
priority than the latter. Consequently, there is both empirical and theoretical evidence that the

4As an example, theoretical computer science and systems engineering are generally considered exact sciences
evolving from mathematics, physics, and engineering.
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involved meta-modelling tools and methods carry a clear influence from modernity through its
influence from engineering, certain parts of management science, and government planning. As
the research has observed several problematic side effects of this influence, it is thus relevant to
include Arendt to understand the root causes of these problems, and how they can be overcome
or solved in terms of e-government.

Arendt operates with two major episodes of modernity, the first evolving from the 16th
to the 19th century. This episode is dominated by what she calls world alienation and the
rise of the social—the first one marking the loss of a common value and moral system (e.g.
science questions the dominance of the Catholic church) and the rising dominance of liberalism
and market economy, rendering everything an “an object of consumption.” (d’Entreves 2006).
The second period, ranging from the mid 19th century to our time is characterised by earth
alienation5 In this period, the modern values of productivity and abundance have substituted
previous societal values of stability, durability, and solidarity as a result of modernity’s search
for natural progress. Furthermore, Arendt identified a set of important landmarks during these
two periods, which particularly contributed to the expansion of modernity and its influence on
industry and government.

5Referring to two particular events: 1) when man travels into space and escapes the boundaries of earth, and
2) when artificial life is created in laboratories. Arendt considered this a process of alienation as it marks an
escape from participating in a meaningful life on Earth.
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7.1.2 A Historical Framing of EA and E-Government

Fig. 7.1 depicts the development of modernity as described in (Arendt 1998) coupled with
the major socio-economic events in history (reformation, industrialisation, capitalism, marxism).
Furthermore, the figure incorporates some of the most significant developments from management
and industrial history, including the Western bureaucracy after the French revolution, scientific
management (Koen 2005, p. 311), Fordism (Koen 2005, p. 315), the Toyota Production System
(Koen 2005, p. 320), and the most influential management philosophies and frameworks from
(Harmon 2007, p. 18). Finally, some of the more important works of Western science and
philosophy (Descartes and Newton) and the era of capitalism (Adam Smith) integrate the most
influential schools of thought during modernity. This serves the following purposes:

1. To contextualise Harmon’s short, limited timeline for management and governance frame-
works and integrate these with the evolution of production philosophies (e.g. mass produc-
tion).

2. To contextualise the very broad, extended timeline of Arendt into the niche of management
and governance frameworks around IT and management. This articulates the link between
the development of bureaucracy throughout capitalist and communist periods in history
towards the post-industrial era of the 21st century.

From the advent of industrialisation and modern bureaucracies springs the expansion of glob-
alisation, which I have added as an independent factor6 marking the transnational integration
of governments and supernational institutions (e.g. EU, IMF, and WTO). It is crucial to take
these forces into account, since they significantly constrain the development of national govern-
ments and industries through compliance statements and legislations. Examples of these are the
Clinger-Cohen and Sarbanes-Oxley Acts, which (albeit emerging from a US Federal Government
level) fostered the development of similar national and international acts (e.g. EuroSOX) in man-
agement, accounting, and governance. These acts are often related to the advent of government
EA in order to track and document compliance (Bernard 2005)7. Other influential technology
trends such as SOA and ERP have been added as well, as these concepts are often as part of the
technology architecture program (cf. the LPMA case study).
It has to be noted that Fig. 7.1 by no means seeks to be complete or comprehensive. The
main objective is to express the dependence of EA and other frameworks as an extension to the
development of modernity and the evolution of ideologies, regimes, and scientific discovery, as
emphasised by Arendt. It also seeks to express the symbiosis of management concepts and the
socio-economic development of the West.
In summary, Fig. 7.1 articulates the following:

1. There is a close relationship between the expansion of modernity, industrialism, science,
and the unfolding of bureaucracy in government and private sector. Again, meta-modelling
can be seen as an extension to this development in an attempt to model and quantitively
manage the infrastructure and planning of government agencies.

2. Instrumentality is key to the development of bureaucracy in modernity’s view of society as
a natural process of progress. This need for instrumentality began with the advent of the
Renaissance, scientific method, and the steps towards industrialisation and capitalism.

6Globalisation is not explicitly mentioned in (Arendt 1998) or (Harmon 2007), but is nonetheless a highly
influential factor.

7However, this should not be understood as the contention that EA is inherently a positivistic management
discipline. Rather, it is my intention to emphasise the historical developments that led to the adoption of EA in
government: the need for integrated governance, compliance, financial planning, etc.
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3. The rise of totalitarian ideologies and regimes (e.g. fascism, nazism, and communism)
further accelerated the societal demand for instrumentality in public administration: each
of these regimes depicted the evolution of a certain ideology based on an alleged scientific
view8. Arendt’s claimed that these historical events further articulated the demand for
a strong bureaucratic structure to track and manage the development of these particular
ideologies9.

4. As put forward by Arendt, there is a strong relationship between the political actions
and scientific ideas. Rational thought and the rise of bureaucracy did not emerge in a
vacuum—rather, they happened as the result of human actions and interventions that
significantly shaped history (Galileo building a telescope, Watt building the steam engine,
SAP selling their first ERP product). Bureaucracy did not only emerge as a result of
rational progression in society, but also from the fragile fabric of human events preceding
it. As Arendt argues, these human events are unstable and irreversible (d’Entreves 2006),
they cannot be predicted or forecasted10! This tells us that e-government programs are
not automatically destined to foster participatory democracy due to the frailty of human
politics: it may very well yield an unexpected or undesired outcome.

5. It is my contention that meta-modelling is a product of instrumentality: it seeks to model
the enterprise in a scientific and rigorous manner by applied engineering principles. It fits
into the tradition of bureaucratic organisation by formalising departments and responsi-
bilities (cf. the ICC case study) and may thus suffer from the dysfunctions of modernity.
A way to minimise this risk is to incorporate Arendt’s concepts of modernity and action
into the very discipline of EA and pro-actively avoid these dysfunctions as governments
attempt new transformation programs and mergers (as LPMA) in the years to come.

This chapter was not put together for the sole purpose of pointing out any dehumanising
tendencies in public administration or claiming that EA is built on a totalitarian world view.
That is far too simplistic. Instead, the purpose is to constructively question the assumptions of
rationality within meta-modelling from Arendt’s political perspective—and from these questions
develop principles that can improve the practical applications of EA in e-government programs.

The stance taken is that EA is a not just another managerial fad or fashion, but a key driver
for e-government programs. This was particularly the case with LPMA, where the combination
of enterprise-wide analysis and integration technology lifted the burden of transforming several
agencies into one. It was a major chance for the CIO to deliver a modern, integrated, responsive
online service provider, and this was enabled by EA—for the benefits of Australian citizens, the
state government, and companies. But the case study also revealed that such large-scale programs
are not entirely neutral or unbiased, but also influenced by political agendas. In LPMA, political
ideas such as cost savings, consolidation, and a new political structure around the CIO—fostered
the EA program. Therefore, I argue, the link to history and politics within such program is
crucial to understand the complexity of government transformation.

Previous attempts exist at putting management disciplines in a historical context—for in-
stance Harmon’s timeline (Harmon 2007, p. 18) of different management frameworks and trends

8I.e. the marxist view of society’s natural progression towards the dictatorship of the proletariat or the
national-socialist regime through racial supremacy and scientific racism (the Caucasian race was seen as superior
to other races, which fostered war, imperialism, and genocide).

9I.e. the massive government bureaucracy that evolved around the Sovjet Union and the political economy.
This bureaucratic structure governed by “nobody” (with reference to its size and complexity) was for Arendt
constructed to strengthen the scientific discourse and instrumentality of the totalitarian regime.

10Which in turn is confirmed by the LPMA case study and SOA implementation project, which was regarded
as a “leap of faith” by the managers involved.
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from 1980 until now, as used in Fig. 7.1. However, Harmon only considers the dependencies
between the closely related disciplines as emerging from contemporary management11, rather
than connecting the dots to the political and economic evolutions and revolutions that actually
paved the way–and created the demand for—architecture and process management in the first
place. EA is often used to understand and manage bureaucracies, and these bureaucracies op-
erate on a set of assumptions that have evolved over the past 500 years. Therefore, we need
to integrate these assumptions into the context of EA, as these organisations are, as Luhmann
explains, not simple machines, but complex social systems interacting with each other. It is
critical to abandon the assumptive notion that transformation or reengineering of bureaucracies
are given by modernity’s strive for efficiency or pre-determined by a natural, scientific progress
of society, as this was the same argument that led entire nations into surveillance, oppression,
and ultimately genocide. Adding a critical substance to the purpose of e-government, Arendt
asks us to look back for a moment and ask: what are the underlying values and assumptions
of these programs? What are the political consequences? How does it impact on each citizen’s
perception of the government? Arendt’s perspective drives a healthy wedge in between EA and
government by stating that the mechanics of bureaucracy, in its extreme form, may lead to the
cruel “rule of nobody” (Arendt 1998, p. 40). A government, no matter how well-architected it
is, may still be a totalitarian, evil regime. In modernity’s effort to model and improve, we may
potentially neglect the foundation of democracy such as plurality and freedom of speech! If the
purpose of e-government is to provide better service, openness, and transparency to its citizens,
this also implies that one must include these dynamics of political action rather than limiting
its focus to engineering blueprints and framework compliance. Granted, models and KPI’s are
important, but amidst these attempts to model, understand, and control the instrumentality of
government, I will conversely ask: what is the value set of this instrumentality? How is it influ-
encing the relationship between citizens and their government? The answer may very well be—as
with LPMA—that it serves to provide better and lower cost service to NSW tax payers. What if
the overall purpose was rather to control and monitor other government agencies through meta-
model compliance and other bureaucratic mechanisms? What if the models, trembling in their
pride of coherency and compliance, actually serve to question the privacy of the citizens involved?
In both case studies, important decisions were made on the basis of meta-modelling and it had
a major impact on the subsequent actions to transform the organisation. Departing from this
critique, it is necessary to build a sensible set of principles that can guide meta-modelling prac-
tice through the dysfunctions of modernity and build an integrative approach to e-government
programs. Arendt has suggested some philosophical recommendations for practice to avoid the
dysfunctions of modernity and reestablish the public sphere of solidarity and citizenship, which
disappeared with the rise of modernity. In the following I will build such an integrated approach
using Arendt’s recommendations. The outcome is four principles for e-government.

7.1.3 Four Principles for E-Government

Rediscovering the public sphere of the Greek polis12 is central to Arendt’s philosophy. By the rise
of the social13, the public sphere disappeared in favour of 1) the abundance of the private sphere

11E.g. from TQM in the 80ies over BPR in the 90ies to BPM and EA in the 21st century.
12Polis is refers to the democratic cities of Ancient Greece, where participatory democracy was key. Each polis

had its public space in which the citizens of the polis would actively participate in political discussion. For Arendt,
polis serves as a metaphor for a special flavour of participatory democracy: “The polis, properly speaking, is not
the city-state in its physical location; it is the organization of the people as it arises out of acting and speaking
together, and its true space lies between people living together for this purpose, no matter where they happen to
be.” (Arendt 1998, p. 198)

13See Fig. 7.1.
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and 2) modernity’s focus on bureaucracy. Rediscovering the public sphere (and thus avoiding
modernity’s disadvantages) requires “going beyond our private self-interest” and promote the
values of the polis’ public sphere: civic friendship, solidarity, freedom of speech, plurality, and
equality (d’Entreves 2006). For Arendt, this not only requires administrative reform, but also
revisiting the principles of citizenship. In the following, I will transfer these reflections to the
context of e-government in order to outweigh the influence of modernity in government EA
programs. This results in a set of principles for e-government adoption with the purpose of
rediscovering the public sphere.
Arendt demands the active participation of every citizen in the public sphere, creating a “space of
appearance” (d’Entreves 2006) where citizens can discuss, persuade, and form bonds of solidarity
and understanding. This is Arendt’s foundation for building democratic institutions and avoiding
bureaucratic monoliths. In terms of e-government, government transformation should require and
encourage an active participation from its citizens to contribute to the transformation rather
than only relying on fiscal budget controls and consolidation. This is further elaborated by
Damodaran, Nicholls, Henney, Land & Farbey (2005) by developing “participation strategies
which achieve the active engagement of different segments of the society (for example older
citizens, young people, lower income group) in the democratic process” (Damodaran, Nicholls,
Henney, Land & Farbey 2005, p. 10). This leads to the first principle:

1. An e-government program must engage the active participation of citizen through
all implementation phases and on an ongoing basis in a public forum. Citizens must
be encouraged or even required to participate. The debate should focus on democratic
issues such as preserving equality, solidarity, and openness rather than limiting itself
to bureaucratic values.

To Arendt, citizenship demands an active participation in the public sphere to build re-
lations of civility and solidarity across society. This preserves a “reference to the world”
(d’Entreves 2006) in the act of e-government. This participation, Arendt suggests, flourishes
from the celebration of democracy and citizenship as a cultural achievement rather than a given
outcome of societal progression14:

2. An e-government program must integrate the active celebration of democracy and
citizenship as a distinct cultural achievement in itself. The e-government program
should be regarded a cultural privilege departing from the cultural pluralism and
integrity of a modern civilisation, rather than as a societal given solely fostered by
technology.

The public sphere is, according to Arendt, a space from which democratic and citizen-related
concerns and solutions emerge and must be reflected upon from diverse perspectives. But having
an online anonymous discussion forum is not enough for creating this space: valuable partici-
pation and opinion happen from the public confrontation of men15. The physical presence of
people is important to Arendt, as this fosters a feeling of equality rather than the remoteness of
bureaucracy16. However, in the age of IT, this could be an unrealistic requirement. Public par-
ticipation in virtual worlds, using social media with personal rather than anonymous appearance,
could potentially fulfil Arendt’s requirement in an e-government program:

14Following Arendt’s critique of treating socio-structures as natural, scientific processes rather than the complex,
irreversible outcome of people’s actions.

15This is supported by: “[...] representative opinions could arise only when citizens actually confronted one
another in a public space, so that they could examine an issue from a number of different perspectives, modify
their views, and enlarge their standpoint to incorporate that of others.” (d’Entreves 2006)

16This argument follows from analogy of polis, where people who were not physically present in the public sphere
(and thus not willing to confront their counterparts) were simply not participating in politics (d’Entreves 2006).
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3. The e-government program must promote the active participation in a public
space to encourage public confrontation. However, as e-government promotes use
of online services, these online spaces could be virtual worlds or social networks
with an authenticated public profile. Anonymous participation or the generalised
notion of public opinion are not enough, as these suggest passiveness17 as opposed to
participation.

E-government, in Arendt’s view, must stimulate this public space of confrontation in order to
make people go beyond their interest in the private sphere and openly contribute to a democratic
debate (which in turn promotes free speech and equality (d’Entreves 2006)). Finally, Arendt
suggests the qualities of direct democracy and “federated systems of councils” (d’Entreves 2006)
as opposed to remote, centralised bureaucracies and elitist representative parliamentarism18.
This follows from Arendt’s proposal of urging activating people’s citizenship and make politics
as close to local communities as possible, thereby invoking a sense of political agency by each
citizen:

4. E-government must build and sustain the sense of political agency for every
citizen at the most local level possible. Participatory e-government emerges from
the local scale. E-government must focus on decentralising the decision structure of
democratic matters in local e-councils as opposed to centralising government services
in single institutions. The complete e-government program is a federation of these
semi-autonomous councils with a local presence relating to local political issues and
debates. EA is responsible for governing and guiding this federation of councils.

These four principles for rediscovering the public sphere in e-government serve as a theoretical
counterpart to modernity’s influence on meta-modelling. Another major part of the case studies
focus on systems thinking and communication. Hence, these four principles are linked into sys-
tems thinking in the next chapter before the final recommendations for practice in e-government
are presented.

7.2 Systems Thinking in E-Government Transformation

A major part has evolved around systems theory, which be quite abstract and hard to transfer into
practical recommendations (Fuglsang & Olsen 2004, p. 119). In the following, I will compensate
for this by herding the many systems thinking-related conclusions empirical research into a set
of practical recommendations for e-government based on the existing theory and especially the
work of John Seddon.

7.2.1 Encourage Participation at All Levels

It is crucial to encourage participation at all levels of the organisation as part of the EA program,
otherwise the program will not be sustainable (Zokaei, Elias, O’Donovan, Samuel, Evans &
Goodfellow 2010, p. 60). This was apparent in the LPMA case study, where Dr. Harris had
to persuade people at all levels and gain buy-in at several levels before the EA program was a
reality. People have to see an incentive at their local level, whilst providing the reference to the

17To Arendt, anonymity implies no public confrontation and is therefore invaluable (d’Entreves 2006).
18The importance of establishing e-democracy from the local community level is also suggested by Damodaran

et al. with the purpose of improving “local conditions and enhance their [the citizen’s] lives.” (Damodaran
et al. 2005, p. 25)
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greater purpose of the system.
However, it is important to avoid “dumbed-down systemisation” (Zokaei et al. 2010, p. 60) of
the transformation by including not only managers, but also people from the front line in the EA
transformation. It is important to avoid reliance on external consultants only, as “remote expert
diagnosis endorses only by higher management” (Zokaei et al. 2010, p. 60) can never substitute
internal participation. Or in a systemic-discursive perspective demonstrated within LPMA:
external consultants operate through their own discourse, which is foreign to the communication
of government social systems19. The participation demands internal leadership (as with the CIO
in LPMA), which constructs a meaningful interpretation of the EA program at all levels of the
organisation.

7.2.2 Promote Systems Redesign

This recommendation flows from two key concepts: continuous systems redesign and un-learning.
To Seddon, the Toyota Production System 20 (TPS) is an example of applied systems thinking.
TPS stems from the Toyota car factories in Japan, where cars are manufactured on a request/pull
basis, resulting in little or no cost of inventory21. TPS also focuses on a continuous improvement
philosophy, where front-line workers and self-organising work teams are involved in redesigning
the work processes. Seddon transfers this design philosophy to the government context through
the following principles(Seddon & Caulkin 2007):

1. Focus on horisontal business processes, responsive production flow, and ultimately deliver-
ing customer value as the overarching goal for the agency.

2. Process improvement is holistic (whole-of-systems thinking) and departs from the citizen’s
point of view. Improvement not only implies cost reduction, but also increasing respon-
siveness and capacity of system.

3. Systemic organisational learning is important. The organisation must take fast and re-
sponsive corrective actions to errors and reshape its processes in an ongoing fashion.

Seddon labels this as a major break with bureaucratic management by “command and con-
trol” (Seddon & Caulkin 2007, p. 12) , where goods are pushed through the system on the
basis of forecasting. This approach sees humans as controlled cogs in a big machine relying on
the remote control of managers. As such, Seddon’s take on systemic learning aligns with the
process perspective argued in the BPM22. However, this approach is valuable since he focuses
particularly on government. Even though a car factory and a public sector agency are two very
different things, Seddon still argues that the same principles apply in service organisations23.
The practical recommendations for systems redesign in e-government programs are then:

• Structure the e-government approach and architecture around a set of horisontal processes
that must deliver a certain value or service to the customer. Activities that do not deliver
any value (besides mandatory support processes) must be abandoned in order to increase
responsiveness.

19Or in Luhmann’s terms: external consultants and government agencies do not communicate. The communi-
cation of consultants can only generate perturbations on the boundary of the social system in concern.

20Also often referred to as Lean.
21This production mechanism is also known as Make to Order or Just-In-Time rather than Make to stock
22See (Harmon 2007).
23Although there are certain problematic limitations to this view—these are discussed in section 7.2.6.
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• In the light of Arendt, this means that e-government must primarily focus on how demo-
cratic participation, government services, and transparency can be delivered to the citizen
as the end customer. These processes must be adapted to the most local extent possible
in order to support local autonomy and stimulate participation from every citizen. The
EA must encourage and support local process adaption and change in order to prevent the
expansion of e-government as a standardised bureaucracy only (which Arendt warns us
against).

• It is crucial for the architecture to focus on downstream processes to the citizen rather than
upstream processes that point to the control of managers. The generated learning (what
Seddon labels a feedback loop) from one process cycle must feed downstream information
from the client into the system and improve the next cycle. Architectural improvements
should happen on a continuous basis rather than big bang redesign projects, as the generated
feedback from the citizen is important to building value and democratic relevance on an
ongoing basis.

• Staff from all levels of office must participate in the systems redesign effort. Not only does
this create a sense of participation, but government front-line workers are also the most
skilled to identify and fix architectural flaws and waste24.

One could see the LPMA case study as an example of such a downstream, process oriented
design. LPMA transformed from a vertical, stovepiped design to a horisontal, service oriented
enterprise. The original vertical design was ineffective since each department focused on deliver-
ing its own services locally. The horisontal enterprise design was, in contrast, based on the idea
of the client/citizen pulling geospatial information from a standardised service base. However,
it is important to note that this transformation did not happen overnight or only due to the
installation of new technology. The driving factor was the managerial confidence and leadership
preceding these events.

7.2.3 Avoid Shrink-Wrap Solutions and Tool Exercises

It is crucial not to regard systems thinking as an instant fix to all organisational problems.
As specific tools or methodologies can be a great help to some organisations, it comes at the
danger of turning the project into what Dr. Harris in LPMA called a tool exercise. Seddon
confirms this by emphasising the adoption of the underlying philosophy in systems thinking
rather than focusing on tools and names, otherwise these organisations are “unlikely to gain
more than limited and temporary results.” (Seddon & Caulkin 2007, p. 14) Practitioners have
to be cautious with their use of specific terms and tools, as “for many managers, ’lean’ has
come to mean cost and job reduction programmes” (Seddon & Caulkin 2007, p. 14) If that is
the case, one has not moved further away from the dysfunctionalities of command and control
criticised by Seddon’s organisational systems thinking. Immediately focusing on ready-made
tools and methods, especially if provided by external consultants, is not enough for transforming
organisational thinking into a systems focus. Actually, these are often “used in a non-systems way
as just another means of control”! (Seddon & Caulkin 2007, p. 14) The key way to promoting
systems thinking is actually “by doing, by action learning” (Seddon & Caulkin 2007, p. 15), just
as LPMA’s journey into SOA was an exploratory phase of learning and discovery before the new
service architecture was put into place. The meta-models provided guidance and order for this

24This finding, which is based on systems research in public sector agencies and call centers, was reported by
Zokaei et al., who argued that “Data has been identified in all cases that early intervention by skilled staff has
reduced costs and further calls on the service, thus reducing waste.” (Zokaei et al. 2010, p. 59)
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action learning process, but not an overly rigorous fashion: the approach was flexible enough to
allow several cycles of action learning, even though the generated feedback was not immediately
documented. Rather, LPMA’ focus was on using each feedback for driving the next “architecture
cycle” in an improved way. In summary, this recommendation comprises the following:

1. Meta-modelling does not automatically bring systems thinking to government. It is most
important to change changing the mindset of managers from the vertical, functionally
oriented government to horisontal, end-to-end process thinking with the citizen as the final
client of government e-services. Meta-modelling can assist in building 1) a model of the
government as a system and 2) sharing this mindset with relevant stakeholders.

2. Systems learning requires acting and doing—and accepting that these actions may generate
errors. The key part is using these mistakes for continuously improving and feeding the
generated learning into the next architectural efforts.

7.2.4 Establish Purpose and Autonomy

The next recommendation is to define a set of purposes for the government system. These pur-
poses help removing departmental silo thinking whilst adding meaningfulness to the horisontal
end-to-end processes. This is also where the four principles for e-government come into play,
as these add a purpose of e-democracy and citizenship to the systems practice25. I recommend
building the systems-wide purpose statements around these principles, ultimately adding po-
litical and philosophical substance to e-government instead of applying a set of rather generic
process thinking efforts imported from the Japanese car industry. These steps have already been
suggested in a whole-of-government approach by the NSW Government (Council on the Cost &
Quality of Government 2005)26. However, these systems purposes should not be limited to an
external focus only. Systems practice and building purpose also involve humanising the work-
flow for the employees involved and “maintaining people’s independence and dignity” and giving
them a “degree of control” (Seddon & Caulkin 2007, p. 20) in their daily work. Quoting Weick,
this systems purpose should give guidance and direction under the assumption that employees
and managers are “bright, ambitious, confident people who have strong needs to control their
destinies” (Weick 2001, p. 351). Meta-models and systems thinking can shape and guide their
direction and thinking in strategically important and coherent fashion without building a too
bureaucratic control system27. In summary, this recommendation spans the following:

1. EA for e-government must be organised around meaningful purpose statements that make
sense to both citizens externally and employees internally. The suggested four principles
for e-government can be integrated into building this purpose.

2. Systems practice in EA is not limited to aligning department KPI’s with the overall system.
Rather, it is about promoting personal autonomy, delegating responsibility, and accepting
that sustainable architectures emerge from a long-term process of continuous learning and
improvement guided by an EA

25The concept systems practice refers to the practical application of systems theoretical concepts.
26However, this is still not required by legislation.
27Which was also a significant finding in LPMA: rather than building a tight control system and formalised

project plan around the SOA implementation, Dr. Harris built trust and confidence in this architects and
developers. The teams needed autonomy in order to learn and adapt to the discourse and rationality of SOA.
The meta-models provided guidance and a baseline for understanding where the organisation came from without
requiring documentation of every change effort.
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3. An e-government program is not the same as a Japanese car manufacturer! Service organ-
isations operate differently, and the demand will vary greatly due to the individual needs
of citizens (Seddon & Caulkin 2007, p. 21). This comes back to continuously integrating
front-line employees in process improvement efforts to respond meaningfully to change in
demand.

4. Accept that autonomy and action learning may very well produce productive misunder-
standings, especially in the beginning of a change program. Depending on the structure
of the social subsystems in the organisation, it will take time for the discourse of systems
thinking to “sink in”—and it may even require a period of misunderstanding and resis-
tance, before it yields any positive results. This process cannot be enforced or controlled,
but rather stimulated and guided by proper, targeted communication and systems-wide
purpose building.

7.2.5 Accept Sensemaking and Action Learning

Learning from systems feedback, action learning, is at the heart of systems thinking, and Seddon
puts forward a simple model for this process—the check-plan-do28 cycle (Seddon & Caulkin 2007,
p. 16). Check means defining the purpose, scope, flow, demand, and conditions of the system,
and plan means considering actions and improvements to be made inside to the system to fulfil
the purpose and demand. Finally, the do executes the planned action and feeds the results into
the next check-plan-do cycle. An e-government program is said to loop through these steps as it
gradually improves its conception of reality and delivers results to the citizens. The model also
tells us that the purpose and demand of a system are not static and clear, but rather dynamic
and ambiguous—and this requires an ongoing reality check by the government agency, where
the reality check begins with the current demand of the citizen and the four principles of e-
government. The systems metaphor furthermore tells us that the e-government program should
self-regulate and -correct for every loop, which in turn requires a flexible horisontal meta-model
design.
However, meta-modelling is also a sensemaking process where the organisation makes sense of
its reality through a soliloquy of meta-models, thus building and storing images of rationality.
Where sensemaking begins with enacting the environment and building rational explanations in
retrospect, Seddon’s systems practice is different in the sense that the ’check’ step is an informed
decision prior to acting. Despite this notional difference, the approaches are complementary
since the incorporate the importance of systems learning in retrospect and the fact that the
field of rational analysis is contextual and expands proportionally with experience over time.
This paradigm is important to e-government since it frames their business transformations as
complex, adaptive, and interpretative rather than deliberate, linear, and unambiguous, which in
turn explains why LPMA had to go through a process of exploration and learning to build a new
architecture.

Fig. 7.2 is an attempt to integrate the systems learning and sensemaking view. The inner cycle
shows Seddon’s check-plan-do29 model, and the outer cycle shows Weick’s process of sensemaking
(enactment-selection-retention). Rather than stating that

28This is Seddon’s modified version of Deming’s Plan Do Check Act cycle (Deming 1982): “Derived from
Deming, a simple, standard three-step process ’check-plan-do’, is used to generate feedback systemically and
incorporate it into the organization.” (Seddon & Caulkin 2007, p. 16). Seddon’s model is used throughout the
thesis, as it is key to his quoted paper on systems learning. Despite the difference in sequence, both models focus
on systems learning.

29Henceforth denoted systems learning.
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Fig. 7.2: An integrative perspective of action learning and sensemaking. The inner cycle depicts
the process of action learning, and the outer cycle depicts the process of sensemaking. This
suggests how how governments could potentially view the deployment of architecture programs
in a systemic fashion. Source: own creation. Adapted from (Weick 2001) and (Seddon &
Caulkin 2007).
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1. systems improvement always starts out with checking the system and its feedback (Seddon)
or

2. improvement is subordinate to action, so “any old strategic plan will do” (Weick 2001, p.
346),

the model integrates and accepts both aspects with no internal contradictions into an inte-
grative perspective of systems practice. This advises e-government transformation practice that:

• Improvements to a system are made on an ongoing basis by consciously aligning the system
to the demand of the citizens prior to deploying new initiatives or services.

• Improvements are not always planned, and the demand from citizens may be unclear. The
agency first has to act and then rationalise their actions in hindsight to build sustainable
services to citizens.

• Such integrative perspective provides a much more dynamic conception of how architecture
improvements are brought to life than a linear implementation model. As such, civil
servants could work with this model for improvement and redesign efforts, also outside
of the EA context.

• The model proposes that multiple learning cycles can switch back and forth between sense-
making and systems learning seamlessly. This is an integrative perspective.

This hybrid model could be considered a complement to Boyd’s OODA decision cycle (Ob-
serve, Orient, Decide, Act), which finds its primary use in military planning and jet fighters.
OODA integrates Orientation as the second step in the cycle, which suggests influence from
sensemaking (Grant 2005). However, I still concur the use of the hybrid model above, as 1.
it integrates both systems learning and sensemaking and 2. is more neutral compared to the
military background of OODA.

7.2.6 The Boundaries of Systems Thinking

Seddon builds his theoretical framework from the Toyota Production System and claims subse-
quently that, despite their difference in fields of application (public sector v. car factory), the
same principles of systems improvement can be applied whilst using the TPS and lean manufac-
turing as a guiding metaphor. In the government context, however, it is crucial to remember the
origins of TPS:

• The Japanese labour relations are structurally different from American or European labour
markets. Car manufacturers offer their employees lifetime contracts, senior pay, and hous-
ing in return for a loyal, skilled workforce. This makes it more feasible for Toyota to invest
in long-term learning (Tipton 2007, p. 44-45).

• The lean supply chain is one of the core premises of the TPS, meaning that all suppliers
share their production information throughout the value chain in order to remove bot-
tlenecks and realise the pull production, demanding close collaboration. However, this
structure did not appear under traditional marketplace relationships between Toyota and
its suppliers: Toyota owned equity in several of its first-tier suppliers, who in turn would
own equity in their suppliers. Thus, the competitive structure of the industry was very
different to Western market economies (Koen 2005, p. 320-329).
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• Finally, the Keiretsu star structure30 is different to the hierarchical structure of Western
conglomerates. The Keiretsu structure of Toyota provides financial stability and makes
foreign takeovers of Japanese companies virtually impossible (Tipton 2007, p. 41) despite
their presence in the stock market. Thus, it was feasible for Japanese investors to support
long term investments in skills development and learning.

The above points explain why Toyota where were able to invest heavily in long-term develop-
ment development and learning programs. The point is that the TPS emerged from a very stable
economic conditions, also fostered by heavy investments and financial support from the Japanese
government. These institutional and societal factors are very different from a) Western market
economies where the government is expected to not intervene in market formations and again
b) the government context where funding and financial performance are measured differently.
Therefore, one cannot unconditionally expect that TPS theory and principles are immediately
applicable to a Western government context due to the difference in institutional structure and
purpose. Finally, it is important to emphasise that systems thinking and improvement is a
theoretical abstraction (Kast & Rosenzweig 1972). It is a valuable tool for understanding the
complexity of reality, but it also encourages its practitioners to see everything in terms of sys-
tems, boundaries, and processes. Ultimately, what constitutes the success of government is not
abstract thoughts on systems and dynamics, but the actions driven forward by people! When
speaking of systems learning and feedback loops, Seddon tends to frame the organisation as a
single entity that processes information and learns from its actions. Ultimately, it is the people
inside the organisation that process information and learn from their mistakes. There are many
psychic and social systems in- and outside the organisation, and these people do not belong to
a distinct social system. Families, communities, and professional networks also constitute other
social systems at different levels of society, and everyday people switch back and forth between
these systems—some even without noticing that they are now in a particular “learning system”
when going to work! It is thus crucial for managers not to think of the enterprise as a sin-
gle, isolated entity, but rather as one out of many social system in the system we call society
(Luhmann 1995).

7.3 Meta-Modelling as Organisational Self-Design

So far, the research has revealed fruitful observations in terms of how meta-modelling influences
and assists decision making in practice, which is best explained as a composite process of sys-
tems learning, sensemaking, and deliberation. The distribution of EA concepts and values in a
government agency was furthermore explained as a socio-communicative process, in which social
systems adapt to the discourse and language of EA according to their own logic. Abduction,
enactment, and soft systems enquiry were finally introduced as key elements to these processes.
In the following I will argue how the research findings on decision making and modelling prac-
tice and the above theoretical concepts fit together in a integrated model of meta-modelling as
organisational self-design.

Weick coined the term organisational self-design to describe how three astronauts in the
Skylab space station operate more efficiently as a team when allowed to self-design their own
operations as opposed to closely following a detailed plan given by NASA’s ground control

30A Keiretsu is a star shaped group of corporations belonging to the same family or industry conglomerate. A
Keiretsu would often incorporate a bank providing financial security to the other group members (e.g. Mitsubishi
Bank providing funding to Mitsubishi motors). Further economic stability in the Keiretsu is reinforced by cross-
shareholding, just as Toyota would own equity in its suppliers thus paving the way for lean supply chains (Tipton
2007, p. 40-41).
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(Weick 2001, p. 404-405). By allowing the astronauts to design and alter their operations
around the cumbersome conditions in a space station this created a more effective and humane
work environment for the astronauts. Ground control found out that it was better to supply a
high-level checklist as a guideline as opposed to detailed, prescriptive plans that allowed no local
redesign of work processes.

Weick defined a set of characteristics of self-designing systems. In tab. 7.1 it is argued—by
identifying these characteristics in the case studies—how and why meta-modelling in practice
was a case of self-design.

The process of communicating the EA program in LPMA was a similar process. The social
subsystems self-designed their conception and practice of EA in their own terms, whilst still
conforming to the overall compliance frame of the EA methodology. The experience and benefits
emerging from the self-designs varied across the social subsystems in the agency. , there appears
to be a link between both the learning, sensemaking, soliloquies, and communication of EA with
the concept of self-design . This link is articulated in the following on the theoretical level:

• Communication between social systems is subject to the self-referentiality of the systems
involved. Similarly, the astronauts in Skylab and the developers in LPMA had to self-design
their operations around the architecture and plans in order to work efficiently. Self-design
is effective to the communicative self-referentiality of systems, as it allows for local adaption
of generic polices, so people can tailor and organise the way they work.

• Self-design is inherent to sensemaking. As LPMA’s architects gradually made sense of the
SOA journey, their self-design process increased in quality and efficiency. Furthermore, the
circular dependency of design and implementation is a key aspect of sensemaking.

• Systems thinking and learning is also subject to self-design. Firstly, Weick’s notion of
organisations as self-designing systems in itself promotes a systemic view. However, the
call for participation and adaptive processes (Seddon & Caulkin 2007) also demonstrates a
high degree of self-design involved. The continuous learning, regulation, and improvement
in itself is a process of self-(re-)design31.

• Self-design involves abductive reasoning. As NASA astronauts made sense of and reorgan-
ised their work procedures to their own comfort. Under changing or turbulent conditions
in space they would never have complete knowledge of the conditions around Skylab. This
demanded abduction and building reasonable explanations to the change in conditions.

In conclusion, both on the theoretical and empirical level self-design appears to be a plausible
metaphor for a) explaining how the case study agencies carried meta-modelling out in practice
and b) describing the contingencies of this process. Thus, meta-modelling theory was adopted by
the organisation in order to support and improve their ongoing organisational self-design both
on global and local levels.

This research suggests that meta-modelling is not only a formal discipline of analysis and
optimisation, but also an active, locally participative process of designing and fitting the required
work processes and outputs of EA to the local conditions of the people involved. The benefits
of self-designing system include rapid adaption, coping32, variability, and exploration of new

31This close relationship between systems thinking, systems learning, and self-design is further supported by
the following: “Some people who talk about self-design equate it with designing a system so that is a machine for
teaching itself. That requires the right flow of information to the right places, with these places interconnected
and able to develop their own feedback loops” (Weick 2001, p. 409). This notion aligns well with the practical
recommendations for systems learning and thinking presented earlier in this chapter.

32Coping, a key concept of Weick (Weick 2001), is the level of human resilience in turbulent or ambiguous
situations.
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Tab. 7.1: Characteristics of enterprise meta-modelling as a systemic process of self-design. This
table argues why meta-modelling in LPMA was actually a process of self-design. Source: own
creation. The characteristics are adopted from the chapter General Characteristics of Self-Design
in (Weick 2001, p. 410-412).

Characteristics of Self-Design Supporting Research Observation

Self-design involves arranging
and patterning, linking and de-
coupling sets of elements to
change the consequences from
those currently occurring.

Meta-modelling enabled the ongoing redesign
of LPMA into a horisontal enterprise, partic-
ularly during the SOA adoption.

Self-designing systems must con-
tain provisions for and support of
the continuous evaluation of on-
going designs

In LPMA’s journey into SOA, the meta-
models enabled the exploration of different
designs on an ongoing basis. The EA pro-
gram structure allowed a certain degree of self-
design on the local level (in the IT depart-
ment) as the developers gradually explored
and built better architecture designs.

Issues of self-design typically fo-
cus, not on the design them-
selves, but on the processes re-
sponsible for the designs. The
qualifier self identifies the loca-
tion of these processes: they are
in the hands of insiders rather
than outsiders (fx. consultants).

This is actually at the core of LPMA’s EA
program: the program focused on how they
could transform, enable and execute their ser-
vice delivery processes through SOA, rather
than the actual delivery processes themselves.
The EA was thus a process of self-design
both on a enterprise level (how the SOA plat-
form as such delivered better services) and on
the team/department level (how the business
managers and developers organised their op-
erations coherently around the architecture).

Designs must often be fabricated
in the absence of specific perfor-
mance criteria. Frequently per-
formance criteria are determined
after the fact

In LPMA, the architects had no pre-
determined, detailed, measurable success cri-
teria (except for a future state architecture
and a budget) for the EA or SOA programs
prior to commencement. In hindsight, they
were able to build patterns of reasonable de-
sign criteria for applications and services.

Self-design is often hard to sepa-
rate from implementation.

This was observed in LPMA’s SOA program,
as the CIO deliberately switched off the on-
going EA documentation. Thus, the evolv-
ing SOA implementation, including BPEL di-
agrams and service interfaces, constituted the
current design. As LPMA deployed new and
improved existing services (in their implemen-
tation), the overall architectural design was
also improved. There was a circular depen-
dency between the architectural design and
implementation.
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opportunities, which is particularly relevant in government transformation programs. However,
as Weick points out, embracing self-design demands a significant shift in mindset. This mindset
and its requirements for practice are shown in tab. 7.233.

In retrospect, this indicates that the primary function for in self-organising systems is to
provide the overall framework for continuous self-design. The use of layering, loose coupling,
service contracts, and views enable this practice, as it both provides a rigorous structure for
management and compliance whilst allowing local adaption and self-design of work practices—
as long as the service contract and interface to the rest of the organisation is upheld. Architecting
and modelling government could thus, on the macro level, very well be understood as Weick’s
“act of designing self-designing systems” (Weick 2001, p. 411) in terms of providing a coherent
infrastructure for a) stimulating learning feedback loops and b) routing the right information at
the right time to the right people.

33Here it is important to remind that the agenda here is not to promote meta-modelling as self-design as a single
truth towards better organisational performance. Rather, it is meant to be understood as a perspective, which
can strengthen adaptability and learning in times of organisational turbulence (e.g. in the EA transformation of
government agencies).
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Tab. 7.2: Requirements for embracing and promoting organisational self-design with a corre-
sponding example on how to fulfil these requirements in EA practice. Source: own creation.
Requirements are adapted from (Weick 2001, ch. 18).

Requirement of Self-Design Implementation in EA Practice

In a period of self-design, it is dif-
ficult to distinguish implementa-
tion from conceptual model. The
two aspects complement and re-
inforce each other.

Support, encourage, and accept the fact
that—in times of rapid change and
exploration—architecture design and im-
plementation often merge out of necessity.
On the other hand, it is still crucial to
define and retain baseline and future state
architecture designs to manage and drive the
overall strategic direction.

Designing and managing self-
designing systems demand that
the designers have the courage,
willingness, space, and resources
to evaluate ongoing designs, and
generate and implement plausi-
ble alternatives as external and
internal requirements change.

The EA program must explicitly recognise
self-design as a non-linear, but circular and
emergent process. The EA must first and fore-
most establish the overall frames and guid-
ance for the self-design, whilst allowing local
teams to reorganise around their own opera-
tions. This demand EA frameworks to primar-
ily provide guiding checklist, coherency, and
direction as opposed to over-rationalised pre-
scriptive procedures.

Self-design requires its occupants
to shift roles and responsibili-
ties on an ongoing basis in the
search for improved solutions in
unknown terrain with no or am-
biguous performance criteria34.

EA practice must stress the importance of
varying roles, skills development, and respon-
sibility on the team level, e.g. through local
job rotation. This strengthens the ability to
collectively reflect, enquire, and explore a di-
versity of solutions to a problem.

An important role of self-design
is to ask: what current adaptions
hinder the future adaptability of
our organisation? 35

This is to be practiced by periodical meet-
ings reviewing the current initiatives, con-
straints, and requirements of the EA—and
how these impact on the ability to self-design
under changing conditions. This ensure a
continuous, systems-oriented self-design and -
improvement of the architecture.

Self-design may involve ambigu-
ous or unknown performance cri-
teria in the exploration of foreign
terrain.

Due to this possible source of uncertainty,
the EA program must stress the need for a
large variety of possible performance and suc-
cess criteria. KPI’s around financial perfor-
mance and application delivery are important,
but must be accompanied by additional (and
qualitative) indicators such as quality of work,
stress level, and the amount of sick days p.a.
This should include ongoing interviews with
staff to ensure a fit between framework com-
pliance and self-design autonomy.
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Chapter 8

Putting the Pieces Together

Until now, six related theoretical pieces1 have been applied to the case studies in order to raise the
overall awareness of what really comprises EA and meta-modelling practice. In order demonstrate
the practical recommendations and implications of these pieces, they are put together . The
scenario takes place in a fictitious Australian Federal Government agency, Office of Taxation
Services (OTS), recently established as a merger between three satellite agencies under the
Department of Finance and Deregulation. Three persons appear in the scenario: Linda, the
newly appointed CIO of OTS, Christoph, the Director of OTS’ IT department, and Joel, a
senior business manager. The CIO has invited the two other persons for a kick-off meeting on
how to modernise OTS’ services and processes as part of new Federal Government requirements
of cross-departmental interoperability and e-service delivery.

8.1 The Scenario

Linda was sitting by the desk in her new office, as Christoph and Joel knocked on the door.
“Sorry for the delay,” Christoph said, “I was in a meeting with our Head of Process Automation.
I am very excited by what their new technology is capable of.” Joel and Christoph quickly sat
down on the other side of Linda’s desk, while Linda folded out an A2 drawing and said: “This
is OTS’ Enterprise Architecture in its current state. Our business analysts finished mapping out
all the legacy systems, so we can now start our IT consolidation effort. We have been granted
funding for modernising OTS over the next five years, which will include our online services to
Australian citizens, so this is my reason for calling you in here today. in your opinion, what are
the next crucial steps in the program?”
Christoph started out: “We already have a plan for this in my department. I want to set up a
five year modelling program, where we will model out our organisation against the Australian
Government Architecture Framework. We need to ensure that every department conforms to
this in order to ensure predictability and control. We need to formulate a five-year strategic plan
including OTS’ objectives for integrated service delivery. This requires well-defined KPI’s on an
enterprise and department level. When this has been done, we will start integrating OTS with a
new ERP and SOA platform, which can help us automate our processes and build a predictable
architecture for our government services—” Linda interrupted by asking: “Well, all that sounds
good, but also like a very heavy exercise. There are a lot of requirements and details in the

1Systems thinking, sensemaking, socio-communication, modernity, wicked problems, and abductive reasoning,
which in ch. 7.3 was linked to organisations as self-designing systems.
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AGA framework, and until now I have spent nearly 2 mn dollars on just mapping out our cur-
rent systems—and that doesn’t even count the software licenses. Joel, what are your thoughts
on this?” Joel: “I agree with Christoph that we need to go forward with our meta-modelling
program. But we must also acknowledge that there are certain factors we can’t control, measure,
or predict. We can’t possibly map out every process and expect to control it....”
Christoph crossed his arms and said: “So you are suggesting that the models and plans that
we are creating are not valuable?” “No, I do believe that the models are truly valuable,” Joel
replied, “—and of course we need a strategic plan. But some problems are too wicked to be
measured or truly explained.” Linda continued: “Yeah, I agree with that. Sometimes we can
spend days forecasting the impact of a certain taxation policy, but often the outcome is entirely
different. And it is too complex and costly for us to understand and explain why—so we can
only accommodate and build sensible workarounds as we go along.” “Exactly!” Joel replied
promptly, “once the planning involves a rich variation of human influence, we start seeing wicked
problems. To a certain extent, KPI’s can provide us with direction, but we must also be prepared
to cope with these wicked problems in an interpretative fashion. Weick, a famous management
scholar, has noted that several high performance organisations speak openly about their failures
and strategies for coping with problems. We need our employees to communicate about any
potential mistakes and encourage them to question any problematic assumptions in current work
practice. Meta-models around social aspects do not require precision, but rather need to inspire
to discussion, communication, and interaction. It is through this interaction that we can build
predictability and direction.” 2 Christoph: “So what is your alternative?” Joel: “I suggest is we
introduce systems thinking to OTS. Enterprise Architecture in itself is a systemic method, since
it promotes a holistic view of organisations. We get further by understanding that some problems
are ’soft systems problems’ requiring enquiry and accommodation rather than measurement and
solutions. This requires a learning approach, which tells us that we will gradually get better at
tackling policy problems and improving our answers as we actively try to tackle problems. There
is a simple incremental process for this called check–plan–do...” Linda: “And how will you apply
this in practice?” Joel: “Well, I would start out by defining an overall purpose for OTS. What is
our goal from the citizen’s point of view? How do we deliver our taxation services? And under
which conditions in the Federal environment do we operate?’ That is the check. Plan makes us
ask: what do we need to change in our current services and policies to move closer to our goals?
And what are the consequences for our system? Finally, do marks is the actual modification of
our processes. This is where we do stuff to improve our work processes and procedures. And
feeding the learning into the next learning cycle. The more we, as an agency, learn, the better
we get at improving our services in the future.”
Joel stood up from his chair and drew two triangles on the whiteboard [Fig. 7.2, ed.]. He
continued: “But we as managers must also admit that we can’t see the rationale or impact of
certain decisions before they have actually happened. When my department introduced a new
online tax collection application last year, we didn’t have the money or capacity to do in-depth
user experience testing. We had a deadline and a budget. So once we had actually launched the
application, we had to not only learn but also take a massive amount of garbage and complaints
from our users, the taxpayers. Then we gradually got to improve the application. But we first
had to see the actual problems occur.” Christoph: “Yes, I remember that. Sometimes we have
to and actually do something, before we can see the impacts of it.” Joel: “Exactly. And as
a manager I see that pattern quite often, especially when dealing with wicked problems. Take
that to our meta-models and see that they can’t predict every decision impact for us, before we
actually see the decision being made. This is what Weick, a famous management scholar, called
sensemaking. But the models are still really important, since they function as a yardstick or map

2This scenario section on coping strategies is inspired by (Eisenberg 2006).
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for drawing the overall direction and building a common ground for dealing with our fuzzy prob-
lems.” Linda interrupted: “And how does that fit into that drawing?” Joel: “The inner triangle
is the check–plan–do event, the learning cycle of systems thinking. That indicates a deliberate
process of planning, where we gradually improve our service delivery against the meta-models
and OTS as such. The outer circle indicate sensemaking, which starts with enactment—it is
really a fancy word for acting and in hindsight figuring out what happened. We then select and
sort out the feasible outcomes from the less feasible ones and retain these in our meta-models
for future use. The meta-models are not only the input to improving OTS, but also the output
of us acting to improve OTS. Sometimes it is the former, sometimes the latter.” Linda: “So you
want us to select one of the triangles?” Joel: “No, no! Not at all! The purpose is to show you
that some problems—wicked problems—require both systems learning and sensemaking at the
same time. The two triangles complement each other. Both concepts are circular rather than
linear. The difference is the starting point: sometimes we start with planning, sometimes we
have to act first in order to plan. I also believe that one cycle may switch back and forth between
systems learning to sensemaking throughout a process, as we learn about OTS and build stable
and realistic meta-models...” Christoph: “But tell me—how does this relate to our upcoming
e-government service delivery program?” Joel: “Firstly: The technical aspects are best handled
by our software engineering method, but the wicked aspects relating to politics, social issues,
and the citizens’ perception of our e-government program... those things do not fit entirely into
a formal model. We need systems learning and sensemaking to tackle and accommodate for
those problems in a sensible fashion. The same goes for the inter-departmental problems—the
whole competition and resistance towards technology inside our department. People are afraid
of job cuts. We can’t engineer those problems away. That requires a contextual approach to
tackle it properly. We have to focus on learning, continuous improvement, and actively coping
with ambiguity through our use of meta-models—rather than searching for optimal solutions to
ill-defined questions.”
Linda looked up from her notes, sighed, and said: “I get your point. But it is hard for us to get a
good starting point. Many of our office managers are retiring by 2013, and a lot of knowledge will
go out the window.” Christoph: “That is why we need automation. It can save us an enormous
amount of costly, manual work.” Joel: “I believe that it is one of the ways to go forward. But in
this process it is crucial to remember that not all things can be automated, just like we can’t cap-
ture all aspects of soft or wicked problems in our repository. Some interpretations of our policies
will always require a human, creative, or moral element to succeed. We can’t possibly capture the
growing frustration of our clients when they complain about our online services. And the story
is the same for our office workers: we can maybe capture 95 % of their work patterns in a process
model, but the remaining 5 % such as personal awareness, knowing what to do when the boss is
stressed, knowing when and how to respond to immigrants rather than Australians... those are
just examples we need skilled people to deal with.” Linda: “And how do you want to transfer
that knowledge?” Joel: “I believe we still need to do intensive on-job training and a mentoring
program. Especially in those areas we can’t automate. That kind of knowledge is transferred by
watching, doing, and understanding why certain actions are necessary. Anthropologists call this
’enculturation’—how people are gradually adapting to a certain culture by acting and reacting
to feedback.”
Christoph: “And this really brings us on to the communicative aspect of this. When we in-
troduced the Six Sigma initiative in the old department—in hindsight—most people saw it as
a sophisticated way of sacking people. Or demanding longer work hours. This was not the
case. The intention was actually to promote leadership and improve people’s work conditions...”
Linda: “Yes, my old boss told me about that. Joel, any thoughts?” Joel: “We must be cautious
of how we communicate EA. And not expect standing applause from our staff right away. We
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need to give both policy makers, office staff, and IT people a carrot and build quick wins to open
the communication barriers. Our managers down in IT are always skeptical towards my ideas
when I talk to them. They need something in return.”
Christoph: “Our technology and frameworks will ensure that. We have views in our repository
for both business and IT staff, and they can create their own models. The models form a unified
language. We can hire consultants to help people use the tools correctly.”
Joel: “Yes, but we still need to tailor the communication of this. Repository views are a step in
the right direction. I would also choose some high-level models to sell to our executives, and save
the technical details for our IT propeller-heads. The language and meaning of these two social
groupings might be completely different. And despite the models having a formal language, we
still need to be aware that the discipline, EA, in itself is a specific discourse. Our executives will
make sense of this in a specific way, just as our IT staff will find a different meaning. EA just
isn’t injected by us into the minds of our staff. Your people will most likely see it as a technical
endeavour, whereas OTS’ executives will use it for compliance and cost control.”
Christoph: “Yeah, I remember our UML modelling efforts a few years back.” Joel: “Yes, your
developers seemed really happy with that. But my people never really adapted to it, as it was
overly technical. It was not intuitive for my people. So my recommendations are: win the con-
fidence of senior level managers first and have them translate EA concepts to their staff. We
can’t stick to a single value proposition, but there will be multiple conceptions. Each translation
must make sense to their work patterns and social reality—and potentially make them feel more
effective in their job function. We must accept that some people have to misunderstand or be
reactive towards our ideas in the beginning. And then, if we actively work on it, they will start
adopting their own logical bits of EA. ”
Linda: “Now, my last concern is the latest government census, which revealed some rather de-
pressing results in terms of client satisfaction with our services. People see us as a bureaucratic
colossus and complain about lack of transparency. Also, I believe that we might lock out certain
social groups, especially the elderly and people with no education. The minority of people who
still don’t own a computer...” Christoph: “In our EA program, we have defined some overarching
principles regarding openness and transparency, especially on the technological side. The Danish
National IT and Telecom Agency3 have been very active in promoting such principles, especially
in a white-paper from 2003.” Joel: “That’s true. But I also believe we need to include some
democratic principles as well. Principles promoting participatory design and democracy. We
need to encourage people to contribute to our service delivery.” Linda: “And find out how we
can deliver and flag its existence on the local community level. But how do we combine all these
efforts?’ How can we anchor these values in our architecture?” Joel: “Well, the principles in that
specific white-paper are focused on interoperability, security, openness, flexibility, and scalability.
They are used as the overarching guidelines across all aspects of the government architecture. I
suggest that we extend these principles with a focus on democracy and participation. We could
call these principles for e-government.” Linda: “Great idea. Now, can you sum this up please?”
Joel: “Well, I did this picture yesterday, which sums up some of these perspectives...”
Joel loaded a slide (Fig. 8.1) on the projector and stood up from his chair: “First, notice the
different stakeholders. I have modelled them as separate systems, that respond differently to
the communication of EA. This is what Luhmann, a famous German social scientist, called self-
referential social systems. They observe and adapt to the world, but only by reference to their
own logic. I added in an arrow to illustrate this active, cyclical effort. But the pattern is the
same outside of OTS: we must admit that different social segments respond differently to our
policies, services, and applications.”

3This refers to the white-paper on Enterprise Architecture—see (Danish National IT and Telecom Agency
2003).
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Christoph: “And what are the coloured boxes about?” Joel: “Well, we have the three layers
of our EA framework4. The blue colour, mainly residing in the technology layer, represents the
use of meta-models as engineering, whereas the red colour represents meta-models as enquiry
and collective action, which takes place primarily in strategy and policy making. That is not
to say that hard problems don’t occur in business operations, which is why I drew the coloured
transition as a diagonal—the problems and systems thinking patterns complement each other.”5

Linda: “Ah, yes. We need a classification of the different problem types around the architecture.”
Joel: “Yes, and realise that the hard modelling paradigm cannot on its own solve or measure
every social or political issue in OTS. This is what the red and blue vertical arrows illustrate.
The red arrow indicates the wicked aspect of our policy and administrative issues, where the
blue arrow indicates our hard problems with infrastructure and service orientation.” Christoph:
“And what about the grey horizontal arrows? Is that our value chain?” Joel: “Yes, the end-
to-end processes that deliver our services to the citizens. These are crucial to systems thinking,
that we start out with asking: what are the demands of the citizen? And build our models,
policies, and services from there.” Christoph: “I believe that our workflow systems and process
automation can make a big difference there.” Joel: “Sure, this is where we need hard system
models and engineering to make service delivery better, faster, and more efficient.” Linda: “And
what about the principles?” Joel: “The two boxes with the yellow arrows in the top show the
conceptual principles for architecture and e-government. They permeate, govern, and direct our
management decisions, layers, and the service delivery processes.” Linda: “And what about the
two triangles?” Joel: “This is the complementary triangle of sensemaking and systems thinking
that I introduced before. I placed it at the heart of the management and operations layers of the
EA. I believe they are inherent to it.” Linda: “That’s good. Have you got any further comments
before lunch, Joel?” Joel: “Yes, I have one more thing. I think a major step in the right direction
is to see our problem solving and management activities as subject to abductive reasoning. We,
as government officials, can never be fully informed about what is going on in OTS at all the
times. Sometimes we have to guess and make sense of very different, sometimes contradicting
sources of information. And finally value our plans and meta-models for government by their
overall, plausible direction rather than rigour and precision.”

4Strategy, Business, and Technology, see (Bernard 2005).
5Refer to fig. 4.1 (p. 23) for information on the diagonal.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions on EA and
Enterprise Meta-Modelling in
Government

This thesis studied two cases of Enterprise Architecture adoption and meta-modelling (MM)
practice in two Australia government agencies. Meta-modelling was identified as part of the
greater societal development of modernism, which has brought efficiency, analysis, and rigour into
the field of government. However, this view operates with a set of problematic presumptions of
knowledge, work practices, and communication. These presumptions tend to value technological
efficiency over understanding and meaning—and this is a conflicting world view when promoting
participatory democracy and transparency in e-government. Four principles for e-government,
rooted in Arendt’s political philosophy, were developed to accommodate for these problems.

EA and meta-modelling provided a consistent platform for setting strategic direction, sup-
porting e-government transformation, and defining systems requirements. The result was an
integrated model of IT assets linked to roles, responsibility, and IT spend. Apart from these
benefits, the research also revealed the following observations of decision making within EA:

1. It is insufficient to describe EA business transformation as a linear, rational process, as it
is also a process of interaction and interpretation (sensemaking). The meta-models serve
as shared mental maps of rational explanations.

2. The decision making processes around EA should be extended to including soft systems
thinking. This is crucial to explain the enquiry, understanding, and learning inherent to
this process.

3. Within the social realm of organisations, MM is not an exact science, but rather a process of
social enquiry. Practicing the former may result in strategic drift, as the effort to engineer
models of reality simplifies its embedded messiness.

4. The CIO’s effort of building trust and confidence in the methods was key for executive man-
agement to adopt EA. There was no pre-given, clearcut rationale preceding the adoption.
Selling and shaping the value of EA to the right decision makers was crucial.

These factors are critical for understanding the interplay between EA, MM practice, and
decision making a social context. This interplay requires a cyclical, abductive view of decision
making based on sensemaking and learning.
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In terms of work practice and organisational culture, MM provided a shared platform for
requirements capture, asset management, and impact assessments. In Ipswich City Council, the
blueprints and meta-models also emerged as shared cultural artefacts guiding the behavioural
patterns and decision structures of senior managers. The blueprints became an embedded part
of their work life, language, and reflection. The same artefact furthermore acted as a social
reflection process and cultural bridge between separate cultures, which improved the internal
communication and levelled out misunderstandings.

The study of communication revealed a variety of different perceptions and adoptions of EA.
Use of MM in itself has a valuable outcome in terms of communicating the EA between different
people. Hoever, there was no single value proposition driving MM or EA practice, and the
perceived benefits and reasons for adoption were very varied. This finding led to the following
propositions:

1. Internal skepticism towards EA is not a sign of failure. Often, this is a necessity for social
subsystems to make sense of and adopt new concepts on their own conditions.

2. The contingent nature of communication demands that EA discourse be shaped towards
the target audience. The communicated values must 1. successfully contribute to the social
reality of the target audience and 2. build confidence and trust.

The research into the benefits and limitations of EA tools and methodologies firstly reported
clear benefits in terms of guidance, tailoring, and templates. The tools furthermore helped
establishing a SOA and process automation platform, which was key to e-service delivery. On the
contrary, the tools and methods lacked support for different types of organisational knowledge.
They generally rely on formal knowledge whilst neglecting the personal, tacit, and cultural
dimensions of organisational knowledge. The second major limitation was an insubstantial model
of the organisational environment and how the organisation enacts and is shaped by external
forces.

EA is unquestionably valuable e-government transformation, and meta-modelling is a valuable
practice for planning and executing this process. However, the current tools and methodologies
generally suffer from modernist conceptions of planning, knowledge, and managerial control. EA
demands a nuanced model of the highlighted social, communicative, and political forces and
wicked problems shaping modern governments in order to truly offer a comprehensible model of
government decision making. Social enquiry, systems learning, and sensemaking are key com-
ponents towards building such a comprehensive model. It must furthermore support incomplete
knowledge and abductive reasoning, which is said to be a basic premise for the discovery of new
knowledge. Finally, it has been proposed that organisational self-design is a satisfying theoret-
ical concept for integrating these different critical perspectives of EA and meta-modelling in a
coherent fashion.
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Chapter 10

Putting EA in Perspective:
Recommendations for Practice
in a Danish Context

The thesis conclusions are built entirely from an Australian government context. However,
the Danish government has been active in building and promoting reference architectures and
interoperability models in the FORM1 and STORM2. FORM is the business reference model of
the Danish Ministry of Finance and has been adopted as a mandatory component of business
cases in Danish state government departments and municipalities (Hjort-Madsen 2010). In the
following, I will review the structure and focus areas of FORM in relation to the thesis conclusions
followed by a set of recommendations for the Chief Architect position in the Danish Government
based on my research findings. STORM was deliberately excluded from this discussion, firstly as
it is currently at its early stage of development and therefore quite immature. Secondly, STORM
yet has to gain widespread adoption.

10.1 Reviewing FORM

FORM is a business reference model and defines four levels of government services spanning from
13 service areas (level 1), 75 main areas (level 2), 440 focus areas (level 3) and 2000 business
services (level 4) (Hjort-Madsen 2010). FORM is supplemented by STORM, which specifies
how these services are to be implemented and provided in an IT architecture and technical
infrastructure.

Fig. 10.1 shows the overall reference architecture for the Danish Ministry of Finance. FORM
and STORM are the key frameworks, backed by business cases, for driving the specific segment
architectures for each service area (health, tax, geodata, etc.). The government strategy (in the
top triangle) is said to guide and structure this functionally composed hierarchy of taxonomies.
Moving from the top pyramid towards the bottom, the more domain specific the taxonomy
becomes. FORM is thus a very generic meta-model designed to capture and express knowledge
and practice from a broad spectrum of domains. Fig. 10.2 furthermore defines the relationship
between the reference models, reference architectures, and the actual solution architectures in

1“Forretningsreferencemodellen”—the business reference model developed by the Danish Ministry of Finance.
2“Service- og Teknologireferencemodellen”—the service and technology reference model developed by the Dan-

ish Ministry of Finance.
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Fig. 10.2: The relationship between the layers and components of FORM and STORM. STORM
and FORM define the reference models, which in turn comprise the foundation for reference
architectures—that in turn define and govern the final solution architectures. Source: (Hjort-
Madsen 2010).

which applications and services are deployed. As with 10.1 the direction from abstract, generic
ontology to the specific services and expert domains (e.g. clinical processes in public health and
electronic patient record systems) is mainly top-down: government strategy and policy drive
FORM and STORM, which in turn drive the specific solution deployments in each service area.
Whole-of-government thinking is thus driven by top-down functional decomposition, abstraction,
and taxonomy alignment across all government departments.

Drawing on the conclusions, FORM suffers from several key issues identified in the research.
The first problem is the inherent top-down approach identified above: FORM does not describe
how local initiatives may move from the bottom to the top of the pyramid in fig. 10.1—initiatives
are expected to flow from and align with a superstructure of unambiguous policies and legisla-
tions. The approach does not take into account the emergent aspects of knowledge and actions,
as highlighted in the LPMA case study, in which learning, discovery, and exploration impacted
significantly on the performance and success of the transformation program. FORM spans a vast
array of specialised knowledge areas in the segment architectures, but assumes that the essence
and details of these knowledge domains map directly into the generic conceptual model of FORM
without loss of quality.

The second problem is the lack of conception of different knowledge types and work practices.
The captured knowledge, which is supposed to outline the cross-departmental responsibilities and
work areas, are assumed to fit into decomposable domain and process models based on explicit
knowledge—similar to how LPMA attempted to automate their systems of government rules and
legislations. Granted, the hierarchical models are useful, but they do not take into account 1)
the various aspects of human and expert knowledge hidden below each segment architecture and
2) the boundaries of planning and prescription versus practice. A significant example of this is
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how FORM assumes that all essential aspects of healthcare work practice can be unconditionally
formalised and composed into a single model, which maps univocally to a generic government
model without loss of situated or tacit quality. Doctors—similar to the office staff in LPMA—
carry important, practical, and particular knowledge, which might prove difficult to express in a
generic, model, but FORM does not acknowledge this fact.

The third problem is FORM’s simplified model of how models and knowledge are communi-
cated across the departments. The generic nature of the business reference model is expected to
support this communication—however, the Danish public sector covers a multitude of different
social systems each with their own internal, local discourses and practices. This requires pro-
ductive misunderstandings and discursive shaping of the reference model concepts, which is not
highlighted or discussed in the framework. Translation of discourses, meaning production, and
effectiveness are assumed to be unproblematic.

Finally, FORM neglects the balance between local adaption and enterprise-wide compliance.
The reference model provides the policy and process framework all agencies, whilst leaving out the
extent to which agencies may define their own processes and operations, as long as they comply
with the overall architecture. As the hypothesis of meta-modelling as self-design proposes, EA
could be the overall framework for designing self-designing system by promoting local autonomy
and adaption under a common infrastructure. Instead, FORM appears to be tightening the
coupling between framework, structure, and local self-design through increased centralisation
of management and decision structures, whilst leaving out the possible need for autonomy and
self-design at the local levels.

There are obviously several similarities between the practical problems identified in the re-
search and the methodology promoted in the Danish government. The next section therefore
puts forward a set of recommendations for future EA practice in the Danish Ministry of Finance.
In terms of modernity, participation, and democracy, the Danish strategy for e-government from
2007–2010 actually emphasises the need for participation, collaboration, and citizen-focused ser-
vice delivery (The Digital Taskforce 2007). Therefore, the recommendations mainly focus on
improving FORM’s conception of decision making, knowledge, social proceses, and communica-
tion.

10.2 Recommendations for the Chief Architect

On the basis of the above review of FORM and the research conclusions, I propose the following
high-level recommendations for the Chief Architect in the Danish Ministry of Finance:

10.2.1 Focus on Learning, Adaptability, and Resilience

FORM should incorporate systems learning (Seddon & Caulkin 2007) and sensemaking (Weick
2001) as core components of government transformation. These concepts are especially valuable
during periods of major restructuring, change, and exploration of new knowledge as they focus
on building an adaptive and resilient enterprise. In order to build resilience and adaptability,
FORM must adopt the following practices around systems learning and sensemaking:

• Integrate whole-of-government systems purpose definition of the enterprise as a whole and
for all departments and divisions.

• Depict the government modernisation and digitisation effort as a continuous improvement
process with frequent reviews and redesign workshops of the current work practices.
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• Acknowledge the fact and express the need for exploration and learning efforts to make
sense of and build confidence in the overall direction of the architecture program. This
includes accepting that strategic objectives and plans, despite the level of precision, detail,
and deliberation, will never be as successful when carried out in practice. The rationality
of architecture and management planning will always be contextual, and FORM needs to
acknowledge its own boundaries of predictability and control.

• Broaden its conception of strategy, policy, and structure: FORM in its current state as-
sumes that clearly defined strategies and policies govern organisational behaviour and ar-
chitectural alignment efficiently. This approach is too prescriptive and limited compared to
the width and depth of the many knowledge domains that FORM actually covers. FORM
should therefore extend its current view of government strategy and policy from a top-
down, explicit, and centralised mechanism to a model of strategy as reasonable initiatives
and ideas emerging from federated, self-autonomous agencies directed and governed by the
overall EA.

10.2.2 Promote Systems Self-Design

It is crucial for FORM to find a balance between global framework compliance and local self-
design processes, which flows from the following view:

• FORM must provide the overall plan, strategic direction, infrastructure, information flows,
tools, methods, and checklists across all government instances.

• FORM must also allow redesign and tailoring on the department and office level. In times
of uncertainty and structural change it is necessary for employees to be able to reorganise
their own work practices and patterns to a certain degree3.

As part of this, FORM must define service contracts (in terms of what constitutes their service
offering and how it is delivered) between the social subsystems (offices, agencies, departments,
etc.) across the enterprise. This allows the architects to abstract away the local operations and
complexity of each subsystem, as long as the contract is upheld and maintained. Meta-models
should be used to coherently define, model, and maintain these contracts.

FORM must maintain a database of success criteria in order to support self-design and the
demand for exploring new and reviewing existing performance criteria. FORM’s focus on budget
controls and financial planning must be complemented by other, qualitative indicators to support
a broad variety of self-design processes.

Embracing self-design requires FORM to abolish its inherent top-down view and instead frame
the architecture as a rich landscape of emergent, self-designing systems. Effective architecting
means building and maintaining a solid, but flexible infrastructure and governance layer around
all subsystems.

10.2.3 Categorise and Understand the Dimensions of Problems and
Knowledge

In FORM’s effort to standardise and consolidate systems and services across multiple government
service areas, it is crucial to acknowledge that not all domain and expert knowledge can be
formalised and compared to different service areas. The discovery, storage, and practice of
knowledge may vary greatly from healthcare to tax office, and FORM’s effort to explicate certain

3The specific criteria for and implementation of self-design is found in tab. 7.2 on p. 69.
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types of personal and practical knowledge held by public servants may result in loss of quality and
detail. FORM must proactively support this fact by complementing modelling and formalisation
with an emphasis on job training, observation, and mentoring programs.

In relation to problem solving, FORM must provide a rich classification system for different
types of architectural problems and how these can potentially be solved: Hard, infrastructure-
related problems are best solved using engineering principles, whereas soft and wicked problems—
often in relation to policy making and social reform—demand enquiry, understanding, and ac-
commodation. This should be embedded directly into the meta-modelling methodology, notation,
and repository so that people notice and understand the requirements of diverse problem solving
techniques. Tagging meta-models by knowledge and problem solving characteristics will further-
more clarify how and when to automate implementations of FORM’s generic process models in
practice.

10.2.4 Accept the Contingency of Communication

With the inclusion of self-design in FORM comes the importance of building a rich, dynamic
model of government communication. Currently, FORM does not state how the purposes and
values of the framework or EA in general should be communicated properly—as such, it takes
for granted that the value and benefits from EA are embedded into the methodology itself!
However, the research revealed that understanding the differences in culture and work practices
in combination with targeted communication is crucial to successful adoption of EA practice,
and FORM needs to articulate this fact to its practitioners. Targeted communication of FORM
involves the following efforts:

• Continuously building and sustaining trust and confidence in stakeholders whilst demon-
strating quick wins as FORM is adopted across the Danish public sector. This requires
understanding and accommodating for the most significant pain points of government stake-
holders, as opposed to blindly believing that FORM in itself holds pre-determined value
and effectiveness.

• Building multiple value propositions of FORM targeting a multitude of government pro-
fessionals. FORM should promote systems reuse and budget controls to senior managers
whilst emphasising technical and infrastructure related benefits to to IT people. It may
seem like stating the obvious, but FORM in its current condition is primarily focused on
highlighting the benefits of cost control and economies of scale (Hjort-Madsen 2010).

• Understanding how FORM relates to the expectations of government end-users, and subse-
quently communicating how FORM can contribute to their local social reality and effective-
ness (e.g. by making work hours more flexible, automating and eliminating cumbersome
or repetitive work, and promoting work discretion and autonomy).

FORM should furthermore describe the contingency of communication in the link between
reference models and segment architectures. As the research demonstrated, human knowledge
cannot be transferred from one social system to another without loss of detail or quality. There
is an inherent incommensurability between the different specialised knowledge domains covered
by FORM, and the communication of concepts and meaning between these domains will always
remain partial. FORM must acknowledge that government institutions within the whole-of-
government enterprise as such are separate social systems with different communications, mean-
ing production, and work practice—and putting a generic information model in place is not a
guarantee for unconditional exchange of information from agency to architecture.
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Appendix A

Interview Transcription: Pat
Turner, Architecture Services
Pty. Ltd.

This chapter contains a transcription of an interview with Pat Turner, managing director of
the Australian EA consulting firm, Architecture Services Pty. Ltd. (ASPL). Pat Turner’s (PT)
company has for more than four years provided EA consulting services to government and private
customers throughout Australia. This interview concerned on Pat Turner’s ongoing consulting
work for Ipswich City Council1 (ICC) through the past two years.
The interview was conducted on June 16 2010 at the Habourview Hotel, North Sydney, NSW in
Australia.

A.1 Interview Part 1: Pat Turner, ASPL

AJ: So can you just quickly describe the organisation, the case study, that were are talking
about—Ipswich City Council (ICC)? Name, size, location, purpose, length of contract, for how
long were you there with your company, etc?

PT: Yep, so ICC is the seventh largest local government agency in Australia. It has a population
of about 650,000 customers or rateable properties. It is experiencing a population growth of
about 7 percent per annum. It is situated in the southeast Queensland (QLD) corridor which
is the highest growth centre of population between Brisbane, Gold Coast and the New South
Wales (NSW) region. So, it is experiencing a rapid growth and change of demographics, and as
a result the underlying services it offers to its population are changing. ICC has moved from
basically a regional economy servicing retired people and farmers to a fast growing metropolis
or metropolitan council that is servicing young families, urban professionals, and outsourced
government services. [...] It has the largest non-capital airport in Australia. It has the largest
railhead in non-capital cities of Australia, the QL Depot at Lowel Leigh. It has a range of others
proof-re[...] manufacturing bases. So the demographics of Ipswich from an economic perspective
is a smattering urban and rural, and it also has some of the largest urban growth sites in terms
of young families and emerging populations.

1See: http://www.ipswich.qld.gov.au/
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AJ: Ok, so what was the purpose of the—let’s call it the EA project or adoption of EA in
ICC—what was the purpose and for how long time did you go in to the organisation?

PT: Ok, so initially we were asked to come in and do an ICT strategy. This is something
we’ve done before. It is not uncommon for us to be asked to come in and comment on a strate-
gic piece of work for an organisation. We were specifically requested by the CEO, which was
a network contact of mine. We were referred to the CEO and he asked us to come in. I had
an initial 30 minute conversation, and discussed the idea of EAM—or Enterprise Architecture
Management—as a controlling concept for ICT spend, and he happened to mention that the
consolidation of IT, the control of ICT spend and the rationalisation of IT products were up and
most in his minds, particularly for controlling the budget. So as the council grew bigger, one of
the costs that were spiralling out of control to use his words was the IT budget. And he had no
way of controlling or managing or understanding it. So we were initially asked to come in and
do an IT strategy, which was: tell me how my IT spend is impacting on my business. Tell me
how my ICT spend is linked to my business outcome, and demonstrate that every dollar of ICT
spend is earning me at least a dollar in business savings or business [...].

AJ: Ok, so how would you characterise the organisation’s main arguments for adopting EA?
How would you characterise the argument for doing so?

PT: Ok, so within the context of ICT strategy the argument was very low, in fact I can say
it was very non-existent. So in my first thirty minute conversation I think I mentioned EA three
or four times as the proven method of controlling ICT and also linking ICT and IT to operations
to business strategy. The CEO had no understanding of what that meant and in fact he became
impatient and said ’that’s fine I don’t care how you do it—I just want you to give me tools to
control my budget.’ Which was fine as an initial conversation, and he said you will need to talk
to the CIO about that and basically can you start on Monday and here you go.

So basically the initial level of understanding and awareness of EA was very low. But that’s
ok, I have worked in that environment before; it really was about an outcome, it was linking ICT
to business outcomes. If we had to use EA to prove that, it was fine.

AJ: So it wasn’t specifically an EA project from the beginning?— that was captured later on in
the process?

PT: It was clearly an ICT strategy project, and that’s okay. Our next step was to deploy a
team, agreed on a budget, agreed on scope, and the initial assignment was for 6 months for 2
people to come and work with the CIO and to deliver an ICT strategy, which we did.
I talked to the CIO, she was a little bit more familiar with EAM, we explained some ideas around
coherency management, we explained some ideas around GERAM and layer views, we explained
ideas around TOGAF and the usual tools in modelling—and business layer vs process vs strategy
vs ICT technical domains. And she basically said the same thing, she said that’s fine, that’s all
very well, I just want an ICT strategy. So again: relatively low level of maturity from the CIO,
but really happy that we used any tool in our toolbox to deliver an ICT strategy that reflects
the business goals. That was transparent and allowed us to measure ICT spend against definable
outcomes.

AJ: Ok. How would you characterise the reception of the EA program? How would you char-
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acterise the way that stakeholders within the organisation, that could be executive level or
employees as such, how did it relate to their and their everyday tasks and work?

PT: Yep, good question. So we started the assignment. We had a lead architect—a team
lead, and a reasonably senior enterprise architect supporting the team lead, and that was our
initial team. So we initially went into an ICT baseline exercise, so we selected one of our tools
that we were licensed to use which was ARIS, and we demonstrated within a relatively short
time, which was six weeks, that we could build an ICT baseline, which was simply using a
layering view concept, a seven layer view. We built a view of their ICT environment. But
what we also did was that we build a process layer and a strategy layer on top of the normal
ICT layers, application, integration, information, network, security, infrastructure. So we built
process and strategy. What we then did was socialise that layered view. In the tool we also
build some fancy summative business views which allowed a business manager to access that
information. And we demonstrated that the IT environment was terribly complex and not really
linked to their strategy at all. And by the use of an EA repository and EA toolset and some
basic EA modelling concepts and a basic EA framework, and really a layering concept which
is really evident in any number of EAM frameworks, we showed that EA was a useful tool to
describe an ICT environment. But that also within an EA framework there were these things
called strategy, governance, standards, and process which also talk to business and strategy folks.

AJ: So when you put this technology or this piece of management and tech into the organi-
sation, how was it received by the employees— did they see it any way? Did they use it in any
way? How did you ensure that it was anchored to the relevant people when you put it into place?
One thing is having a tool, another thing is executing it in the organisation.

PT: Absolutely. The process of building this layered view of the organisation, that’ll be the
current state baseline which is really only the step 1, it was a series of multiple workshops where
we approached the subject very gently. We asked them things like: what are your priorities, what
are your key business programs, what are your areas of interest, and what are your key strategic
goals? And that was enough for that business sponsor, and then we went to the ICT owners and
modelled out their environment separately to the business sponsors. We only really came back
and played back the full picture to the senior managers first. There was no possibility of doing
that to the junior guys because they didn’t have an understanding of what it all meant. So when
we had talked to the ICT owners and we talked to the strategy owners and the business layer
owners, we then played back a classic seven layer view to the senior management team. And in
all honesty, we blew them away: they had never ever seen an organisation modelled that way
before. They had never seen their summative view of their ICT layers linked to their business
strategy and process layers. They had never seen it. Noone had ever introduced such a concept.
And in all honesty in a half day workshop we blew them away, and we had sign off within two
days. And if you go back now and look across the offices of all the senior managers, the seven
senior managers now have that ICT baseline on all their doors. If you go and open there is an
A-zero plot diagram of the seven layer view on everyone’s door. And they use it day in and day
out, if they want to do an impact assessment against their current state, they use the seven layer
view. If they want to look at the complexity of a certain application, they use the seven layer
view. If they want to explain what their core functions are, they use the seven layer view. If
they want to develop a business case to do a system replacement or enhancement, they use the
seven layer view. So as a management tool to do basic impact assessment against the current
state, very powerful. Indeed. I didn’t even understand how powerful it would be, coming from
a low level of maturity.
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AJ: Just say whenever you have to go. Just a quick question: how would you say that the
introduction of this EA program impacted on the organisational structure—if it did—were there
any restructuring involved, how did that take place, and how was that received?

PT: In an organisation which has such a low level of maturity, the ability of EA to impact
on organisational structure upfront and do serious transformations was minimum, it was low.
I would say that the EA framework has a major impact on the culture, so the way that they
do IT operations and activities and the value and respect they put into IT was vastly enhanced
when they saw the complexity modelled in EA. And the synergy between strategy, process, and
ICT was significantly illustrated through the use of EA tools. Has that had an impact on their
organisational structure yet? No, they haven’t got there. Since that first six months of the
exercise, we have now been there for two years. And we have now modelled out their end state
and future state, their program of work from a strategy, business strategy, and ICT strategy are
now all in the tool, and we are now able to demonstrate that any business case, any project or
program of work has an ICT component linked to a strategy component, and that they are now
doing their reporting and benefits mapping and realisation using their EA tool.

AJ: So in any major decision there is also a business case put into place and linked to the
strategy?

PT: Correct, yeah. From a strategic and lifecycle perspective there has been some change,
but in terms of the organisational hierarchy itself: very little change. I think that will only come
over time as they start to see real benefits from delivering programs of work via EA.

AJ: Ehrm, another question regarding the culture—you mentioned culture, and that was a
very important aspect of looking at organisational impact of EA. Some theories say that people
interpret things differently depending on their national background, their culture of origin, the
way they have been shaped in their rising etc. Can you identify any significant events in this
case where people’s history, background or culture shaped the adoption of EMM?

PT: Absolutely, culture is a really important part of this. A culture for EA traditionally has been
interpreted as a maturity cycle for enterprise architects themselves. And that is a very impor-
tant aspect of culture in the organisation and its adoption of EA. But similarly, if EA is to truly
become a useful tool for managers, we need to look at the overall culture of the organisation in
terms of its maturity, and how it sees strategy, process and IT linking together—which is bigger
than EA, but EA talks to it and can help. In this organisation there was a very very hostile
reception to IT. The business manager saw IT as a blocker of change. they saw IT as someone
who always impose rules and conventions and apparently artificial constraints on what should
be a relatively simply process. But this comes from the business people not understanding the
complexity of IT, but also the IT people failing totally to communicate in a meaningful way to
the business managers. So when we talk about culture there are many levels, and if we talk
EA there are many levels of which an (...) exists. So it is not just getting an EA community
for architects, it is also potentially helping build those bridges between strategists, operational
business people and IT professionals.

AJ: Right. Next question: to what extent did the organisation attempt to model structure
and processes? Processes being business processes, and structures being organisational struc-
tures or more abstract structures from a modelling framework?
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PT: Do you mean technical modelling? Or what do you mean?

AJ: That could be technical modelling, process modelling, or structural modelling—fx. build-
ing ontologies of how knowledge... corporate dictionaries of terms, technical terms. It is about
structure and process in EA and how it relates to the organisation—imagine you take a tool and
put it in place in organisation, but the way the tool does things and the way the organisation
does things is not necessarily in sync.

PT: So, from a generic modelling perspective this organisation is very very immature. So if
you even talk about taxonomies or ontologies or information about information, almost everyone
in this organisation has no idea about what you are talking about. So when we talk about
modelling and pure domain modelling in an ICT or strategy or process area, we must start from
very basic principles for this client. It is not always the case, but for this client it was definitely
the case. So we come back from discussions about meta data models and meta models down to
specific technical models around data or specific technical models around applications or specific
technical models around process layers—that operational technical hands on people find useful.
And what you find yourself doing is building out quite specific models of models. So we would
build out a very specific set of use cases for modelling the client management system. And that
may involve process process maps down to level five, it may involve a data model being a logical
data model as well as physical database constructs for the customer record. It may involve a set
of integration points and adapters for the interfaces between the customer record system and the
property management system.

AJ: So that is more the technical layer?

PT: Very deep technical layer modelling.

AJ: So to what level did the architecture put into place relate to the way that humans per-
form tasks? So I am looking at the way that you modelled semi-technical tasks, semi-automated
tasks or human tasks as well, so process modelling...

PT: Our best attempt at doing this was through process maps. So there was one thing we
could hang our hat on: here was a very strong process mapping approach.

AJ: So what did you use for that?

PT: We used a classic BPMN five layer hierarchy for process modelling. We used value chains at
level 0. We inherited level 0 to level 3 straight out of their business strategy, so value chains for
business hierarchy, organisation unit, business unit down to functional areas and then we used
BPMN modelling conventions for level 5 to 7, which was your functions mapped into end-to-end
processes mapped into discrete project and process activities mapped down to tasks. So pretty
much classic BPMN type notation with value chains and functional composite maps the highest
level with org charts on top. That was our best way of converting business activity whilst at
the same time demonstrating that they should also map out and model system objects and events.

AJ: Yeah. And how—in terms of the people being held responsible for this architectural work
afterwards... You might not know this perfectly, but—in your perception of this: how often were
the models reviewed or updated after the inception?
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PT: So we have been there for two years now. Now they have about 1500 process maps. They
have about 700 IT objects. So it is now building a level of maturity, which is quite good. And
as I say: on the 1st of july 2010 they will now be running all of their ICT operations and all of
their program of work and their portfolio management views for their senior management team
through our EA toolset. So we have come a long way to add strategy on top of process and ICT
environment domain modelling under process. Really, the process maps still are the key, and
what we have done is we have built a software development lifecycle around it, so noone or no
business case or business improvement opportunity can go very far unless it is on the operational
plan for the year, unless it has a set of process maps modelled for current state and future state,
and there is an impact statement done. And they go through five steps all as part of the process:
so there is a concept and initiation phase, there is a high level design phase, a detailed design
phase, in which the business case is written, and then they get into execution, development, and
testing, deployment, operate and [...].

AJ: So there has been put something into place to actually ensure that people have easy ac-
cess to these models?

PT: Yeah, there is a very strong governance framework in place now. Most of the portfolio,
program, and project planning, but also in terms of a software development delivery lifecycle
where—if you kick off a project, there are clear guidelines and checkpoints in which key artefacts
are required at certain time as you get into a more detailed part of the project in the portfo-
lio. There are names and responsibilities, there is a competency model, and there is a coherency
model of the resources modelled in the EA framework. And there is a matrix mapping of role and
project back to responsibility and accountability for artefact development. Solution architects
have a role, business analysts have a role, technical analysts have a role, enterprise architects
have a role, project managers have a role as well as senior managers within that organisation.
And there are some key artefacts that get produced at different times. There is a check in and
check out procedure in the toolset, and there is an on-businessboarding process for those key [...]
Any solution architect, be it a contractor or permanent, any business analyst gets onboarded,
gets familiar with the tool as part of it, they get issued a logon and they go through an induction
process of between two and three days with the key artefacts they will be expected to produce
as part of the project.

AJ: OK. Next question: this is more looking at the knowledge that is actually attempted captured
inside an EA repository. It is my impression that ARIS was used as the main repository in this
sense and was used to capture and model knowledge—organisational knowledge in some sense.
Some researchers point to that there are different kinds or types of knowledge in an organisation
that is not necessarily straight forward or explicit, that cannot necessarily be written down. That
can be craftsmanship, practical, tacit knowledge etc. etc. What knowledge captured in the EA
repository, and how would you characterise the difficulties/easiness of capturing knowledge in
this in a formal way?

PT: So... I would rate ARIS as a middle of the road maturity EA toolset. It is certainly
not perfect, but it is good enough for the purposes of technical modelling, process modelling and
it is okay for business strategy modelling. I think I would give it a C for the strategy modelling.
In terms of tacit or cultural knowledge, ARIS is not a very good toolset to be capturing tacit
competencies and coherencies in organisations. What we did though was that we took it ex-
treme levels in terms of assigning ownership and accountability and some basic metrics in terms
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of cultural awareness and development. It was about as far as we could take it—it is a very
prescriptive toolset, it measures metrics and KPI’s, but in terms of measuring tacit there is no
real way of measuring adoption rates or tacit awareness or understanding. Or the development
of an EA maturity model or the culture of EA.

AJ: No that’s right... that’s measuring things you can’t measure. But from your practitioner’s
point of view, how would say that we can improve these tools, to make those concepts better?

PT: Look, there are so many way, and some of our research in next generation EA talks about
the decision support for managers and heuristics and intuitive, and ... decision making points,
and the rationale of how you make a decision. I believe EA tools are so far away from this at
the moment, it is not even possible to have a conversation about it. I believe EA tools are like
our model T4 in the 1910’s compared to a Lamborghini. It is like a 2GL language versus a 5GL
language. In terms of what we need to do here, in terms of semantic modelling, forecasting,
scenario development, really understanding what other knowledges and information points that
a manager needs to make a true decision. I believe any toolset is so far away—it is not even
meaningful. I could talk to you about what I believe are the knowledge sets of the tacit pieces
of information required to go through a decision making process for a senior manager in any
organisation, but that doesn’t hold any value for an EA tool at the moment. It is so far away
from helping us with that—it doesn’t make any sense. And certainly, I didn’t even attempt to
have any of those conversations at Ipswich. It wasn’t possible.

AJ: No, not at that level of maturity....

PT: We were so far away from it. In fact I was happy that the senior managers allowed us
to use ARIS to provide their annual reports on ICT spend. And to provide some breakdown
across the five years for their five year program. What I would have love to have done was to
actually say: hey guys, you can now use this to do scenario modelling and forecasting. You can
now use this to model any type of decision vector or vector growth path analysis that you wish
to... you can use it to model fuzzy logic, you can do what-if analysis, factor z, factor x random
allocation theory, you can do decision optimisation theory. Those types of intuitive extensions
are just not possible in the tools at the moment. I don’t... I don’t believe that the tool is... I
believe this is where the tool should go, but I believe in the business strategy and organisational
health check area, we are a long way away. It is a bit off-topic, but...

AJ: No, it’s fine, it’s fine. It’s a way to come around in the interview. That’s fine, don’t
worry about that. Now, going back to the systems of systems discussion we had before prior to
this interview, one of my concerns is how EA relates to the environment—in terms of putting
an architecture into place into an organisation and then mapping it out into the environment in
terms of competition, in terms of markets, in terms of constraints, it could be politics, legisla-
tions, etc. etc.—which is really a system of systems of systems. I am not sure if this was of any
concern in the ICC case, but if you can refer to any other case study or example where this has
been put in place in order to manage that, how would you rate the EA tools and methodologies
and their ability to do so?

PT: Again, the EA ... you are putting on a very interesting point—the current EA set of
toolsets are very poor. Industry analysis, sectoral analysis, full equilibrium model analysis, EA
are tools are very very poor and have a lot to learn from economics, econometrics, business
strategy, and business management. For whatever reason, most EA toolsets—and I think I can
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say almost all of them—do not talk to sectorial or industry studies. They do not accommo-
date broad full equilibrium models of global economy or even local economy. So they treat the
organisation as a fully enabled and active organisation in its own right, which we know is not
true—every organisation is acted upon, and in turn it changes the industry sector in which it
operates, and also within the broader economy. Again, I don’t believe that current 2GL type EA
tools we have are mature enough to handle this type of analysis. So what happens is that you
get a partial analysis models, and the danger here is that managers believe they are modelling
all the factors that impact on the success criteria. So if I am a manager... if I am a line manager
of a mining company, and I model out all the constraints and attributes that are a part of my
inventory management system or my mine processing system or my rail management system, I
then now believe that I have all the factors that impacted on my success under control. The
reality unfortunately is far from it, and I have really very good case study, again where we spend
about two years with a very large iron ore processing facility in Western Australia, BHP, and
that is probably another interview but... that was a very very illuminating exercise, where that
set of managers realise again, starting with their very operational tasks to model out their coal
and iron ore processing facility, and realise that there were in fact many many exogenous factors
that impacted upon their success. And really we built out a full supply chain model using EA
concepts, and that was a much more useful and efficacious framework to try and model their
business activities. And it is the efficacy of a full equilibrium model, which economists have
known for many years, versus the suboptimal outcomes from a partial equilibrium model i.e.
only modelling those factors within the organisation, and even then only modelling those factors
which we understand and control... which really shows some severe trade-offs between those two
approaches.

AJ: So what we really see is... without putting the words into your mouth is that: EA fo-
cusing on the internal perspectives of the EA really creates a sort of an organisational blind spot
in this sense?

PT: Totally.

AJ: If you tend to forgot about the environmental view of the EA...

PT: Totally, and I would actually go further and be quite passionate and say that many of
the current EA practitioners and heavy detailed technical modellers that we have practicing in
the EA community reinforce this blind spot. Because it is in their interest to pretend that the
current toolsets do everything. That the current toolsets are in fact providing this full equilib-
rium view, which is absolutely not true and in fact high risk and I believe leads to much of a
frustration and criticism when they look at these partial models and go: well, that is a model of
nothing. That doesn’t explain business risk, that doesn’t explain factor X, that doesn’t explain
the left of field factor that would destroy my business. That doesn’t allow me to do any proactive
modelling, full modelling, 360 degree of my organisation. That only allows me at best to con-
trol certain elements of my IT portfolio, it doesn’t even allow me to explain... The explanative
powers of those models are very very low, and I will challenge any deep technical architect who
believes EA models and frameworks are currently perfect to show me how their models have a
full explanative and predictive ability beyond the simple IT contracts they have created. And
truly explain all of the factors that impact upon an organisation. And until we do that, I don’t
believe it is EA—we really have a leg to stand on. And all the generalist business models and
the general management models coming out of Harvard, that type of thing will always be more
superior. Because whilst they are not very accurate, they at least accommodate and accept that
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the broader community and the broader industry has the impact upon an organisation. So even
your most generalised management model has a concept of industry, has a concept of broader
economy, has a concept of global economy, whereas the most detailed prescriptive EA framework
to date has no awareness or understanding of this, it has no explanative power in terms of un-
derstanding of how a broader economy might dominate an organisation. And we continue down
this slide without parallel. And to me it is best exemplified by the complete lack of a strategic
and governance layer and industry layer on top of what most EA frameworks excel. Which is
really just deep technical modelling within an organisation.

AJ: That’s great... Let me just have a look here.

PT: A final word on that: I believe there is a strong alignment in some of the work I am
doing with the university of Melbourne and some of the work I am hoping to do with the EA
Fellows in Copenhagen is bringing together some of the classic macro- and microeconomic theo-
ries of the firm and building out a next generation theory of the firm. The virtual enterprise says
a lot about this—it actually breaks down the constructs and the traditional concepts of what a
firm is and what an organisation is—and it really goes to the heart of what a postindustrial firm
would probably be. And it is way beyond the traditional hierarchies of the competencies of the
firm, where we find them, how we interact with our competitors, what does an industry sector
look like, and how do you do this on a global stage. I believe there is a lot ... I think EA as
a discipline has a lot to learn from classic macro- and microeconomics, and I hope to show you
this in the next few years.

AJ: Yeah. Ok, that’s fine Patrick. Thanks.

A.2 Interview Part 2: Pat Turner, ASPL

AJ: Ok, so this is the last question of the interview with Pat Turner. So Pat, what I am looking
at right now is more a—from a purely organisational view—these tools that you have been using,
the clients you have been working with throughout your consulting career as an EA practitioner,
EA professional... For some people EA is some times related to vast amounts of bureaucracy
that you introduce into an organisation or if you pull down a very rigorous framework into an
organisation, some people automatically think lots of papers and lots of documentation; other
people think of it as very rigorous process mappings, very rigorous way of ... that certainly kills
innovation. Departing from these ideas how would you say that has been your experience in your
consulting career, not just necessarily in this case study, but in general?

PT: I think it is very true what you say. There is a strong perception, again I go back to
our poor understanding of what business problems are and how to solve them. I think from
the beginning the EA frameworks were built very heavy; they were heavy constructs. And de-
liberately so they were defending this base, and there was a reason to build heavy method and
heavy rationale—and heavy semantic layers and heavy paradigms and heavy constructs. They
were being defensible, they had to prove they had an efficacy in solving detailed technical prob-
lems. From my perspective as a second or third generation EA practitioner, I don’t necessarily
need such heavyweight methods to solve business problems. And I certainly am not trying to
demonstrate the core fundamental value of EA in terms of technical modelling. I believe that
has already been done. If I need someone to go and do detailed technical modelling for the data
layer or application layer, there are so many different EA approaches now that in someways it is
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somewhat boring for me—and I see ourselves, having my firm that is an applied EA firm, I will
provide a business problem to my technical consultants and I will say: solve it. I do care that
their method is rigorous and defensible, but beyond that I don’t care so much what their third
level data modelling technique is or what their physical construct to build an ERM diagram
is. I really don’t care. As long as they are following a valid and rigorous approach, and it is
defensible and useful for them. And if a client asks the question: ’well, how did you do your
ERM modelling?’—and they have a defensible answer, then I trust them.

AJ: So one last question: departing from that, have you ever seen the opposite effect of putting
an EA framework in to place? Not necessarily in your consulting practice, but it could be in
your general experience with action research that you have seen an EMM or meta model put
into place that on the people side might cause stress, less work enjoyment, rupture inside the
organisation, ... a really negative impact.

PT: Oh, absolutely. At this point in the maturity of EA frameworks it really must come down to:
what is the most fit for purpose model or framework. And if you have a large organisation that is
incredibly complex with many moving parts, then necessarily you will need a deep and complex
frameworks to accommodate those parts and to model out the interplay of those parts. Con-
versely, a lightweight framework that is easy to understand with very few moving parts may be
useful for a fast-moving transformation organisation that doesn’t care so much if all the moving
parts are modelled, but that we have a lightweight management layer on top. And I believe EA
should solve both those problems. I have actually seen both of those approaches used incorrectly
in the wrong organisation. So I think it is meaningless having a discussion about ’which is better’
and I know a lot of EA professionals constantly anguishing about lightweight versus heavyweight
protocols and frameworks. And I believe it is a meaningless conversation! At the end of the
day: what is the business problems that the client is trying to solve? What is the most effective
framework for the organisation? And the management literature got past this many decades ago.
And the longer we struggle, the more foolish it is. It is a fairly meaningless problem. There will
never be a right answer, it will—it can only ever be contextual. And our problem as a community
of practice—if we don’t become sophisticated enough to apply the right tool in the right way
at the right time, then we will become redundant. Then there will another approach that is used.

AJ: That is fine Pat, thanks.
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Interview Transcription: NSW
Land and Property Management
Authority (LPMA)

This chapter contains the complete transcriptions of two interviews with a total of four people
at the Land and Property Management Authority (LPMA) in New South Wales, Australia. The
first interview included Jean-Marc Barthe (JB), contractor and enterprise architect, and Dr.
Pedro Harris (PH), CIO and the main force behind LPMA’s EA program. JB and PH represent
the technical and architectural side of the LPMA case study. This interview was conducted in
LPMA’s ICT Conference Room on June 29 2010 in Sydney. The second interview concerns Ian
Palmer (IP), senior project manager for LPMA’s e-commerce program, and Shem Semple (SS),
senior project manager for LPMA’s E-Plan program. IP and SS represent the business side of
the LPMA case study. This interview was similarly conducted in LPMA’s ICT Conference Room
on June 30 2010 in Sydney.

B.1 Interview Part 1: Jean-Marc Barthe and Dr. Pedro
Harris

AJ: So, okay, so welcome to Jean-Marc and Pedro here from the Land Titles office or the LPMA—
so the new acronym. First of all I would like to ask you guys about your background and pro-
fession. So what are your guys’ position in LPMA, and when did you start working here, and
what is your professional background?

JB: I work as an enterprise architect an am a contractor with LPMA. I have been working
with Pedro for the last five years. I come from an economics background, majoring in economics
and majoring in computer science also. I come from the ERP world working with SAP, that
where my background is. I have been working on multiple large scale global SAP deployments
[...] large complex enterprise architecture. And I have been working with Pedro on this SIX
program for the last five years. From the inception to the current deployments.
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AJ: Yeah, alright. And Pedro could you please give a brief introduction?

PH: Yeah, I am the CIO for LPMA. And I started in the organisation in 2003. And since
2003 to where we are now there has been two major mergers that occurred over the years to
create the new LPMA. Previous background—I also worked as an architect, previous role as an
architect in cross-government, CIO within [...] community service. And was involved in two
enterprise architecture projects outside the LPMA. One was at Work Cover and the other was
at the Police where we got [...] We worked out the LPMA was drawing up and building on that
previous experience. Background: I have got a doctor of business administration in architecture,
mainly spatial architecture and a lot of the work we have put in place we have leveraged in my
thesis in terms of patterns of spatial adoption.

AJ: Yeah, so that pretty much answers my next question what your first encounter with EA
was, so that is fine. Moving to the next part, can you briefly characterise the EA project in
LPMA, when did it start, for how long time was it running, and what was your affiliation with
the EA program?

PH: Okay, this is Pedro speaking. In 2003 after the merger, that one with the Dept. of
Lands, we had another division, another business area that came into our organisation. Totally
different platform. Different processes, but working on [...] as an environment. One that came
in, the external Crown Lands, they were looking after Crown Estate, and the Land Titles Office
was looking after [...] estate. So rateable property. When this took place, the first thing we had
to do was to settle them in. And at that stage there was an earlier merger that took place to
form the Land Titles Office in 2000. And while they were in one environment, they still had a
lot of historical systems, legacy systems, and a lot of common processes were duplicated. So we
hadn’t finished the earlier merger, and then there was a third merger that took place. And that
was when we started. So at the end of 2003, we couldn’t do that in 2003, but at the start of 2004
we embarked upon an EA project, which we called SIAP: Strategic Information Architecture
Project. And it was a project that involved eight staff for about eight months. And the first
part of the project conducted a high level business model. We went through all of the current
business and the new business that was brought in and came up with a high level as is model
of the business. What business were we in, the number of transaction that ran, where the staff
were, how were they organised—and it gave us an overview. And from there we then, once we
had done that, we had a look at what the major information classes they tend to deal with. So
that was the first step where we started from. And from the high level view we pushed down
to the business analysis model. And gone through down to the process, still looking at what
information flows in that area. So we built the business model, the as-is high-level, and then
the [...] model. And at the same time, while we were doing that, we had another team of the
eight that was working on the information model, because they worked together. So how does
the business really work, how do they organise, and what data do they need. So we prepared an
information model—that’s what happened in the first couple of months, right.
In tandem with that we went an documented the current systems, we prepared an inventory, we
documented the environment. Identified which applications are running where for which purpose.
And then... they key thing that tied the whole thing together was what we called the Conceptual
Information Roadmap or CIR. And it sort of linked business to information to technology. So
that was a major piece of work for about six months. All of those artefacts were captured using
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very simple UML diagrams in Visio. And towards the end of these six months we started to
store that into Popkin System Architect as a repository.

AJ: Ah, okay. So there was a piece of software involved in this effort for modelling and
defining and storing models?

PH: Yeah, it was mainly then... what we used initially was just Word and with UML to doc-
ument the common processes. Very simple Visio diagram which just showed the cross-functional
flow diagrams as well. They were the main tools. And then we converted those [...] But what
we didn’t want to do was—my previous experience at Work Cover—we started using Rational
RequisitePro to document and we found that we got too focused on tools. And we said okay,
this is starting to become a tool exercise. We were looking at information gathering, so tools
are an important tool at the end. And in the start we just used very very basic word processing
tools which everybody had access too, yeah. And then the repository after six months we built
the as-is model of the business, the as-is of information, the as-is for the common systems tech-
nology, and we spent the last two months doing target modelling for where the business needed
to go. So we then had a workshop with the business, we explained the models and we asked
them were their main priorities were, and what business they wanted to be in the next five years.
And the [...] that came from the business was to go on the path of far greater electronic service
delivery services. And we knew we had to transform our internal services and external, so we
decided to work on what we call a facade or glass house. And we then developed a strategy for
modelling their business and how they wanted to embrace these services much better. So that
resulted at the end of two months, completed in eight months, and came up with a target model
for electronic service delivery only. And with that we developed a strategic plan that we called
BITES—Business and Information Technology Electronic Services, a combined business and IT
plan, which got us the 25 mio dollar funding to give the first stage of work. And it was really
wrapping and replacing all of the customer interfaces, so that it was easy to do business with and
give us a platform to embrace SOA for replacing and redoing some of our internal applications.
So that was a start—that was in 2004, and at the 2004—it took eight months to complete the
EA modelling as I mentioned—we then got the funding in July that year, and then we started
the five year deployment program of rolling out the BITES infrastructure. And that included
both modernising the data centers and Jean-Marc will go through and explain what we have
done inside the data centers in terms of our ESB, which applications we chose, why we chose
those, how we wrapped some of those web applications to give us early [...] back into it, yeah.
So that was four years, 2004 to 2008.

AJ: Yeah, alright.

JB: Just to extend on what you said... I joined on the project just after this initial modelling
session that was done previously, strategic information architecture (SIA). From this housekeep-
ing exercise or inventory exercise that we had done prior to get into the BITES, that was the
foundation for us to where we were starting from and how we were going to engage with this EA
project. And from this point in time we were able to show off to the business their application
redundancies, silos, foundations, and systems. I think it is a big thing that we were able to
in a couple of slides to really show the business that we had the solution for their enterprise
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architecture, which was going to be based on the ESB as a backbone for delivery of electronic
services. So as Pedro mentioned, there has been a lot of work done across the two datacenters
in Bathhurst and Queens’ Square. The way we approached the work was to be incremental,
and take one step at a time. Start with the foundation, the backbone foundation for messaging
and communication between all these backend systems that will be shared across these three
business silos, that were a result of the merger, which we talked about before. So first step was
to find a good excuse to deploy an ESB. I wouldn’t say that we have done it under the radar,
but we found a good excuse, which was to secure to and [...] all the financial interfaces reliable
with guaranteed message delivery. And that was really between brackets an excuse to push
this through redundantly. So we managed to deploy in two datacenters a redundant ESB in a
matter of months. This thing sanitised and addressed the security and guarantee of all financial
interfaces within the organisation. So I think strategically it was a really good thing to do in
the sense that we delivered immediate benefit to the business. And at the same time we had
the backbone of our service-oriented architecture. That was the first step to get this done. So
in terms of human benefit, we had maturity and architecture... [...] an EA project is going to
take some time before it delivers some benefits. Here we had an important step: deliver benefits
right away, which was the first main key point of this [...] and of this EA program. As Pedro
said, also, we had the idea or concept of a glass house—so a one stop shop or one view for all
the services. So at the same we had the foundation piece, the ESB was there straight across the
datacenter. The second step was to wrap our services within a single bottle. So aggregated all
these different internet channels that the different business units were using into one. And that
was the first inception of SIX, it wasn’t based on the current technology that we have, but from
an architecture perspective and a visibility perspective by wrapping it all into this glasshouse
system, that was this first inception of SIX, as such. And that was done in 2006 I think. So we
had a Perl portal, which was using kind of an old technology, the plugin backend was an ESB.
So we were slowly but gradually making the move towards the web service standards, towards
the reliable messaging and the queue. So... all this hasn’t really been in one hit, it has been
gradual process. But at least the first phase was... So our services were up an running inside
this glass house. Giving us the possibility to gradually plug in new system or reengineer the old
system on the bus and then plug this into this temporary or first inception of the portal.

AJ: Absolutely.

PH: Can I just add on to the—I wouldn’t use the word excuse. I would say... It was a pilot
project that identified a real business problem where we had a risk exposure. But it wasn’t an
excuse, we had to fix it up because all of that was a part of issues in the past, right.

AJ: Ok, right. So moving from this choice of technology into the first steps of really deciding
for an EA and saying: we are going to build an EA around our business to understand it better,
inside LPMA. How would you characterise LPMA’s reason for adopting EA as a program? Who
brought it up first, and who pushed the agenda? Was it by stealth or was it a business decision?
Or a technical decision? How did that emerge in the organisation?

PH: Well, I think... they were both technical and business. And when I joined the organ-
isation, they suddenly appreciated that I had a strong technical background. Also, the work I
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have been doing in the years prior to joining this organisation was transforming organisation and
looking at how do we actually maximise government businesses. So I was involved in changing
and addressing a 2.2 bn dollar deficit in the compound [...] and shut down a quarter complex.
So a lot of my thinking was thinking as a business person but using technology to drive forward
when I joined the organisation. Once we modelled the organisation it was clear that there were
real problems in the business. So I was the leader. [...] And that leaded to think strategically
for what we needed to do. We recognised that the funding we were receiving was incremental.
We were not going to get the full extended funding in one or two years, we needed to do plans
for multiple years, and therefore we [...] we then got the business involved. And also they had
experience, we were selling and not only communicating and marketing, we were transforming
ourselves in order to deal with that. So it came from us! The business connected to it because
of the models, you know how you can do modelling? Modelling gives a natural language so that
businesses can see their processes, and IT people can see their systems. So it made them under-
stand and demystified the investment approach [...] The business got confident, we understood
their pain points. We could model their target world and they said: this is what we want, we
will give you the money, now go and do it. So that is pretty much how we got the business
connected using models so we could see our world and the new world, and after that it was just
experience to make it all happen and to deliver this program over multiple years.

JB: I think what you just said is very important. We had a picture to show their future.
To show how by bringing in an EA program using this kind of technology and service oriented
approach we were able to address their concerns.

AJ: Uhum. Absolutely. And how would you—after running the first initial cycles with this
EA program, how would you describe the reception of EA inside of the organisation. The clients
to the EA, the users, and the beneficiaries, top management, how would characterise that?

JB: I think... and correct me if you disagree, but this has been pretty transparent to the
business manager. They understood what we were doing from an idea, from a concept perspec-
tive. And what happened in the background and how we made it happen was pretty transparent
to them. They knew, how we get from point a to point c, how we get there from a business
perspective wasn’t really a concern. We had a bit of a trust—because were able to explain, this
is where you are, this is where we are going. Trust us, we are going to make this happen over
the years. And we have been able to communicate pretty well. I think around the EA program,
and by doing such an incremental approach we have been able to deliver things along the way.
So it starting to... you wont wait years before you see something.

AJ: Right.

PH: One of the key things which is really important as well. When we met was the subject
matter experts, right, and they told us their problems and they told us about their difficulties
and if only we had this—if you can do this, I will be so happy. So we captured a lot about
this into an improvement register. And once we finished the modelling exercise we started off a
project which was to and target some low-hanging fruit. There were a lot of small initiatives,
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things we could do, which wasn’t part of the bigger picture, but would make the life a lot easier
straight away. So we wanted to give the business, the subject matter experts, the confidence that
we were listening and we heard their crying and that we wanted to do something about the little
things, while we were actually working on where we wanted to go strategically. So that was a big
thing for them. And they could see their suggestions documented in the improvement register,
they could see the priorities, the executive had given them priorities, they could see what people
would do about them. We implemented all of the suggestions that they put forward, and that
increased the confidence immensely. What Jean-Marc described as the pilot project, which was
more the pilot project for the BITES approach, but second to that the work was also incremental
wins he quickly went through and gave back to the business, the subject matter experts. And
they felt that what they [...] Another important thing was that the repository allowed them to
see that information they gave us was not lost. They told us whenever we met with them, a lot
of the workshops or the joint application development workshops or the business requirements
process of the previous [...] they would say the same things to consultants over and over and
over, and these things never got down. So we captured what they were saying, and we showed
them in a sense that we were going to do something about it, right.
And that was another important part. The improvement register was a huge thing to get con-
tents back. So they saw that we knew what the pain points were. And we were on the side to
change and improve their environment, right.

AJ: Okay, that is good. But besides all the business value point of this—creating visible
business value and incremental steps and also increasing transparency, would you say there was
any negative reception of this project? If you had to characterise some skepticism towards ar-
chitectural approaches or towards more IT focused management or in that sense...

PH: I wouldn’t call it negativity...

AJ: Alright, not negativity but skepticism, let’s say—people can say, wait a minute, this
might just be a new management fad or fashion from Harvard, this might just be a new techie
way of selling more software licenses. How did you experience that? If there was such...

PH: I think I experienced more skepticism in the IT department than in the business. Be-
cause EA is a business tool for describing the business objectives and for IT folks for when you
documented the current systems environments, you know in terms of your touch-points, your
systems touch-points, and it showed basically a lot of spaghetti, a lot of noise, a lot of mess,
right. And the skepticism was, well, jeez, let’s see what they can do to fix this up, you know,
they are so smart.

JB: (laughter)

PH: But in the end we weren’t there to criticise, we there to understand, to document. And
when we came up with the architecture, the teams internally left us alone because they were
looking after legacy systems, and my thought was that this would fail maybe, and it would be
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forgotten of after 12 months time. But it didn’t. So we worked around them and eventually
we started to impact them. And then soon we took a lot of what they were doing over in some
ways, and we still continue on this thing. So there was a lot of skepticism from the internal IT,
but I would’t say from the business. But we overcome that quite easily.

JB: And you have to realise that it is a fair human thing, we are changing the technology
quite drastically, changing the mental thinking about systems very drastically. So...

AJ: And of course, and there is a personal interest that people might be responsible for a
certain silo.

JB: It is a sudden exercise of power, also. Knowledge is power. If you change the way you do
things and ask for new knowledge, you lose power. As Pedro says, it has been a gradual take-on.
And we have been working side-by-sides for a while, knowing that this will converge at some
point.

AJ: So in terms of collaboration between business and IT, how would you describe that col-
laboration, in terms of working back and forth between business people and IT people?

PH: I think... the thing that really matters for people was when we finished the model ex-
ercise, they ran a workshop to look at where they needed to be for electronic service delivery,
right. And when we went to that workshop, having documented and understood where we were
at and giving them a pathway to where we need to go to, they came away from that workshop
very very clear that they knew they needed to go down this pathway, and that we understood
what their problems were, and that we were there to help them achieve this whole approach of
delivering the services differently. So it was a huge huge benefit for the business, and I was glad
that we were able to do that soon after we did the EA project to show that value came from
the hundreds of thousands we put into describing the environments, and that we were now using
these artefacts to describe were we wanted to be right. And I think the business were really
quite excited right about the time when we did the first development. Once we deployed the first
pilot project, which JB described, the people in finance got a real nice benefit because we had
two [...] reports that identified the central [...] file system was exposed, and we [...] so we were
on the same page. And we knew we had to bring things to the glasshouse. We had multiple,
separate, stand-alone portal delivering out to a whole range of customers, sometimes the same
customers on multiple portals, and the second stage was to get this glasshouse sorted out and
organised. So we had a big pilot in the first 12 months with a lot of small things we had done for
the subject matter expert. We focused hard on the risk exposure, and we focused hard on the
electronic service delivery to try and divide the front facing delivery. So we had about three ways
we were delivering benefits straight away in the first 12 months, right. I have got just one other
point on the last issue I talked about, the reception within the organisation. When I worked in
my previous organisations, EA was viewed as an IT problem. In this organisation it was viewed
from the business, anybody who was doing IT for the business took it as a business initiative. A
lot of my peers across government their EA projects fail because the architects have to convince
the CIO. And to educate the CIO on what was going on. In this case, the CIO was inside. I was
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the one making this happen. I didn’t have to be convinced. I wasn’t convinced, I was the driver
in the organisation. If you study across government, you will find if the CIO doesn’t understand
it, if he is not connected to it, it is not going to happen. Even though the business people believe
in it, the CIO still has a large role to play on the information, the current systems, the current
technology. The business is only really bringing the business environment, although they should
bring in information models. So that’s a huge difference between us and other agencies, because
I believed in it, we could walk the talk, and we could sell it. That was before... I knew what we
were doing. There were times when we did some rubbish, but we knew what we were doing in
the large.

JB: I think that is a good point. Pushing for the change was key to it. And being able to
communicate with people on what we were doing, and the EA project was key for this. We
knew where we were starting from. So we were able to communicate appropriately and clearly
on where we were going to. I think that is a very big key... to get the business on your side.

AJ: Of course. And exactly taking this point up on how EA and the work with meta-
modelling tools, tools like ARIS or System Architect, and the meta-modelling discipline in itself.
How would you characterise people’s adoption of these tools? Did it change the way people
communicate about business? Did you see... how would you describe the value of using these
tools in the business? Did it change the people work or communicate about it?

PH: I would say it was not so much the tools, but it was actually coming up with the national
language.

AJ: So not the technical side of it, but more the discipline of using models, visualising models,
and modelling diagrams for displaying and understanding the business.

JB: So as a communication tool, more or less.

AJ: Yes.

PH: And the tools we used for drawing these models were really simple Visio tools. Cross-flow
diagrams. EA modelling tools give you a language, so you know that you are trying to come
up with. And then you can then use that to talk and scribe and stick around it. When we
got to the last two months of using tools in the repository, some of the difficulties in the tools
and repositories limit you because you have to think through a whole range of issues involving
the tool, and it requires knowledge to drive the tool. We didn’t want to get caught up with
that. We wanted to say, look: I have got a business problem, how do I understand it, how do I
describe it, how do you make sense out of it, and not just make this a tool exercise, but a business
problem with tools enabling us to describe and think about it. Now there is a downside in that:
because once we started to implement, the repository was not maintained. So we lost a lot of
these flows. And when we went through a new process, we hadn’t gone back and recaptured
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the information. We still only had the models as they were when we created this. However, the
areas we worked in, fx. E-Plan—another area—we would then go on and enrich those models.
But we hadn’t to put them back into the repository, because we used EA as a start, and then
we started moving down the path of SOA. So SOA—EA told us our business problem—SOA
gave us an incremental approach for going to describe the services and processes. And that is
what we are working on right now. There is a slight shift from traditional EA modelling and the
management of living with those models from a SOA incremental approach. The methodologies
don’t necessarily extend from one to another. We had to adopt our process and say: EA told
our problems, but SOA gave us the pathway to incrementally work our way through it to where
we are right now, where processes are described and a lot more services built. But the original
EA model is kind of outdated from where we were.

JB: Yeah, I totally agree with this. I think the EA was giving us a starting point, and the
SOA implementation as the approach that was going to take us there—it is by nature something
that requires a lot of agility, and not as much stringent rules as that you would have in an EA
model. And there has been—once we went from the original EA work to the SOA strategy—you
need to be a bit more flexible in the way you describe your new models. And... By essence, SOA
requires multiple iterations of the same things as you go along. You get more and more efficient
as you go and define your services. You know what the reuse will be. So I go into a bit more
detail. I think starting from a very strict and constrained EA approach was good, because we
knew exactly where we were starting from and having this free or agile way of describing our
initial SOA framework was something really good because you go into a bit of an exploration.
And a lot of new concepts have to evolve. And you go from a rigid cycle, multiple and across
with duplication in the information architecture into something that has reusability. It is a bit
of a different concept. And I would say it is the ability to not so rigid and using SOA was the
key to this. But that said, as we grow we are now looking for much more stringent processes. We
are back into the processes now. You reach a critical point—I am jumping a bit now—but—you
go stringent, you go into a building and discovery mode where you have to be a bit more agile
and do refactoring and reengineering, an iterative process—and you reach a point where you say:
that’s fine, now we have got our SOA approach, we have got our aligned enterprise, let put some
stringent processes around it. So it is a fine line between loosing control and accepting changes,
accepting the human component to come in again.

AJ: Absolutely. Because the whole—what I am looking for from you people is sort of to
characterise this process of having a very rigid toolset and actually applying that to something
that requires creativity and abductive reasoning, looking at how do these things fit together.

JB: The stringent toolset was used initially for the EA for describing the housekeeping, in-
ventory, and where are we at. When we got into the actual build and deployment of this SOA,
that’s where I think we have been clever a bit of slack into it—and allow ourselves a bit of grey
area so we can rework and reiterate as we want it. That is a bit of leap of faith somehow, there
has been a leap of faith for a year where we didn’t fail, we didn’t success, we know where we are
going, the path is not there yet. I hope that I am clear.

PH: I agree with you totally. Just in terms of process modelling, where we have gone to,
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where we started—we modelled in those areas that we were building in. As we now had a large
amount of services built and processes that we could form, we found that our tooling has moved
from describing, which was EA, to actually transforming. So our toolset is different. We are
using process modelling now to then model processes and we can orchestrate these processes by
drawing on a whole bunch of new web services. So it is a different way of modelling what we
want to do. And we are not modelling necessarily on the EA, we are modelling on the services we
built. And the actors acting on those services. So it about proper SOA and process automation.
And not so much UML now. We are talking about BPEL and capturing business logic and how
can we actually run BPEL and using a process workflow as an execution engine for running these
new changes.

AJ: So what you have done is you have actually specified some of your processes using BPEL
and put that into an execution engine.

JB: That is what we are doing now, yeah. Because we have reached this mass of services that
allows us to do process orchestration. The SOA is a journey, you have to start building discrete
services and get better and better at building and defining what is really a service that can be
reused across the organisation. And that is typically the role of the Enterprise Architect to do
this. And it is a discovery phase. You reach a point where you have a critical mass, most of your
key processes or key functions will be service enabled. And at this point you can walk into the
BPEL world where you can start to orchestrate a process, a workflow process, or your business
processes basically. And that is pretty much where we are now, and that is where you go back
into a more stringent way of thinking.

AJ: So a bit apart from this... One thing is the modelling tools and the way the tools work.
Another thing is how people are working inside the organisation and the history that the or-
ganisation has, the way it shapes the people inside of it. This is a bit of a big question, but
I am trying to provoke some immediate thoughts. How would you say that the organisational
culture of LPMA and the result of this being a merger, historically, how would you say that has
influenced the EA and the way people have been working within that?

PH: I think whenever there is a merger there is always opportunity for change. And there is
confusion and there is chaos. And it is a great time to do something worthwhile. And generally
it was an opportunity for us to go and sense... if I joined a stable business, if I try to look for
an opportunity to impact it, then it takes a while to find the things we can start to change or
transform in this business. A merger is about chaos. It is a about people coming in, sitting down,
and trying to figure out where we want to go. It is a great opportunity to getting things done.
So I sensed the opportunity for a merger—merger means rationalisation, merger means sorting
out procedures, working it out the best we can. Change and provide much better outcomes.
The CEO of a merger wants to show that they are getting things done and working. For us,
the merger was and opportunity. Another thing, which I forgot to mention was—on my second
or third day on my job, there was a flood. The flood almost wiped out our data center, and
when I looked into it we had no disaster recovery plan. We had had nothing in terms of how we
could handle the flood. So it was stressing people’s minds that we had water continuing rising,
so it gave us another opportunity to think about how do we transform these services and how
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do we build redundancy into it and treat it as a highly-valued, highly reliable business, yeah.
So you sense these things... And as Jean-Marc said, there was problems with the same amount
with this audit exposed exchange driving our financial systems. These were things we quickly
grabbed on and we used—as an opportunity to drive and say: we need to do something strategic.

So that’s pretty much how it came in. I think, if I was going into a stable business and the
business is working along the way, and I was going to do an EA project. Well, we are not going
to do EA for the sake of EA, we are looking at how we can transform: if they haven’t changed
in ten years, then they might need a bit of a shake-up. Or they have done some good in some
areas, but they might struggle with integration, or there might be a cost saving exercise. There
must be some way that you can do this to drive business benefit back to your executive.

JB: Yeah, you are right. That’s why it is a bit harder to justify if you were not in a merger
situation at this time. Can I add one thing? I think also the inception of the EA and SOA
program, the SIX—Spatial Information Exchange—this has burnt itself into people’s minds. It
is a shared platform.

AJ: So what you say is that you had a shared ownership of data and responsibility of that?

JB: I think. But correct me if you don’t agree with it. But some people realise by having this
ability to be moduler and brand this thing as a shared, special platform. They don’t feel alone,
they are a part of a bigger group. A group that was delivering shared services. I don’t know if
you agree with this, but there has been a bit of growing in consciousness that we are providing
shared services as a supplier.

PH: It is a good point. Because when we modelled, we identified the supplier side. The
supplier side was government. We were in bed with the government, just like any other govern-
ment agency, with spatial data, coming us to get access to it. When you look at it, we almost
had a [...]. We could really transform. Part of our problem was that our business needed to
fix these vertical businesses up first, verticals, and also think about how do we do the supplier
horisontal across government. So we designed big, but we built small. Building small was fixing
up the house. And designing big was to go beyond the house to estates outside the house. So
the vision when we spoke about it, they understood that they needed to go broader. And they
felt comfortable that they had to fix up the house first before they fixed up the neighbourhood.
So we fixed the house and the vision was about moving beyond this. So we designed this small.
But the designing and thinking big gave us the strategy to think about how do we transform
end to end services. So let me add one more thing: so we spoke about electronic service delivery.
The electronic service delivery was thought up in 2004 about how do we provide services to the
citizen. E-business goes beyond that: it goes about how do we get the citizen to connect with
the backend system and add a full [...] of experience. And you can’t do that without SOA.
So we knew that to go to e-business we had to do SOA. If we can do SOA to our customers,
we can do SOA to our supplier side, and then what we needed to do was have [...] in place.
We thought of this and we modelled this, we didn’t share all of it, but we shared the stuff we
knew was needed—we didn’t want to scare them to make them think we were trying to build
or take over the whole cloud. We were not trying to fix up whole Australia, but just NSW. But
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we were trying to think through this vision and start to sell it in the pieces that were needed.
And that took a long time. But we could that because we had the whole model, which we did
in eight months. If did EA on a business application or a business process we would not have
seen the whole organisation. If I for example said to Jean-Marc: go an model E-Plan. Plan
subdivision. We wouldn’t have seen all the plan processes or the plan information or the plan
touchpoint. We would not have seen planning in relationship to the activities up in Bathhurst.
So plan in relationship to activities within the local government. The best thing was indeed to
do the high-level model for the whole business, which gave us a spectrum for where we wanted
to go. And the next part of this was to think about: how do we transform this. but also think
about: how do we actually start to transform and interact with our trading partners, right. And
that vision came later. We thought of it, we didn’t sell it, but it came later.

AJ: So... that pretty much cover what I have been thinking. I have something to add with
regards to the meta-modelling side of this. Because when you put a repository in place or a
modelling practice in place—it is not necessarily a piece of technology—but you say: we have to
model a business in order to understand it better. You also constrain people of the way they have
to work, because they are constrained by the very formal notation of this modelling framework,
for instance. So in the sense that you chose this modelling practice, what was people’s reactions
towards this? The people that you actually demanded to model the business, and the people
who actually were forced to understand the diagrams or models?

PH: I think the models... Once we understood the models, we spent a lot more time doing
very very clever PowerPoint presentations. Jean-Marc had a contact in SAP Germany, Sandra,
what was her name?

JB: Otto. Sandra Otto. A strategist in SAP.

PH: Sandra Otto, yeah. We gotSandra to work with us and said: we want to take these ideas
from what we sense and see. Can you help to come up with ways we can describe this? Sandra
then had access to some [...], some material. We engaged her for a couple of weeks and after she
spent some time with us, and she helped describe what we had in our minds, she could provide
a picture to us. We then worked with these models and these new pictures of what the world
looked like. We [...] the meta models only for subject matter, we didn’t use the meta-models
anymore, other than having a repository in which we could go fishing and look this up. So
what we sold was a totally different vision, the models could not extend, the models could not
describe what it looked like. We had to go an think through, what does a bus look like, how does
it integrate. If you have a look at my PC, my laptop, you will find that the biggest directory I
have got is PowerPoint. It is full and full and full and full of models and architects and pictures
and diagrams and graphics. And it a great idea... so most of it was PowerPoint to the business.
And using somebody like Sandra to help us describe what it is that we wanted to do. I believed
that was a turning point for the business.

(JB shows PowerPoint slide on paper.)
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JB: And that’s a picture which we have done with Sandra which helped us to explain what
this was about. We have been using this over and over and over again. It was the key to bridging
the gap between our views and explaining it to the business. Now, can I add some things to
what you said Pedro? And I don’t know if it is pushing it a bit further, but... We are using
a modelling for the business now, which is linked to our process server, which is using BPEL
as the notation. And I think—we can relate this—when you say that: are the people happy to
model their business, and do they understand what they are doing? I think in this organisation,
people are hungry to model their business in the way it has evolved. Because by 2013 half of
the Australian population will retire. So modelling the business to know exactly what’s in the
process is not a luxury, it is something we have to do to ensure the continuity of the business.
Would you agree with this, Pedro?

PH: Ah, totally.

JB: It is not just an exercise we do for the beauty of it or because it is nice to have. It is an
exercise in what we need to know. It is a knowledge capturing exercise, as well as making things
work better.

AJ: Yeah, but correct me if I am wrong, but one thing is saying now we do a baseline and
now we model the current state of the enterprise? What do we do in order to ensure that these
models are updated? One thing is what the models reflect. Another thing is what a policy...

JB: I know. The models will be fed into process choreographer. So the models will be trans-
lated into a service choreography. So they are not just pictures, they are pictures that actually
take life. And that is the beauty of BPEL, so the business people can express themselves, and
there are IT who will be able to use this and build a system with it.

PH: I think, I will add on to the question: I think there are two models that we work with,
right. When we are doing a full enterprise EA project, it is really about trying to understand
the enterprise. You can’t transform the enterprise on the enterprise level, you will have to break
it down to get some quick wins, right. In our case we said, okay, we need to modernise the
infrastructure. So we built a technical reference architecture. When we moved into the business
area, the business had some good things and some really crappy things, and we wanted to work
outside in and not inside out. Not what they are using today, but how they can use the services,
and they had zero technology in that area. So... so what we decided then was: okay, these are
the areas we wanted to work in. So in the areas we wanted to work in is where we captured new
model as input, business, processes, systems, the transactions, the volumes, we use it as input.
These process models then gave us a really good starting place. But we modelled differently. So
our SOA modelling was more about the process and process flow, and we didn’t actually put it
back into the environment. Once we started to implement SOA, we almost dropped our initial
models in a way. I have seen very few agencies maintain the EA model through the lifecycle of
transformation. Especially if you have got multiple businesses, and you have got multiple sys-
tems and multiple processes, it is quite difficult to try and keep them updated. It will probably
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require a large team of modellers to maintain the state of those environment. We are saying:
describe—on the other side, SOA was an [...] aspect to it. So I will just add one more thing: so
while we documented the technical reference architecture (TRA), we started to use our TRA to
implement against right. So what we have is a baseline of where we are today, maybe four years
on from the early models, right, we have got two data centers, we have got a 64 bit environment,
nice networks. So we have documented this and then pushed it back it into that model and said:
our technical reference architecture today was—since 2004 it has been changed—but today we
have done another EA initiative on a technical architecture only and updated that. We are not
going to do that on the business, the business will work incrementally as they start to work their
way through this.

JB: I will just add to what you said before with the enterprise level, which is the actual big
picture, the strategic picture, and the business level which is going to work incrementally to what
Pedro says, what we deliver.

PH: One last thing—to say on the EA: if you were not doing a combined EA and SOA project,
we would not spend as much time as we did modelling the information architecture, because the
processes and web services we built each one has its own information sub architecture that goes
with it. So we modelled a monolithic architecture, thinking that we would replace all of our
systems. What we wanted to do, really in the end, was to enable them with a bunch of services,
and each service would have its own payload So service modelling, and the whole information
architecture modelling were two different things. If I had to do this again, knowing what we
know now, I would probably not have spent those two resources dedicated to an information
model. Although the others understand [...] it is probably the most complex time and effort,
and it is the one that is used the least to model our services

.
JB: The thing is the service modelling, which is an important part of the big EA project, it

is a learning and trial and error exercise. You don’t get it right the first time. I think what you
said about the original information architecture model... I agree with what you said, perhaps
we should have spent less time, I think it is a good thing to start with, we need to know what
we are starting from, we need to know the baseline. Otherwise you can’t successfully deliver an
SOA project.

PH: Maybe we should have done fx a class hierarchy model. We maybe just have done an
object class hierarchy. But obviously there would be a constrain on the time—but we could have
saved some time there. It is not a bad resource, it was a good starting point.

JB: It was not a waste of time, I don’t think so...

PH: No.

AJ: I will move on now. That is a bit more on the emphasis on architecture within the
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organisation, because introducing a new tool or methodology that can draw a lot of attention
and resources towards this specific perspective, which in this case is EA—and maybe cause some
kind of drift in the organisation. Everybody is focusing on doing architecture and not focusing
on other areas. How would you characterise that within LPMA?

PH: Look, I think you have a good point here. The architecture allows you to think through
your [...] patterns, right. So if I look at the technical architecture, we would say to do the elec-
tronic service delivery, we have to have a portal, we have to have a bus, we have to go and look
how do we actually plug that into it. You start to think about how do we make this happen. So
you come with a [..] plan, it means you got to do a deployment plan, an the architects work with
you describe that. Now, the architecture then tells you how we will do this over multiple years.
At the start of day 1, I will replace all of our [...] for a reason, then we will be providing the bus to
link back it into it, then we will be organising the network to provide 24-7 redundancy. Then we
do the portal stuff, we are going to buy the portal [..] , but we are not going to use it until next
year. So by breaking down the environment, you start to describe your architecture, which gives
you: what is the environment, what is your domains, what are your subdomains, then you can
start to make sure your expenditure fits to the models. That is what we use architecture models
for, to validate against. Every time we have a big decision, let’s go back to the architecture. Are
the architecture models wrong—have we grown out of the models? There is a reference points,
so you use your reference testing against the architecture. You have to have it.

AJ: Okay... but I will just throw a last question here. That is really with regards to doing
architecture inside the organisation. With regards to documentation, with regards to using a
very rigorous methodology for building a business. Sometimes approaches like CMMI or ITIL
are criticised for the large amount of paperwork you have you introduce. How did you experience
this within LPMA with regards to the amount of documentation and bureaucracy?

PH: I think when we did the EA modelling exercise with the business, we made a conscious
decision that we weren’t going to bring the business into a room and ask: tell us about your
business. We wanted to go in and discover and say: this is what we understand about the busi-
ness; did we get it right? That gave us a starting point. The documentation that came out of
it described very quickly what is a process, what are the touch points, and the business people
were actually quite excited about that: they could see the value that they provided into this
business in terms of transaction flows into it. The other systems that link back into it... So we
did a lot of the documentation, and they QA’ed the work to make sure it was alright. So part
of it was not to be caught away with documentation for documentation’s sake. It was really to
tell the story and make them say: this is my place in the world, that is what I do, and I can see
where we wanted to go. So documentation wasn’t a huge thing.

AJ:No, but it really still links back into what you said before that you were afraid that you
got a bit too focused on the technology, the tools, and the repository.

JB: In terms of methodology we are all aware of it, PRINCE 2, ITIL, ... I think where we
were clever is that we took the good and left the bad. So we have been very pragmatic in terms
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of documentation and what to take out of PRINCE 2 fx. And really pick and choose the kind
of documentations that made sense to the particular situation. And I agree, yeah, PRINCE 2
is a nightmare to write if you want to follow the book, fully by the book. That is all you are
going to do: paperwork and documents. If you pick and choose the right elements or the right
approach that PRINCE 2 will advocate, then I think you can be agile but at the same get the
documentation to support this agile business. I don’t know what you think, Pedro, but I think
we have done this pretty well. It has been pragmatic, it has been difficult, but it worked.

PH: And what Jean-Marc is saying... I have worked with all different architectures, so while
we subscribed with to TOGAF. TOGAF gave us a lot of good material that we can use to
describe some artefacts. We had a look at Gartner: Gartner’s EA gave us all a very good under-
standing of how we can describe things by domain, by bricks. We had a look at the ... who was
the company that Gartner took over... Anyway, we had a look at all these EA methodologies
right. And rather than saying we are going to go on the pathway of TOGAF or Zachman, we
are going to take these different artefacts, because I like the way Zachman up to level three
describes where we want to go to. We think the way TOGAF describes the technical reference
architecture, so we took that onboard. So the used what we call a hybrid approach. We weren’t
caught up on the tools, we just used Visio, and then added on top a repository for driving that
through. And that was what I found in the previous project at Work Cover, at lot of the times
we were picking up a process and picking up a tool, you almost got process and tool focused and
forgot about what you are doing.

AJ: Exactly, and if I can ask you a last question of running an EA project, how did it impact
on the organisational structure? You feed data into an EA project, and then you come up with a
plan an say: this is what we would like our target architecture to look like, we need to get there
by doing a GAP analysis. What did it feed back into the organisation in terms of structure,
work design, role descriptions?

PH: There are two issues here. One is that: you come up with a structure and equally form
a strategy. Or you come up with a strategy and it will drive the structure, right. We went down
with the second part where we came up with a strategy, integrated, easy to do business with
right. And we started to build the services, and then structure followed the strategy. I can give
you an example: in about the second part of our SOA project. EA is completed. We are going
down the path of ESB. We now have one portal that brings together multiple discrete portals
into the SIX environment. At that point in time we had businesses running in silos, now we had
to share it all in one environment. Alright, so in the past they could make their own decisions,
now they had to negotiate. They could work out who had access to what, now they had to
deliver something else. So... what happened then is that the business started to recognised that
the vertical business, this vertical business, was now being turned on its head and is horisontal
and had to share its environment as an enterprise. And that was the biggest mindset change
that happened in the business, when they recognised they now got an enterprise platform, that
they no longer lived in these stovepiped, but that they had to share the same bathrooms, share
users, and share [...] and EA stuff. And they have come to terms with that now. And I believe
that was the biggest change for the business—turning the business from this to that horisontal.
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JB: But this wasn’t... it wasn’t a pleasant thing, but it happened. And you can see the busi-
ness now realising that we went from there to there. And yes, they have to share the bathroom,
but it is a much better bathroom and it is bigger. And that where it is a bit... [mumbles] And
being able to communicate on what you are doing and being able to show them that you are
getting something out of it. You go from an initial EA model, where people nod their heads and
say that’s fine, you are going to go horisontal instead of vertical, to two years down the track
when it is there. And people realise: I might have to share, but I might get some benefits as
well. And from a human perspective as an IT professional I think that is a good thing to see. If
you take the human component into it you can see that people embrace an idea and make the
most of it, but it is not .... it takes a lot of ongoing education to do.

PH: The IT structure changes as well as we are now starting to use these common services.
We have different development teams, they have to use a common repository. Different devel-
opment teams working towards a standard language, and integrated development environment.
Different teams running on environments that need to be harmonised across data centers. The
structure has been impacted by us as we started to build SOA, the business are then starting to
recruit to this new structure, they are starting to see their business as an online internet delivery
business. That needs account managers, customer managers to manage their own content. So
I think the structure has pretty much followed the strategy. The strategy was wiped, then we
transformed ourselves internally and the structure would follow. Strategy and then structure.

JB: So I think...maybe it is stretching it a bit, you mix EA and collaboration technology.
This new collaborative world that everyone talks about. And bringing the collaboration space
inside the EA, the dry part, and leading this EA towards a collaboration platform where people
get a sense of collaboration, I think that is the goal. That is the target.

AJ:Yeah, with the new Enterprise 2.0.

JB: Yeah, you are not forgetting the humans, it is just that you have the tooling and the
bricks and the artefacts in place to allow them to collaborate.

PH: If I was to say one thing to end what Jean-Marc said: we started off with EA, we im-
plemented a SOA. If I was developing a new methodology for what we had done—I would call it
ESA, Enterprise Service Architecture. It is not my word, some of the guys who worked with the
modelling came up with this word, ESA. It is about combining the two methods of building SOA
and designing EA into one approach, so taking SOA and adding in EA, we are talking about
ESA. It is really what we are doing today. And modelling for ESA is different from a traditional
EA project, slightly different.

AJ: But... speaking in terms of that. Just a last question: speaking of services and speaking
of service buses and speaking of artefacts and repositories.... All that belongs to a very tech
speak like language. And... when you try to relate that back into the business. How do these
things relate in your opinion? I am just trying to provoke a bit of thought here.
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JB: I would say that the shift... the business has understood what services mean. They
understood this whole was to actually dissociate the actual from the machinery. And that is
what it is all about: virtualising functions into discrete services. This is not technology driven,
this is a conceptual question—it is a concept in the mind. And we can relate this to technology
because we know what is behind. And we know the type of search of registering a [mumbles].
But the thinking is about service driven thinking and process driven thinking. And I think that
is what we have enabled into the business. We came to the party not so much knowing it—how
it works, the underlying technology—but we wanted what the functional components are. And
we have a web service repository and registry, which is accessible from two ends: one from the
developers, but the business guys doing their modelling using BPEL access exactly the same
repository. So it is like a two dimensional view of the same thing. So the service artefacts are
not just techie stuff, they are also used in the business. I think that is where the link is: you
have one object that serves both parts.

AJ: Alright, that is fine guys. Thank you very much. This concludes the interview.

B.2 Interview Part 2: Ian Palmer and Shem Semple,
LPMA

AJ: So guys could you please just tell me your name and what your position is in LPMA.

IP: Yes, my name is Ian Palmer. I am a senior project manager with the government citizen
development unit. I have been with the organisation since 2007.

SS: And my name is Shem Semple. I am also a senior project manager working for the E-Plan
program. I have been here since 1995. I have an IT degree as an undergraduate. And I have
also done an MBA within the last three years.

AJ: So what was your first encounter with EA?

IP: The first... it has mainly been here in this organisation. The organisations I used to
worked with used to do mainframe systems. So not quite on an enterprise level. So it was
probably when I started in the LPMA, which was Dept. of Lands then.

SS: Similarly story. I actually worked for Pedro Harris, so I actually came from the ICT unit.
I was actually involved in the early projects to set up the EA in the organisation.

AJ: What was your relation to the EA program?
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IP: My relation was the fact that I was actually using the EA. The reason being that... which
Pedro probably has mentioned... was the e-commerce systems and IFES, Integrated Finance
and E-commerce Systems, which was actually linked up against SAP. So one part was actually
putting linkages in and bringing information across. The other one was actually building an
e-commerce platform, and model project costs that allowed us to do online payments. So that
is my experience. And then there is the projects that I am looking at right now, which are used
across the whole LPMA.

SS: Yeah, that’s quit interesting. I am a project manager with the EA. Basically I was tasked
with the E-Plan program to come out with a solution for catastrophe survey plan, which involves
converting paper plan images and converting them into international standard, Plan XML, and
actually process them as an intelligent data streams throughout the organisation. To achieve
this, SOA was an ideal platform. Our focus today has been the external phasing applications,
so we built a portal for surveyors to lodge electronic files with us. And it actually leverages off
Ian’s project in terms of e-commerce integration so that they can pay for the online lodgement.
The project that I am working on now is internalising view in creating electronic views, which is
basically stretching the portal interfaces across the entire plan processing environment, so that
is when you take a plan from lodgement right through registration based on public registration
to the issuing of titles. The advantage of SOA is that you can quickly adapt—it is quite an agile
approach—and you can create mashup applications very quickly with existing services. So there
are niche products we have been able to deliver rather quickly using the EA principles.

IP: I can add some more on the SIX infrastructure, which uses IBM WebSphere. Also we are
looking at external users and internal users to actually create develop platforms using mash-up
datasets. With other government agencies as well. So that is another thing I have worked on
with EA.

AJ: Would you characterise the SIX platform and EA as a political agenda?

SS:I guess it is more community benefit than politically led...

IP: I guess it is more politically led from Pedro’s point of view because he needs an architec-
ture. We had disparate, single point core systems. And therefore there wasn’t a lot of integration
between the actual system. That’s why Pedro pushed it, and now we are giving the business a
lot more ability to tie in different systems and have that interface working well. There are still a
few legacy systems yet, that will be adressed in the future. But now we can reuse components or
take information and get it done quickly. That certainly improved the business. To the business
it hasn’t really been something we were really concentrated on seeing, it was more about Pedro
going: this is a good option to deliver what we need.

SS: I guess this is also a responsibility... I think all governments are guilty of it. We are
custodians of distinct information, especially here with spatial assets, aerial imagery, satellite
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imagery, and a whole raft of spatial objects. We have actually got access to that internally, but
we have never been able share that particularly well with external companies, businesses, or the
general public. What SIX allowed us to do was to create mash-up applications and stream this
real-time to the general public. So I think there is a social responsibility there for us to be able
to pass this information on, because it is used by many people for decision making.

AJ: Okay... so going back to the merger of Dept. of Lands and other public organisations...

IP: State Public Authority and Crown Lands. And Department of Lands was originally an
amalgamation of other organisations as well. That was actually a merger of the Land Titles
Office, Crown Lands and the State Conservation Services. So again it has built over time to get
all public information.

SS: It was a matter of consolidation, one key portfolio that covered specific topics of the
lands. It made sense to have these organisations amalgamated, it gave a lot of synergies. There
was political motivation there for all of that.

AJ: Political motivation in what sense?

SS: I guess consolidation certainly makes a great deal of sense. Also the former Dept. of
Lands is a government business enterprise—it actually generates money and is self-sufficient.
And its money goes into the treasury. There were satellite organisations that are on budget
within government, so they provide a service but actually don’t generate a revenue. So it made
sense to amalgamate the smaller satellite organisations under the greater whole for cost based
reasons. Cost efficiency.

AJ: So going back to the application of EA. I could understand that you started using some
more formal modelling approaches.

IP: That is what happened inside NEXT. From a point of view of e-commerce in that project,
it has not so much been a modelling approach, but it has been more about defining requirements
and adapting the systems. Formal modelling is something we are getting towards more, but
originally it was for getting the requirements right.

SS: I guess the areas that I come from, ICE, when I moved into business to take on the E-plan
initiatives, one of the projects I worked on was actually created a business process improvement
team. And the whole idea there was to inject some new blood into the organisation, some new
graduates, to have a look and critique of what our current processes were. And make best use
of the WebSphere modelling tool. So that we could actually do As-Is analysis and do forecast-
ing into the future of what the To-Be should be, using the SOA principles as guidance for the
platform so that: ok, this is what is currently manual, if we had to automate it, then we should
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this. And we have actually used that application quite extensively within the E-plan program,
it is now being adopted by NEXT which is another significant within LPMA, which is basically
automating the dealings and land transactional processes that occur within the organisation.
And that is quite appropriate for SOA and EA premise, because the models can actually be
translated into a one to one match from what the business view is into what the developers see.
And it is significant compared to what we had in the past, where the business would write a
lengthy spec with the functional aspect that would have in a particular application, it was passed
on to ICT and there is always a breakdown of communication with a series of Chinese whispers
from one point to another.

AJ: And it is exactly this mapping between business and IT that I am interested in. And
having a formal model or representation of what this fuzzy business is about, it can be inter-
preted in many ways—applying a formal modelling technique to that, how would you describe
that?

SS: I see it as a very positive... I guess we are from both camps, I come from the ICT camp
and now I am in the business camp. From my ICT experience I was receiving stuff from the
business and then having to make interpretations of what they wanted for the final product, in
the business I am now knowing what is likely to happen when it ends up in an ICT project. It is
great to be able to specify a project and actually know what is to be expected as a result from
the ICT camp. And I think it puts everyone on an even playing field, because using the model
it is a communication tool that can be shared both by the business and ICT. It is something
that both teams can use. You don’t have to be too techie to understand it. I find that it works
particularly well.

AJ: Okay.

IP: Another thing about it is a visibility check. So if the business says: this is what I want
to build, and the ICT can say: this is what I built, here it is. And the business: this is what I
actually modelled out and how I want it to look like. It makes it a lot easier to tick the box and
say: yes, I have delivered the work that you wanted. And the business can go: that’s fine, you
will build me this, and I will be happy.

AJ: So in that sense it also helps... does it in that way serve as a better way for doing re-
quirements management or is it more for achieving a base foundation for building new projects?

SS: I personally prefer... because scope creep is also something that a project manager tries
to avoid as much as possible. You have to be very clear with the requirements that you are doing
and the budget that you have allocated. One way to get to the real requirements and boil down
to the real aspect is to actually model it and have everyone understand what the model is about.

AJ: Okay, that’s fine. Historically, has LPMA adopted programs similar to EA? Has there
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been previous attempts to model a common architecture fx? Maybe information management,
trying to achieve common IT goals?

SS: Well, we have been a hodge podge organisation from our very beginning with all these
different satellite departments coming in, we have all arrived with different legacy system. For
Pedro SOA was a first attempt to amalgamating all these systems.

IP: I don’t think....information management is not documented at the moment [mumbles]...
extremely well. It is probably understood more by the IT world than the actual business world.
And that is nothing against the ICT platform, it is more because the business has come from
different parts and different areas. So that is starting to happen now when we are actually
documenting a lot of more information now and starting to put it out there. Where before the
business wouldn’t understand that, and nobody knew where the information really came from.

SS: And that is a critical point—identifying what the source of truth is for a particular data
set. Because what has happened for all these organisations amalgamating into one is that there
is duplication across all these. And identifying for all these systems which one is the best at
providing [...]. Which is the best for providing evaluation information. Some of the databases
are a hodge podge job of that, and we now know where to focus our energies on updating the
information in that particular asset.

AJ: And the current state after using EA as a tool to consolidate all of this... how would you
characterise the efficiency? Would you that you have achieved a single source of truth in terms
of your data entries and data quality?

SS: I guess it is always a work in progress...

AJ: But it has become better, is that what you say?

IP: Yeah... right now we are going towards that is both a spatial and textual database. Which
we never had before, we just had a textual database.

SS: And there are massive efficiencies to be raised there. The classical case if you get an
address wrong and an ambulance might arrive at the wrong destination and somebody doesn’t
make it to he hospital in time. At the moment there are government agencies that depend on
this organisation for this type of information. And you know—there are other organisations like
Australia Post that attempt to do it as well, but no organisations do it particularly well. So
the idea would be: we will take it on, we will be changed for responsibility, and we will create a
system that will work and traverse it across all government agencies to provide that particular
piece of information.
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AJ: Ah, okay. So coming back to the meta models: it is my impression that you both found
these tools quite useful in your work. Did your colleagues find them useful as well? Did you find
any frustrations with trying to model the world inside a model? Could characterise some of the
problems or barriers?

IP: So when you say meta-models, are you talking about...

AJ: That is building a formal architecture that represents business goals all the way from
strategy down to the actual it systems and execution.

SS: The strategic plan of orbit?

IP: I suppose... that is where Pedro and I have been using it for that purpose to be able
to show what he is doing the business and how he is fitting it into the business goals. That is
certainly an advantage to the business because it allows us to prioritise and go: yeah, I want
the world to be like this and like that. I suppose there is always an issue between ICT and the
business—we question each others motives, and ask: why are you doing this, why are you doing
that? That is always going to be an issue. I think that is where Pedro has been trying to get a
common foothold, how are we best aligned to do these kind of things? And that has certainly
made a lot of difference to the business, probably a lot more difference to the senior managers in
the business. And from a project manager point of view, it also makes life a lot easier: we can
do priorities, we can do it from a business point of view with an integrated time line.

SS: I guess that this is determining that fit between the products and services the business
wants to produce and gearing up the infrastructure and support that ICT provides to service
those requirements. In most cases I think the alignment has been pretty good. And certain
people understand the benefit of the infrastructure that has been put into place... Ian and I are
probably more unique than other people in the organisation [both laugh], and senior manage-
ment are starting to understand the benefits of the infrastructure we have invested heavily in. I
think we have reached a point now where we can start to be innovative—we can be more agile
and innovative and churn out products and services faster than what we could have done before.
And the business is starting to realise that now—what would take us 12 months to deliver a year
ago, we can now produce as a mash up for instance within less than two months.

AJ: Impressive. In your architecture—the way you model and understand the business—how
often is the information updated? What do you to do ensure that the models represent how you
are doing stuff?

SS: I think we are in a pretty fortunate situation—we are in a quite stable organisation, there
is not a great deal of change.
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IP: Yeah, we are pretty lucky with that fact. As we do projects and as we do changes, then
we update the actual documentation. And the BPI team I mentioned are actually going through
some of the areas where we haven’t produced documentation before.

SS: A lot of the services that we have converted from manual task to the automatic, they
have statutory requirements around them. So everything we do is an activity that is covered
by legislation. Our legislation doesn’t change dramatically. They do a random review every
second year, so they don’t change much. So the underlying manual process that I am looking
at automating, you could say it has been relatively stable for the last 150 years. The business is
not going to change direction if we model a process over 12 months.

AJ: So it varies a lot how people perceive the models... and I find it interesting how one can
improve the model through a roundtrip from reality to model.

SS: Well if the model is functioning as a talking point, it is actually exceeding its intent. If
people are using that for saying what needs to be updated. That means it is actually a living
document. In the past we have just produced 80 pages documents, it becomes a placeholder that
nobody bothers to read. Whereas if a document needs to have constant a review and is used as
a focal point for meetings then it is valuable.

AJ: True, true. Running a government agency does also involve a lot of different information,
spatial information and different assets of knowledge that one tries to formalise in an information
model. How would you describe EA’s ability to model different kind of knowledge and aspects
of the business?

IP: That is actually a problem... the architecture will show you some of the outcome. But
the tacit knowledge held by some of our people is what we are trying to capture. And it is one
of the hardest problems. And it is crucial to our organisation. But it is about saying 99 % we
might be able to capture, but the last 1 % might be so hard to capture, but it is so rare that it
comes through. So most of the models that we develop are pretty mainstream.

SS: I guess we are not modelling those particular difficult, tacit aspects. But we are identi-
fying them, and we are building at the moment a business rules repository. So... A part of the
mandate for E-plan is identifying, we have a vision 2013 statement, which is saying that a vast
majority of our experienced staff will be retiring by 2013. So we lose a large share of our staff. It
is quite a scary statistic actually. And a lot of that knowledge will be walking out the door. So
part of automating the system was to capture that knowledge before it left the organisation and
adding and formalising them into business rules and into the workflow so other people can take
on that role. And we can preserve the consistency of our statutory requirements. The knowledge
is generally interpretation of the legislation, and that is valuable to preserve.
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AJ: And actually going in and asking these people: what would you do in that particular
context?—and then transferring that into a business rules management system? How would you
describe that project?

SS: We are probably not as far progressed as we would have hoped. It is probably more of a
project for NEXT, so that is Chris White and that space. So that is the transactional elements
for land ownership, where a lot of the those things and all those business rules are being captured.
We are actually building an electronic examination tool, so when we get a plan in as an XML file
rather than a generic plan file, we can actually run business rules against that. That is basically
capturing a lot of the knowledge that is currently held in people’s minds.

AJ: Okay, good. Introducing a new tool or methodology can really draw a lot of attention or
resources towards a specific perspective, which is really building models, EA, validation, business
rules, or whatever. And in that way it forces people to think in a certain way, whereas other
areas are forgotten. How would you characterise that within LPMA?

SS: Well, EA is future focus... is that kind of the question?

AJ: No, it is more from a non-systems view, but more from... now we sit down with our
project managers and people and focus on building an architecture. But dragging so many re-
sources into building an architecture and documentation, might remove focus from really moving
the business forward.

SS: Well, it is opportunity cost, really. As you said: to do one activity is at the expense of
another. But we are an information service provider, as an organisation that is our core compe-
tency. And to build an robust infrastructure that puts us in a good position for the future. So I
think in terms of opportunity cost it has been the right direction for us to take.

IP: Yeah, I think the business realises that opportunity cost... any sort of project running
these days really require a lot of thought-giving towards what resources are available. So I think
the senior project management have realised that, that it is not just a [...] point, but that it
requires forward thinking.

AJ: Okay. Would you say that the use of meta-models and the approach of modelling the
business, has that increased the general understanding of the business? And people’s general
perception of the business?

SS: I would say yes. Just because of the fact that when I first started, I used to get blank
stares when whenever we talked about what we needed for the future. Now we have actually got
some visualisations, talking points, especially with the models. I can sit down with the business
now and talk through a detailed area of the model and really draw out the information, so we
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get a holistic view of what we are trying achieve and also the detail that the model provides as
well. So I am finding it very useful.

IP: Yeah, I agree.

SS: So rather than a cog in a process, you see the entire machine—and what cogs could be
replaced by other things.

AJ: So the next question is a bit provocative. EA and other structured methods are often
criticised for introducing vast amounts of documentation, and it is often criticised for being a
documentation exercise. And at the end of that, it is a complex machinery to get going, because
it introduces a lot of formal necessities. How would you characterise that within LPMA today?
Did the level of bureaucracy or operational efficiency change as a result of the process?

SS: Personally, I guess, I have always been more of a pragmatic runner of things in terms of
my style of project management. I try to do as much documentation that is necessary for the
audience reading it, and I don’t like to go overboard with the documentation at the expense of
actually delivering something tangible. I find that EA allows you to do that, maybe because all
of the hard work has already been done.

IP: From a project management point of view, we need to have documentation for the level
of satisfaction of the platform, especially from a business continuity point of view. And due
diligence as well. Because we have loads of legacy systems that are not well mapped or and not
well documented. And it makes it difficult for us to bring outside resources in to do work on in.
To that the documentation is critical for the business to move forward.

SS: Well, that is a business reality isn’t it. You have got the managers of legacy systems.
They used to be a bottleneck when you required a change in that system. All we have done now
is really to create a new bottleneck, because we have got a new group of people that are more
agile developers and they make good use of the SOA architecture. And the demand on that...
It is getting worse and worse. So yeah, it is skilling up the internal staff to be as competent as
external contractors in the SOA-EA space.

IP: Yeah, and from a documentation point of view we certainly don’t need a lot more of
documentation. And as we go over, we are doing that... We haven’t gone into documenting the
whole organisation.

SS: There might be a number of legacy systems that do something [mumbles]. But we create
a single web service that does a discrete unit of work, and it we know what that unit of work
is, we can document that and use that in a library function and call upon that whenever it is
required—rather than having ranges of documentation about all these databases that kind of
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do the same sort of thing. So extracting that unit out of the underlying databases and into
a searchable repository, that is very easy. And then from a project manager’s point of view I
can sit down—and I am sure Ian does the same—and identify where the reuse is in the current
infrastructure, and what are the new things we need to develop in order to deliver this particular
application. And that is very to sell to the business, it is only 20 or 30 percent of effort based
on previous efforts. It is leveraging and reusing what we are using, what’s already there. And I
find that very advantageous.

AJ: True. It is good to see that people are actually benefitting from the actual architecture,
whereas in a lot of federal agencies in the US, they are by law required to have an EA in place.
But for them it is merely pushing the generic button in ARIS in generating a scheme that nobody
really cares about. It is just a policy document. For them it is just addition to the bureaucracy.
So... last question did the EA program involve any major restructuring? Not of systems, but of
people in the organisation? Did you find out: okay, we have some slack here, we can save a lot
of money from cutting costs in this area or consolidating these two departments?

IP: Probably in my department... Because we are looking at cost savings from a staff point of
view, because we are automating a lot of work processes. It is probably not only about savings,
but also reallocation of staff. A lot of that has occurred, to be able to use and automate. And
that just in my department there has been staff savings, especially within back-office processing
areas. And being able to stop the creation of paper. Before, it was just crazy.

SS: I think there has been staff savings within the business, realising the benefits of what
the EA can provide. But from an ICT perspective we have just added staff, because the same
level of staff still exist for maintaining the underlying legacy systems. And we have got a new
tier of staff that manages the new SOA architecture. Now, unfortunately being a government
agency it is hard for us to offer attractive remuneration packages, so historically—to source the
best and brightest we have to go to external contractors, which are obviously quite expensive at
the best of times. It has derived a lot of benefits to the business. But... it has to be said that
it has cost of a lot of money. Significant sunk cost to put us in the position we are in now. But
in terms of wise investments, I would say that—as I said before, we are an information sourcing
department—it has been the the right direction. And money well spent. But if it is sustainable
into the future in its current guise? That is a question I will leave open.

AJ: Okay. Did you experience any stress, less work enjoyment, or rupture as a result of
running an EA program?

SS: [chuckIes] I find that I banged my head a few times against the wall a few times to make
people understand what the benefits are.

IP: I guess the biggest problem is not... it is probably not the hardest part, and I am probably
going to be controversial, but... I think the hardest part is ICT and making them understanding
what capabilities they have now. So what this has given them, having an enterprise architecture.
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It is certainly... it has been a long drawn process, where a sometimes we have spent time on
supporting legacy systems rather than looking forward to the opportunities we have. From a
project management point of view that has been a hassle, in most regards. From the business
point of view, as the business get delivered what they want to get delivered, they have been
pretty well okay. Most of the time they are understanding that and have been happy with that.
I think the hardest part has been the sunk cost which is what Shem has been talking about...
From a business point of view you have seen a lot of money being spend, but you can’t see any
big benefits to it straight away.

SS: It was a leap of faith for the organisation to go down the path that we did. And there was
a significant investment. But I think we are really realising... we are getting return of investment
for sure. And I think Ian and I are really advocating the approach there has been taken. And I
mean, at the moment we can be really creative in our solutions. In our legacy systems, to change
a small part of the code was like turning the Titanic around. So you had a seven cornered turning
circle, so if you wanted to reconfigure the business, you had to give them a heads up with a lead
time of three years to deliver something. Whereas now we can churn out an application in a
reasonable period of time, like three months. And that attracts me in terms of my role in the
organisation. I can see a problem and very quickly arrive at a potential solution. And we can
really get traction and produce something, riding a sausage through the machine rather quickly,
whereas before that wasn’t possible without this architecture.

AJ: Ah, okay. Thanks a lot for your time. This concludes the interview.
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Interview Manuscript (1st
Edition)

C.1 Theme 1: Background, Profession, and Role in EA
Program

Overall purpose: Understand the background and world view of the practitioner by setting the
scene. Compensate for bias and cultural difference in between interviewer and interviewee.

Question 1: What is your educational and professional background?
Purpose/outcome: Understand his/her role, education, industry experience, and official job title
in LPMA.

Question 2: When did you first encounter EA, and how did you get into this discipline?
Purpose/outcome: Previous experience with EA could imply worse or better experiences. This
serves to highlight bias and personal preferences.

C.2 Theme 2: The Organisation

Purpose: Shortly clarify and understand the case study and organisation in question.
Question 3: Can you briefly describe the organisation that we are discussing?—name, size,

location, industry or purpose, type, and finally their prior experience with IS and management
programs (e.g. ITIL, CoBIT, BPM, Six Sigma, ...).
Purpose/outcome: An in-depth overview of ICC and their reasons for adopting EA.

Question 4: How and when were you hired to work/consult for the organisation? What was
the duration of the contract? Purpose/outcome: Understand Patrick Turner’s relation to ICC
and why his company was hired to help ICC.

C.3 Theme 3: Organisational Politics and Power

Overall purpose: To uncover the socio-political underpinnings of the social system and how EA
and organisational powers and politics influence each other. To understand the relationship
between EA as a modernistic project and power and political processes in the organisation. As
Arendt shows, people are political animals, and power and politics shape the decision making,
that might not always be directly rational or stem from pure reason. We thus need to uncover
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the link between Enterprise Meta-Modelling (EMM) and the politics and decisions that drive
the need for it.

Question 5: Would you characterise the EA/EMM adoption as a political decision? Pur-
pose/outcome: Uncover any political ideas, agendas, or motivations for introducing EA.

Question 6: here and how did the EA/EMM adoption start? Can you describe the main
arguments for doing so? Purpose/outcome: See Question 5.

Question 7: What were the main achievements and problems after EA/EMM implementation?
Purpose/outcome: Uncover any improvements, successes, conflict, and contradictions.

Question 8: How will you characterise the organisational reception of the EA program or
project? Were people positive or negative towards it? Did employees wilfully engage in testing and
using the new tools? How were the reactions? Purpose/outcome: Uncover any social conflicts,
barriers or political counter-agendas that influenced or emerged from the adoption.

Question 9: Did people’s attitude or perception of EA vary or change over time? And if yes,
more negative or positive? Purpose/outcome: Uncover any change in social conflicts, barriers
or political counter-agendas that influenced or emerged from the adoption in the long term.

C.4 Theme 4: Social Relations and Communication

Overall purpose: 1. To uncover the socio-political underpinnings (e.g. coalitions, team spirit,
management, resistance or adaptability) of the social system and how EA and social relations
influence each other. 2. Uncover the importance and influence of social relations between people
in the organisation when introducing new technologies or management methods.

Question 10: Did the EA/EMM program impact on organisational communication—the way
employees communicate or manage communication? And if yes, how did it do so? Pur-
pose/outcome: Understand and frame the organisation as a communicative, social system and
highlight how EMM impacts on communication between people.

Question 11: How did you see that the EA program influenced the organisation’s social
structure—e.g. the way people socialise around and discuss major issues? Purpose/outcome:
Understand how EA and EMM influenced social structures and work practices in people’s ev-
eryday life.

C.5 Theme 5: History and Culture

Overall purpose: To uncover the importance and influence of organisational and societal history
and culture in EA adoption.

Question 12: How would you characterise the culture and history of the organisation? Pur-
pose/outcome: Steer the dialogue into a more general cultural-historical discussion. Prepare the
interviewee for this section.

Question 13: Have you seen any events or decisions in the past that have impacted the
adoption of EA/EMM? If yes, can you describe these events? Purpose/outcome: The historical
and cultural reasons for EA adoption—e.g. how a cultural or managerial mindset or practice
may have influenced how and why EA was adopted.

Question 14: Some theories say that people interpret things differently depending on their
cultural, personal, or historical background, e.g. the country in which they were born. Can
you identify any significant events where people’s history, background, or culture shaped the
adoption of EMM? Or the other way around? Purpose/outcome: This question is deliberately
long and explanative. It serves to “provoke” the interviewee for conceptions and presumptions
of organisational cultures and cultural contradictions or conflicts.,
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C.6 Theme 6: Structure and Process

Overall purpose: Understand EMM’s ability to properly reflect and comprehend processes and
structures in practice. Understand the relevance of formal structural models to the practitioners
and stakeholders involved. How do they use it, what do they gain from it?

Question 15: To what extent did the organisation attempt to model structures and processes?
Purpose/outcome: Understand the extent and ambitiousness of the EA program.

Question 16: Who practiced the modelling? How were the models stored and presented?
Purpose/outcome: Understand who and where in the organisations the models where created
and stored. Understand how the employees were able to see and understand the models (for
instance, if everything is stored in a Visio document on a remote network drive, it is not likely
that anyone will actually use the models for anything).

Question 17: How did management ensure that conformance to process/structure poli-
cies where upheld? Were any alignment rules, controls, or incentives put into place? Pur-
pose/outcome: Understand how formal models were introduced in the everyday life of employees.
Understand the level and emphasis on rigour and its outcomes/benefits/problems in practice.

Question 18: To what extent were the models used in the daily job of the employee? How
did employees perceive and use the enterprise models? (Why do you believe that the EM’s were
adopted or not adopted by people?) Purpose/outcome: Formal models is one thing, another thing
is how each employee and every department actually USE the models. If they are not used, they
are of no value. Understand how and why people adopted EMM, and how they relate to them.

Question 19: How often were the models reviewed or updated? Were the models involved in
any critically important decision-making? Purpose/outcome: Understand the correspondence
between model and reality. If models are not updated or reviewed, they are hardly useful.
Understand the correspondence between a structure or process in theory (e.g. the picture) and
its actualisation in reality (how people actually work with it, do it, structure it).

Question 20: Did employees see EM’s as an important tool in their everyday work or decision-
making? Purpose/outcome: Understand how the EM adoption and efforts relate to how people
are actually working.

Question 21: Were senior management or any executive staff involved in the modelling? How
would you evaluate the influence and engagement of senior management? Purpose/outcome:
Understand the socio-political position or premise of the project, e.g. EMM as a political project
to restructure the organisation or as an argument to lay off people.

C.7 Theme 7: Knowledge

Overall purpose: Uncover EMM’s ability to reflect and support different dimensions of knowl-
edge. Uncover the usefulness of the documented knowledge and examine how much knowledge
is actually documented? how well is the ontology/taxonomy/EMM repository maintained and
is it up to date?

Question 22: To what extent was the EMM project meant to capture and present organisa-
tional knowledge? How great was/is the focus on this aspect? Purpose/outcome: Determine if
knowledge management was at all relevant for this project. If it was not relevant at all, then
this section should be omitted in the interview.

Question 23: Did the organisation use an EMM repository for capturing knowledge? And if
so, what reference models or notations were used? Purpose/outcome: Determine the character
of the knowledge management approach. It could be that other, less well-known types of EMM
methodologies, techniques or tools where used.
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Question 24: Some research points out the different kinds or types of knowledge that exist
in an organisation (for instance, practical, creative, bodily, formal/written, informal). What
knowledge was captured in the EMM and reused, and what knowledge did the EMM effort fail
to capture? Purpose/outcome: Explore the different aspects and dimensions of organisational
knowledge in ICC and how well these were captured and documented.

Question 25: How well were different types of knowledge captured, managed, and communi-
cated using EMM tools and formal diagrams? Purpose/outcome: Determine how well the EMM
tools and techniques capture the different dimensions of knowledge.

C.8 Theme 8: System Thinking and Complexity

Overall purpose: Trace and discuss the influence from systems thinking in EA, and how well the
tools and methods comprehend environmental ambiguity and complexity.

Question 26: Did the EMM program concern or address the organisation’s environment,
e.g. competition, policies, politics, or other factors that influence the organisation? Pur-
pose/outcome: Examine how well the EMM effort modelled and mapped in the complexity
of the environment.

Question 27: EA professionals often refer to EA and enterprise modelling efforts as a tool
for “managing change” or “doing business transformations.” Can you give examples of organ-
isational change that the EMM program has supported?x Purpose/outcome: Examine EMM’s
ability to model and comprehend the complexity of change management, systems learning, and
continuous improvement.

Question 28: Introducing a new tool or methodology can draw a lot of attention and resources
towards a specific perspective (e.g. EA forces people to think of the organisation as a blueprint
or city planning map). Did you experience that within the organisation? Can you give any
examples? Purpose/outcome: Identify possible blind spots (Luhmann 1995), that caused the
people to focus on particular issues whilst leaving out influential factors in the environment.

C.9 Theme 9: Modernity and Rationality

Overall purpose: Understand the relationship between EA, EMM, hard systems thinking, and
modernity.

Question 29: EA and other management methodologies (BPM) are some times said to cause
“bureaucracy” or great amounts of hierarchy, documentation, and cumbersome work processes.
In your experience, did this ever occur in the organisation? Did people mention or express
their fear of “bureaucratisation”? Did the use of EMM impose any effect on organisational
structure/design, work practice, or management practice? Purpose/outcome: Examine the level
of organisational bureaucracy after the introduction of EA and how this impacted on work
practice.

Question 30: Did the EMM program influence people’s work behaviour or patterns? Pur-
pose/outcome: Impact of EMM’s search for rationality and logic on people’s work life, alienation,
productivity, and consumption.

Question 31: EMM sometimes involves the introduction of new technologies or IT systems.
Given that the organisation introduced more technology as part of the EMM program, how was
this adopted and received by staff? Purpose/outcome: Examine the impact of new technol-
ogy and technocratisation (the blurring or shrinking boundary between nature and culture in
organisations when introducing technology) on the organisation as part of the EA program.
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D.1 Theme 1: Background, Profession, and Role in EA
Program

Overall purpose: Understand the background and world view of the practitioner by setting the
scene. Compensate for bias and cultural difference in between interviewer and interviewee.

Question 1: What is your educational and professional background? Purpose/outcome: Un-
derstand the interviewee’s role in LPMA with regards to the EA project.

Question 2: When did you first encounter enterprise architecture? Purpose/outcome: Pre-
vious experience with EA could imply worse or better experiences. This serves to highlight bias
and personal preferences.

D.2 Theme 2: The Organisation

Overall purpose: Shortly clarify and understand the case study and organisation in question.
Question 3: Can you briefly characterise the EA project in LPMA? When did it start? For

how long time was it running? Purpose and outcome: To understand the person’s perception
of the EA project and what it is about. Some may say “business” whilst other might say
“technology”, etc.

Question 4: What was your relation to the EA program? Purpose/outcome: To understand
the person’s role in the EA program in relation to the other participants, politics, power etc.

Question 5: Was any software involved in the process, e.g. a modelling suite and repository
for defining and documenting meta-models? Purpose/outcome: To understand the use of tools
and technology in the EA program, as some EA adoptions can be very IT or application focused
(cf. the first interview with Pat Turner).

D.3 Theme 3: Organisational Politics and Power

Overall purpose: To uncover the socio-political underpinnings of the social system and how EA
and organisational powers and politics influence each other. To understand the relationship
between EA as a modernistic project and power and political processes in the organisation.
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Question 6: How could you characterise LMPA’s reason for adopting EMM? Purpose/outcome:
Find the point of departure for EA: technology, top-down, rationalisation, policy requirement
etc.

Question 7: Who pushed the agenda and made the final decision? Purpose/outcome: Uncover
who actually made the decision, and map out the organisational power structure.

Question 8: How will you describe the reception of the EA program? How were people’s
reactions? (Did it change over time?) Purpose/outcome: Uncover any social conflicts, barriers
or political counter-agendas that influenced or emerged from the adoption.

D.4 Theme 4: Social Relations and Communication

Purpose: Characterise EA’s relation to and impact on social relations and communications.
Question 9: Did the adoption of EMM impact on the way people communicate, e.g. through

meta-models, tools, or charts? (And if yes, how? Purpose/outcome: Communication is a very
broad, ambiguous concept to introduce, so the question was narrowed down to how people
eventually communicated through the EA models As communication is the base element of any
social system (Luhmann 1995), one needs to find out the mutual relationship between the socio-
communication and any managerial structures or management programs (EA).

D.5 Theme 5: History and Culture

Overall purpose: To uncover the importance and influence of organisational and societal history
and culture in EA adoption.

Question 10: How would you characterise the organisational culture, e.g. how people’s history,
education, and nationality shape the LPMA? Purpose/outcome: Prepare the interviewees for a
discussion on culture.

Question 11: Historically, has LMPA adopted programs similar to EA? Purpose/outcome:
The historical and cultural reasons for EA adoption—e.g. how a cultural or managerial mindset
or practice may have influenced how and why EA was adopted. Previous experience with similar
programs may have had an adverse effect on adoption.

Question 12: Has LMPA culture had an impact on the EA program? Or the other way
around? How would you describe the connection these two? Purpose/outcome: Uncover how
history/culture impacts decision-making and the other way around—i.e. engineering culture,
budget cuts, success with BPM, influence from external consulting firms etc.

D.6 Theme 6: Structure and Process

Overall purpose: Characterise the usefulness of formal, prescriptive approaches and corporate
reality—how formal structures and process engineering methods fit into the organisation, and
how its users, practitioners, and clients perceive it.

Question 13: What and how much was included in the EMM project? (Organisational struc-
ture, process models, systems, workflows) Purpose/outcome: Understand the extent of the EMM
adoption and how much of the organisation was actually formalised.

Question 14: Did you find the meta-models helpful or useful? Purpose/outcome: Under-
stand how the employees and the clients perceive meta-models. Uncover frustrations, problems,
practical applicability, and its relation to the employee’s daily life.

Question 15: Did others find them useful? Purpose/outcome: See Question 14.
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D.7. THEME 7: KNOWLEDGE

Question 16: How do you use the models? Purpose/outcome: See Question 14.
Question 17: Is information updated and readily available? How often are the models reviewed

and modified? Purpose/outcome: Uncover how well the meta-models are maintained and if they
provide useful, productive information to the interviewee in daily work life.

Question 18: How do you find that the models are relevant in your work towards solving
problems and decision-making? Purpose/outcome: Same as question 17, but with another per-
spective. See above but with another perspective. Use this if Question 14-17 did not yield any
good data.

Question 19: How well do the models reflect how work and information is really carried out or
processed? (Give positive and negative examples.) Purpose/outcome: Uncover the relationship
between formal modelling and reality (what models reflect v. what reality really is like.)

D.7 Theme 7: Knowledge

Overall purpose: Uncover EMM’s ability to capture and support different dimensions of knowl-
edge, e.g.tacit knowledge as described by Michael Polanyi (Polanyi 1967).

Question 20: How well were different kinds of knowledge stored in the meta-models? Pur-
pose/outcome: Examine how different types or aspects of knowledge were captured in the tool
(if used at all) and provoke a discussion of how different knowledge in LPMA (bureaucratic,
technical, practical, social) can be formalised and fitted into the same formalised model.

Question 21: Do you or your colleagues use the EMM repository or model documentation for
browsing for existing knowledge, new ideas —or contribute to the repository? Purpose/outcome:
Examine the relevance, criticality, and usefulness of the knowledge captured in meta-models.

Question 22: Does a meta-model enable you to understand a certain problem or piece of
information better? Do you have any examples? Purpose/outcome: Examine the practical
usefulness and applicability of the meta-models.

D.8 Theme 8: System Thinking and Complexity

Overall purpose: Trace and discuss the influence from systems thinking in EA, and how well the
tools and methods comprehend environmental ambiguity and complexity.

Question 23: Introducing a new tool or methodology can draw a lot of attention and resources
towards a specific perspective (e.g. EA forces people to think of the organisation as a blueprint
or city planning map). Did you experience that within the organisation? Can you give any
examples? Purpose/outcome: Identify possible blind spots (Luhmann 1995), that caused the
people to focus on particular issues whilst leaving out influential factors in the environment.

Question 24: Did the EA program or the meta-models in any way concern the LPMA’s en-
vironment, e.g. policies, markets, government? How well do the meta-models support this?
Purpose/outcome: Examine EMM’s capability to model and explain the environmental com-
plexity.

Question 25: In your opinion, has the use of meta-models increased the level and quality
of communication about the business? Purpose: Examine how the organisation and the meta-
models act as objects of Luhmann’s socio-communication (Luhmann 1995).
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D.9. THEME 9: MODERNITY, RATIONALITY, AND TECHNOLOGY

D.9 Theme 9: Modernity, Rationality, and Technology

Overall purpose: Understand the relationship between EA, EMM, hard systems thinking, and
modernity.

Question 26: EA is sometimes criticised for introducing vast amounts of bureaucracy and
cumbersome change management. How would you characterise that within LPMA? Did the level
of bureaucracy and operational efficiency change as a result of the process? Purpose: This
question is deliberately designed lo provoke a discussion on bureaucracy. The purpose is to
uncover the bureaucratic impact of EA in the light of Arendt’s modernist approach—and how
eventually affects the everyday life of employees.

Question 27: Did you experience any stress, less work enjoyment, or rupture as a result of the
EA program? Purpose/outcome: Impact of EMM’s search for rationality and logic on people’s
work life, alienation, productivity, and consumption.

Question 28: Did the EA program and EMM effort have any major impact on the organi-
sational structure or design, e.g. consolidation of departments, layoffs, etc? Purpose/outcome:
Examine the impact of formal management programs, methodologies, and new technology on the
organisation as such in the light of Arendt’s critique of modernity and alienation (Arendt 1998).

Question 29: How would you characterise the result of introducing EMM in LPMA? How
did it relate to simplicity, overview, efficiency, and effectiveness? To you, what is the most
important feature or benefit of your EA in LPMA? Examine and characterise Arendt’s hypothesis
of productivity and efficiency: the more technology is put into place, the more unpredictable
reality becomes due to the blurring of the boundaries between nature and history (Arendt 1998).
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Appendix E

Four Principles for
E-Government

This chapter contains the four principles for rediscovering the public sphere in e-government
introduced in ch. 7.1.3.
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Tab. E.1: Four principles for e-government (source: own creation, see ch. 7.1.3).

No. Principle

1 E-government must engage the active participation of citizens on an ongoing
basis in a public forum. This serves to encourage democratic values such as
equality, solidarity, and openness.

2 E-government must incorporate the active celebration of democracy and citi-
zenship as a distinct cultural achievement and privilege in itself.

3 E-government must demand public participation and confrontation in a public
space. Anonymous participation is not enough, as this minimises the con-
frontative impact. Public confrontation enables free speech and plurality and
encourages political discussion and compromise.

4 E-government must build and sustain the sense of political agency at the most
local level possible. This is to be achieved through government decentralisation
of service delivery through a federation of councils with a local presence.
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Appendix F

Luhmann’s Typology of Systems

This appendix shows Luhmann’s basic classification of systems. Luhmann made an important
point in his construction of this classification: the classification itself is not a “general theory of
the system” (Luhmann 1995, p. 2). Rather, he emphasises the constructivist viewpoint that there
are systems, and that these relate to each other in a dynamic, contingent, and self-referential
fashion:

“[...] even in the highest registers of theoretical abstraction we don’t allow ourselves
to apply to the means of knowledge (concepts, models, etc.) the terminology of
objects—precisely because such a decision couldn’t endure in more concrete domains
of research. Thus the statement ’there are systems’ states only that there are objects
of research that exhibit features justifying the use of the concept of system, just
as, conversely, this concept serves to abstract facts that from this viewpoint can be
compared with each other and with other kinds of facts within the perspective of
same/different.” (Luhmann 1995, p. 2)

This implies that Luhmann does not see his systems theory as ontologically inherent to the
world. Rather, it is an epistemological approach, which constructs the social world through self-
referential systems. This enables the researcher to reflect upon the world as consisting of systems
in a generalised and productive manner. Hence, Luhmann’s approach to systems theory is often
labelled as constructivist, since the systems are viewed as a possible epistemological entry point
to reflecting upon the world (and thus not as a basic, given premise in research).

Luhmann claimed the existence of four general system types (see fig. F.1): machines (e.g.
computers or cars), biological organisms (e.g. the human body, cells), psychic systems (the
human mind), and finally social systems, which in turn can are divided into three sub-types:
interactions, organisations, and societies. The focus of this thesis is particularly the interaction
between psychic systems, organisations, and societies in terms of communication and knowledge.
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Systems

Machines Organisms Social Systems Psychic 
Systems

Interactions Organisations Societies

Fig. F.1: Luhmann’s constructivist typology of systems.

Information Understanding

Utterance

Message

Fig. F.2: Luhmann’s model of socio-communication in social systems. Sender and receiver are
forced to make choices (selections) within information, understanding, and utterance to produce
a message. Source: adapted from (Brier 2008, p. 241).
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Appendix G

Groundlessness in EA and
Management Science

This appendix adopts Checkland’s conceptual model of the relationship between systems thinking
and practice in management science and MIS. The model has been fitted for the context of EA
theory and practice in government.
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EA theory and methodology EA practice: 
intervention in human and gov't affairs

leads to

generates

Fig. G.1: Groundlessness of EA theory and practice in the government context. EA theory,
frameworks, and methodology generates adoption and practice, which in turn improves and
modifies the existing theory. This is a cyclical, never-ending mechanism for the research. Source:
own creation. Adopted from (Checkland 1985).
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Appendix H

Structure of the Thesis

This appendix introduces the structure and flow of arguments of the thesis. The content of the
thesis is described in ch. 1.4.
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Executive Summary

Introduction and Problem 
Statement

Theoretical Framework

Research Methodology

Case Study I: Ipswich 
City Council

Case Study II: Land and 
Property Management 

Authority NSW

Empirical Research 
Findings

Meta-Modelling Theory and 
Practice in E-Government

Putting the Pieces Together

Conclusions on EA and 
Enterprise Meta-Modelling 

in Government

Putting EA in Perspective: 
Recommendations for 

Practice in a Danish Context

Fig. H.1: A high-level diagram of the thesis structure.
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